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LOADING 

THE RETROBATES 

f there’s one thing I've learned since 

editing Retro Gamer, it's this: the 

STUART HUNT PAUL DRURY history of gaming isn't as clear as you'd 

Blimey that’s a toughie и think, and is often shrouded in mystery. 

нің for k е In fact, when you consider the popularity 

Ag 7 of the industry, it’s one of the worst- 

documented aspects of social history. 

| read an article about Super Mario 

J е Favourite game of all бте ax Pay Bros by Frank Cifaldi on Gamasutra a 

керт ара : ша cr хэхэ ене few weeks back, which staggeringly 
Piae gine ok ol te revealed that no one knows for sure the 

date that Super Mario Bros was released 

in the US. It's astonishing to think that 

such a landmark game could have no 

reliable history attached to it. The article 

is not only a great piece of investigative 
journalism, but a truly fascinating read. It's 

also a rather depressing one, as it proves 

just how we're struggling to preserve and 

document gaming's rich history. 

And it's such a big history to document 

Even Retro Gamer has made mistakes 
JASON KELK IAIN LEE in the past — and 11 dare say we'll make 
book ног, ad н them in the future - but we've got a 
qe Боль number of freelancers now who are as 

Puedes she d close to videogame historians as you can 

Expertise get, and we're determined to do our bit. 

› ёс Oh, and before anyone says anything 

clever, our GameCube piece refers to its 
Favourite game of all time: Favourite game of alltime European anniversary. 

Enjoy the magazine, 77 
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UK VIDEOGAMES 
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This month 
sees more crowd 
fund-raising, 
this time an 

DI interesting new 
documentary 

from the creators of The 
Newsfield Years. We also report 
on the latest Retrovision retro 
event, and get excited about the 

long overdue sequel to Sonic 
And Sega All-Stars Racing 
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ritain has a long and 
lengthy love affair with 

videogames, with many 
of its early bedroom 

coders and publishers still 
working in the industry today. 

The early Eighties were 
опе of the most important period: 
of Britain's contribution to gaming 
thanks to the likes of Ultimate and 
Codemasters, ani 

developers ranging from Matthew 
Smith to Jon Hari 

Oliver twi ind many others. 

From Bedroom 

any talented 

ar 
that is currently being funded on 
Kickstarter alternative Indiegogo 
and it is already generating buzz 
within the industry thanks 
the exciting all-star cast being 
promised by th reat 
Anthony and Nicola Caulfield. 

“The idea originally 
tarted out as a three- 

part TN 
2008," begins Anthony 
when us about 
the long-gestating 

t. "We had just 
d two really large 

music projects, a Pink 
Floyd film called Pulse and 
an eight-part music TV series 

led SoundCheck At Мото 5. 
Nicola and | had been saying 
for years that it was about time 
there was a properly put together 
documentary account of the story 
of the UK videogames industry. 
In the last ten years the only 
shows of note were Thumb Candy 

pre: by your very own lain 
Lee, and more recently Charlie 

Brooker's Gam 

Th 

to various broadcasters 
hittir ral frustrating v 
delaying the project. "We were 
surprised at how little interest 
we got; the common answer 
[being] that gaming was a 'n 

, Jon Ritman, the 

\ 

ЖҮН 

hobby’, or that they wouldn't know 

where to ‘plac 

that no one would want to watch 

it,” ntinues Caulfield. “What 

surprised us, though, was their 
complete lack of interest for such 
an important story in the history of 

h invention and industry. 

ich a show, or 

fad that sudde 

d out; this му 

that was borne out of enthusiastic 

interest and not necessarily 

commercial enterprise, that went 
on - along with contributions from 

JMENTARY 

other countries - to be the 
biggest entertainment industry 

on the planet!” 
Undaunted, Anthony tried 

another approach with the aim of 

creating a retro gaming DVD that 
would feature commentaries from 

popular developers like Matthew 

Smith. Despite the interesting 

concept and support from a big 

distributor, it was again per 
“Unfortunately, early into filming 
the company who were financing it 
were taken over and almost every 
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ale piste A Cast Of 

Thousands 
Here are just a few of the 
БОР: due to appear in 
rom Bedrooms To Billions 

Maclean has been behind some excellent 
8-04 games including the excellent 
Dropzone and К+. wea 

The co-founders of 
Blitz Entertainment are still 

working inthe industry today. They are 
best known for the Dizzy series. 

Regular 
» [Spectrum] From Bedroor columnist lain. 

ої classic games, including Matthes Lee will also be - making an appearance, als Anthony. 

so we were left 
of shot material and no real idea of 

what to do with it." K. V leased uld be a hat to do with it U 0 even released d bea The talented creator of 

although he won't be. 

Fort looked to change with pre: but that г Manic Miner is notoriously 

happy Бес: presenting the | 

the BBC wanting to commission suddenly vanished, wasting more publicity-shy, so his inclusion is 

of our ov documentary. 

the three-part series to be shown time and money, so we de nyor great news for the documentary. 
after the excellent drama Micro vould return to the original gre 
Men, but once again the deal fell core idea and not stop until we Matthew Smith Braben, Ка the Ofver twins 

continues to work in the 
industry and the industry 

continues to wait for 
Elite IV. 

through. "At the very last minute could finally tell that story. Archer Maclean, 

they declined," recalls Anthony, That story could now be David Braben, Sandy 
ying that a story on the UK coming to fruition thanks to the Livingstone, David Darling a "Р 

ames indus nentioned funding Jeff Minter are just г 
niche, which considering 
of the obscure subject matter on "We е ed, with many бэлгэ Sa 

1 our eyebrows ore being promised. Even Retro magazines will feature in From 
Seth Gord с 9 е Gamer regu! in Lee and Paul Bedrooms To Billions, including 

The King Of Kong: A Fistful Drury will be turning up to силат 
Quarters saw the Caulfields continue diegogo provide lyrical about the days o 
consider a film route, but this also platform for projects like this The UK industry was born dur ЖАМ онн 
proved probl и п! an ext y turbulent period, jf massive impact on the 
we hi ге trying to е to and for many it's an era that still industry, so fresh insight from 

Sandy White is guaranteed. the c resonates. It's this lightning that 
ays A Caulfields are so keen to bottle 

in 2011 we were approac in From Bedroom To Billio Currently at Kwalee, David's 
about restructuring the film to elp fund 0 e я ме play retro gam contribution to the 
tell the whole global story of the to finish the espe ones we used to industry was % 9 у 
games industry and not just the e play back in the day, they remind g y play y. 

[C64] Archer M clean has already о produ us, at least just for a moment, of \ 

featured in the trailer, зо expect his games рента draw Dv Olver ахул Y 
feat appear in tho finished documentary. р үсе Карр Pu 

y, who has a th c have 1 
e о promote perhaps had so mu s to truly + 

4 а е 3 les Anthony. 

Codemasters. 

Sensible Software. 
made a big 
impact on the UK 
gaming scene, 
notably with n like Sensible Soccer. 

produc Bedrooms To Billions 
Bedrooms То Bi 3 s J be very happy.” 

Anthony. “When we v si ed in From Ве a The co-founder 
aki 5 of Zzap!64and Crash 

0090 will be contributing to From 
ormation. фр Bedrooms To Billions perks. 
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Last Train То Geeksville 

Here's the bio... 

— ^ 
e red EcorLEcTIONS WITH CELEB IAIN LEE 

z e d 
— MÀ 

was recently in Manchester station, waiting 

for my train home, and was starting to sweat 
quite a bit. | am a bit of a sweater at the best of 

times, or rather my right underarm is; my left 
is as dry as a dry bone, and just as delicious. But 
this was a different kind of sweat. The moisture 

permeating through my hair meant | was at 
the early stages of a migraine. | needed to dash 
off, get some really strong painkillers from the 
chemist then drink a whole bottle of water. If | 
do this early enough, I can halt the otherwise 
inevitable blindness and slurring of my words. 

As | was mustering the strength to drag my 
weakening body to Boots, | was approached by 
a young couple who I had seen eyeing me up. 
Was | going to be asked what it was like being in 

Two Pints Of Lager — the number of times | am 
mistaken for Ralf Little is incredible — or maybe 

a reference to Daisy Donovan? For the record, 

| have not kept in touch and have no idea what 

she is doing now. 
| was pleasantly surprised when the chap said 

^| really like your column in Retro Gamer.” 
Ooh. This was a surprise. In the years I've been 

writing for Retro Gamer, this sentence has only 

ever been uttered to me three times, and one of 

them was by my wife. And | know for a fact she has 
never read it. 

1 was so pleased at hearing this, | immediately 
forwent my chance of pain relief and decided to 
indulge іп some geeky banter, and l'm glad | did 
Stuart* turned out to be a thoroughly decent bloke 

* | don't know if his name was Stuart 

8 | RETRO GAMER 

and even geekier about 
games than me. He claims 
to run а business - | doubt 
that, as he couldn't produce a 
card - and had a lovely girlfriend 
who, if l'm honest, was totally out 

of his league. 
We talked and | spent far too long 

bullying him into buying a Dreamcast. 
With the migraine getting worse and sweat 

now pouring off me, | must have looked 
like a bug-eyed madman: “You MUST buy 
a Dreamcast. Seriously DO IT!” 

My mental state was worsening and | don’t 
remember much of what was said, but it did strike 

me that we are lucky to be part of a community 

who have this secret passion. Being a retro- 
head (© lain Lee) is like being a mason, a secret 

community where with a sly wink and a nod, we 
can become friends immediately, in the shared 
knowledge that we are better than everyone else 
because we liked games before they got famous. 

| propose we initiate a secret sign, like a 
handshake but without the ghastly physical 
contact. How about left hand slightly open, palm 
up, and right hand above it, miming waggling 
a joystick? If you think you're near a retro-head 
(© lain Lee), make this symbol and see what 

happens. It should open a world of conversation. 
However, if it's a civilian you have approached, 
you have just made a sort of wonky wanking sign. 
So, you know, be careful. 

lain Lee is a freelance broadcaster who loves gaming, particularly retro gaming. He 
used to present the 11 O'Clock Show, but please don't hold that against him. You can 
find more information about lain at www.iainlee.com 
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THEY CAME TO DRINK. AND DRE 

look forward to this all year,” ste ple crys 
beams Amy ‘PinkFaerie’ Ponting > 
from beneath a rather fete 
Batgirl costume. 

calendar, as the little show 

big heart, underlined by the fact that 
over £1,000 was г; d for C. 

Research dui the eve 

play, drink and 
Thes le of the s 

clearly on display, w 
attendees indulging in 
antics. Wandering through the main 

acked room, 
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curry was nicely demonstrated by 
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giant proj 

hortage of games to lose yourself 
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30th birthday 

Downloadable 
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Trance Sector (C64) 
Jed by Richard Bayliss, who pn 
'epoid for last y how, this 

в strategic pod-eating with 
dodging to form an addictive whol 

Available from tnd64.unikat.sk/t.html. 

DE 
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It may be small, but it's 

о why not hi 

Mixed Grill March (BBC) 

to some RV folklore; it's a meaty, 
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Here's my bio... 
In 1992 1 started out on Mean Machines Sega and Nintendo Magazine System. In 1995 
became editor of C&VG. I led the C&VG website from 1998 until Christmas 2000, 
then Пе journalism to be concept design manager at Criterion Games. | returned to 
journalism in 2002 and from 2005 I've been running my own company, Unlikely Hero. 

г? PAUL DAVIES GIVES HIS VIEWS ON THE RETRO WORLD 

нн 

Hello, retro gamers. My name 
is Paul Davies. | used to be the 
editor of C&VG and have also 
worked on a number of classic 
gaming magazines over the years 

ngry Birds aside, ever noticed how some of the 
most popular games in history have also been 
among the most complicated to control? One- 
button gaming is not the answer, mister. 

There were plenty of straightforward coin-ops to tease 

paperclip credits from at the seaside in the Eighties. 
Granted, they were, most of 'em, alien blasters requiring 
not much strategy. Yet it was Pac-Man that gobbled 
the mass market back then, despite being rather more 

complicated than the norm. 

This didn't matter, though, because Pac-Man was 

awesome. It was bright and colourful, and when you got 

your head around it, incredibly good fun. It kind of wasn't 
even a videogame; it was just Pac-Man. You had to try it, 

and then do your best to impersonate the sound effects. Like 

Wotsits and Monster Munch were not regular snacks. They 
transcended the notion of mere crisps. 

Fast forward 15 years and the same sort of thing 

happened with Tomb Raider. When journalists first took 
charge of Lara Croft we thought the various trials were 

amazing in 3D, but possibly a bit too difficult. | remember 

discussing the peevish checkpoints and enjoying hearing 
about everyone's favourite T-rex tactics. Being tricky didn't 

stop Tomb Raider from becoming the everyman console 
game, the one game that everyone had played on a 
PlayStation, loved by every bloke and his missus. 

Cab drivers that ferried us between appointments around 
town, having established our credentials, would confide 
that they didn't like games too much but they did like that 

one with Lara Croft. 

Same thing is happening today with Call Of Duty, 

especially since Black Ops. At the time of writing, the latest 
figures point to 40 million active online users per month. 
That's double the worldwide sales achieved by Super Mario 

World, to give some idea of its popularity. As with all modern 

| don't think an in-depth | 

Interface stopped people | 

devouring the good stuff] 
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shooters, the COD controls might be seen as intimidating. 
Nobody gives this a second thought. 

So, trying to convince more people to play games 
purely by playing dumb is a fool's errand. That's not to 
say that one-button or even no-button gaming should be 

outlawed and all those responsible hanged. This is just 
my observation that, over the past 30 years, many of the 

most popular games have been fairly complex affairs. You 

know, World Of Warcraft - WTF? People are prepared to get 

over multiple menu boxes and buffering commands if the 

experience is too good to miss. 

It's a clever conversation to have around the conference 

table when dreaming up ideas for the Next Big Thing — 
how do you get somebody who's happier just watching 
TV to start playing your TV game? Let's start with one 

button, because that's the least off-putting. Look at Angry 
Birds, look at Tetris. Simple is obviously best if approached 
from that angle. 

But bearing in mind everything from Street Fighter II 
to Skyrim, | don't think you can ever say that an in-depth 

user interface stopped people devouring anything less 
than the good stuff. 

You have to draw the line somewhere, though, and the 

Atari Jaguar controller asked too much of even the most 

hardened gamers in the mid-Nineties. 

| have no idea what all 

those little buttons 

were for. They might 
have transformed 

Atari Karts into 

something 

incredible. 

Did anyone 
reading 
this try? 



еда has one of the most 
iconic leagues of videogame 
heroes in the business, one 
to easily rival the mighty 

tendo. In fact, with popular 
mascots that include a man-piloted 

dragon and a big-fisted prince, insane 
taxi drivers and a forklift-driving martial 
arts master, Sega's heroes are the 

more diverse bunch, Therefore, the 
potential was certainly there for 2010's 
Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing to give 
Nintendo a real run for its money in 

the mascot racer genre. However, the 
game wasn't as well received as Sega 
would have hoped. 

Nevertheless, Sega has recently 
announced a sequel. Sonic & All- 
Stars Racing Transformed will add 
new faces to the racing franchise. 

Currently confirmed are Golden Axe's 
Gilius Thunderhead and Vyse from 

Skies Of Arcadia, as well as new 

karts that transform into boats and 

flying machines. Players will also 
now have the opportunity to level 
up the racers over the course of the 
game and gradually unlock them ina 
new adventure mode. And that the 

sequel has dropped Sega from its 
title suggests to us that we could see 
some guest characters from other 
studios appearing. Taking all of this into 
consideration, we're expecting this 

instalment to have a more Diddy Kong 

Wish upon 

Racing vibe than Mario Kart, which is 
certainly no bad thing. 

With Sumo Digital back in the driving 
seat and Transformed benefiting from 
both sequel hindsight and input from 

ex-Bizarre Creations and Black Rock 

Studio personnel who have joined the 
developer, the odds certainly look good 
for this sequel delivering 

a Car 

RETRORADAR: SEGA RE-RALLIES 

SEGA RE-RALLIES 
[PS3] The sequel wil introduce transforming 

cars. Matt Trakker wil be green with envy. 

There were a number of aspects 
that we enjoyed in the original, and 
if the few niggles we found – the 
harsh difficulty spikes, clunky drift 
mechanics and unimaginative power- 
ups - are addressed sincerely then we 

see no reason why this sequel won't 
transform All-Stars into a solid racing 

franchise for Sega. 

Characters that we'd like to see burning rubber in the sequel... 

We heard a rumour 
that the nameless 
avatar in Rez was at 

one stage a character 

considered for the 

original game. If true, 
then it bodes well 
for appearing in the 
sequel, maybe in a 
Tron-style light cycle? combat racer. 

A classic Sega hero, 
Wonder Boy, or rather 

Tom-Tom, made his 
debut in arcades 
before being ported to 
a number of consoles. 

Armed with his trusty 
axe and skateboard, 

he'd be perfect for a 

Ryo and his forklift 
proved martial arts 
heroes could work in 
the kart-racing genre, 
S0 why not Streets 

Of Rage's Axel? He 
could drive the police 
car that turns up when 

you do a special attack 
in the first game. 

Joe has fought his 
fair share of vehicles, 
but driving them? 
Using Shinobi II for пе“ 
inspiration, we reckon | into 
a Pegasus-style flying 
horse that tums into a 
surfboard (obviously) 

would fit the bill 
quite nicely. 

The boy star shares 
clear similarities with 
Sonic, thus we reckon 

slot comfortably 
зе franchise. Не 

could even изе his 
extendable arms to 
grab his rivals and ride 
in their slipstream. 
Make it so, Sumo. 

VISIT RETROGAMER.NET/FORUM TO HAVE YOUR SAY 

Amazing titles on 
greatdigitalmags.com 

After years of 

speculation, issue 
12301 games™ goes 
deep undercoverto 
unearth the secrets 

surrounding the 
Steam console reportedly in 
development at Valve Software. 
The coverage continues with an 
interview with Porta/co-creator 

Kim Swift, and an investigation of 
Half-Life 2: Episode Three. 

This month How 
jd. IWorks reveals 
seven of Earth's 
mostawe. 
inspiring wonders, 
from amazing 

structures like the Golden Gate 
Bridge and Burj Al Arab hotel, 
rightthrough to hypersonic 
aircraft capable of travelling at 
over 13,000mph. We also detail 

50 amazing facts about our 
planet's fascinating weather. 

Issue 21 of Apps 
Magazine offers up 
50 Amazing Apps 

4 To Make You бо 
WOW! Some of 
the mostinnovative 

and exciting new apps you can 

download for iPhone, iPad ог 

Android. Also in this issue you'll 
find the bestmobile RPGs and 

reviews of Marvels Capcom 2 
and Max Payne Mobile, 

Imagine Publishing's 
greatdigitalmags. 
commakesit 
even easierto buy 
popular magazines. 
like Retro Gamer, 

SciFiNow and How It Works. 
greatdigitalmags.com is an 
innovative new digital portal that 
offers access to every magazine 
inthe Imagine Publishing portfolio. 
Regardless of your interests, you'll 
discover plenty of titles to suit your 
needs. Giving you instant access 
to Zinio and iTunes versions of 
yourfavourite magazines, this 
means that getting the latestissue 
has never been easier. Head to 
greatdigitalmags.com now. 
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This month, we met the longest-serving 
editor of the massively popular Amstrad 
Action, which was once the number one 

magazine for the CPC range of computers 

Who is Rod Lawton? 

What’s your earliest gaming memory? 
That would be Tetris, running on a four: 
colour PC 

Which game means the most to you 
and why? 
Laser Squad on the CPC! | loved the 
turn-based approach, the uncertainty and 
the strategy, especially when you played 
against another human. 

How did you get into journalism? 
I wanted to make a career out of 

photography, but then found it was easier 
to sell articles to photo magazines than just 

photos on their own. 

How did you become editor of Amstrad 

Action and what was your perception 

of the magazine at that time? 
The job came up while | was production 
editor on another Future Publishing title. | 
put myself forward for the job and got it. | 

thought it was a somewhat old-fashioned 
platform and that the magazine was 
perhaps a tiny bit serious. 

What did you seek to do with the mag? 
I'm not sure | had a plan, except maybe to 
make sure there was a balance between 
the serious stuff and having a bit of fun, 
both for the readers and for us working on 
the magazine. 

Were you pleased that the circulation 
actually went up to 37,000 at a time 
when the CPC was in decline? Why did 
this happen, do you think? 
| was very pleased, and I never miss а 
chance to remind people about it even 
now. | think 8-bit computers still had plenty 
of life left in them even then, and the main 
thing was not to treat it as a declining 

market and not to lapse into what I'd call 
formula’ publishing. 

What made AA stand out as the best 

CPC magazine and which writers did 

you particularly admire? 
| think we had a bit of a laugh but took the 

readers and their wants seriously. We didn't 
always get it right, but | think it 
we were making the effort. I'm not going 
to name any particular writers because it 
wouldn't be fair to leave anyone out. 

5 obvious 

Did the pleas for a covertape annoy 
you and were you pleased to finally 
announce them? 

[Amstrad] This excellent STUN. Runner variant from Gremlin 
Graphics was a covertape exclusive for Amstrad Action. 

00000 

[Amstrad] The Amstrad Action team were huge fans 
of Raff Сессоз games, giving Raves to many of them. 

12 | RETRO GAMER 

[Amstrad] Defenders Of The Earth was an excellent 
licence that earned the coveted Rave award. 

І think 8-bit computers 
had plenty of life in them 

They were often a pain to sort out, but 

looking back it was the only way for 
most of our readers to get new and 
interesting software and just mess about 

with their computers — commercial 

software was pricey. 

What frustrated you about being the 
editor and what excited you? 

| was frustrated when readers thought we 

were just a big business and didn’t really 
know what we were doing, or didn't care. 
| was excited when an issue, a cover or 
a feature really came together, when we 
managed to explain something more clearly 
or came up with a really inspirational idea. 

Are there any moments that stand out 
in particular? 
A swanky Amstrad press launch in Paris, 
followed by dinner on the Eiffel Tower. If 

only | could remember what it was about. 

[It was the launch of the Plus range and 
GX4000 console.] 

What do you think of gaming 
magazines today? 

1 don't read them, sorry. | use a PS3, but 

only for a handful of favourite games. GT5 
is compulsory, and | was a Medal Of Honor 

fan back on the PS2, but once it left WWII I 

lost interest. Sad, eh? 



RETRORADAR: PLANNER 

retrodiary | 
>> A month of retro events both past and pres 

22 June 1984 22 June 1996 22 June 2012 23 June 2006 
за Micromania 4 W id Software и Capcom's Steel : қы. W The uniquely 
releases the releases the first Battalion: Heavy а: БИ playable LocoRoco 
space-based bouncy incarnation of pesa Т осо осо Екен world-titing 
marsupial game, first-petson shooter Europe exclusively , debut on the PSP 
Kosmic Kanga, Great Quake. Fragtastic. ‘on the Xbox 360. across Europe. 
‘onthe Spectrum; а 

stinker-on the C64, 

5-Jbly 2007 6 July-2007. 1July-1986 27-June-2003 
В тосто Ninja. B Mota! Slug. AM Sharp Electronics B Sonic Adventure 
Gaiden returns, this Anthology is released releases а Nintendo- DX: Director's Cut, an 
time to the PS3, with by SNK Playmore licensed amalgam of the епһапсей version of 
the European release 7 onthe Ps2 Irs Famicom and Famicom the Dreamcast game, 
of Ninja Gaiden Sigma: " 9 well received Disk System consoles, is released in the UK 

д despite a lacklustre | Se ВР / the Japan-exclusive on thd GameCube, 
control system. Twin Famicom. 

& July 2012 9 July 1981 12 ущу 2002 13 July 1985 
W A bizarte mix of W Donkey Kong Bandai releases W Sega releases 
уй gaming and is released into animproved its motorcycle 
Final Fantesy will arcades actoss the WonderSwan, the - B uA] racer Hang-On 
ting Square Enix's land and alo marks SwanCtystal, with 3 Bp M] into arcades. It 
Theatrhythm Final a TFT LCD screen was designed by 

| Fantasy ta the Nintendo | % for enhi ity PO the aptly named 
308 in the UK; and colpur. Yu Suzuki. 

16 July 1981 +5-Juty 1987 15-38 у 1993 19-44 2010) 
8 Nintendo releases. В Devil World. 18 Nintendo releases 18 DeathSpank ап 

its latest Game & arrives in Europe on p its Famicom in action RPG designed 
Watch handheld, the NES. 15 similar Р. Japan. А mere three. by Ron Gilbert, is 

Octopus. Get the " to Pac-Man and is 2 ‘years later, the teleased on PSN, 
sunken treasure the only Miyamoto- officiel European The Xbox Live. 
withoutthe monster designed game not. version (NES) version followed 
getting you... Д released in the US. was released... the next day. 

16:48у4986 
WM Meet a new hero. 
Wally Week makes. 
his first computer 

49- July 2002 
8 The Gauntlet 

franchise continues 

With Dark Legacy, 

49 July 2002 
M Nintendo releases. 

the terrific Super 
Mario Sunshine, 

19 July 2012 
W The new issue 

game appearance as опиз Europear ‘exclusively on из of Retro Gamer 
the manic mechanic. GameCube release. GameCube console. hits the streets! 
in Automania on Japan got first dibs. 
the Spectrum. 
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DECEMBER 1981 
- Video Genie 
materialises, 
BBC Micro 
arrives, Apple 
Panic on the 
Apple, tabletop 
and handheld 
mayhem, Tron 
on, Hitchhiker's 
takes no 
prisoners while 
Vasectomy is 
available on a 
2Х81. Richard 
Burton protects 
his plums... 
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bite your face off. 

to death. 

FROM D 
hristmas 1981 brought us Microcom ysterr 
а new computer, the Video 16K F 
Genie 1. Although not a new 
machine, it was essentially 

an upgrade to the earlier Video Genie 
release of 1980, incorporating the 
modulator, power supply unit and 
tape deck а! in one bulky unit. It had 
16K of ROM and 12K RAM containing 
Microsoft BASIC, and a quality 
keyboard, with a cost of around £299. 

However, ¢ 

jel A had 

selling poir 

Tandy TRS: 
opened | 

and 
modic 

More pushing 
fun was the 1. A specia 

eavily discounted 
ZXB1s appearing 

in over 2,000 
Secondary 

Schools 
across 

the UK 

The BBC Micro. 
vols amped sci 

a hole and spade them 

LATEST NEW 

ЕСЕМВЕ 

BUG = 
DEC 1981 | 

Space Invaders (Bug-Byte) 

747 (Bug-Byte) 

3D Asteroids (Program Power) 

Minefield (A&F Software) 

Polecat (A&F Software) GQ) a) WN) = 

R 1981 
Given that the governm ! computing 

a choice of two cc mputers 
BC Micro or the impre 

ateringly exp: 

эг Sinclair 
Unfortunately, though, the BBC Micro 

its colour 
isk drive 

пуз Garden. 
Fancy a spot of Apple Panic? No, it's not 

scoffing some health lur 
f a bruised Russ 

y regarding 
but a Spa апс clone 

you 
apples 
le to fall 

over the 

ed home computer 
with nothing similar 

e. It sold well, leading to 
eveloper, Broderbund, making versions 

gamers’ inter 
available 

ronic games were in 
mes from Grandstand 
range that were selling 
е Mini Mur 

Kong. These small һа 

| INVADERS | 



QS Defender (Quicksilva) Castle Wolfenstein (Muse) 1 Don't You Want Me (Human League) 

QS Asteroids (Quicksilva) 
Star Trek (Siversofü | || | 
The Damsel And The Beast 
(Bug-Byte) 

Volcanic Dungeon (Carnell Software) 

B шю ә 

Space Eggs (Sirius Software) 

Raster Blaster (BudgeCo) 

Gorgon (Sirius) 

Alien Typhoon (Star Craft) 5 промо 

DECEMBER 1981 NEWS 

A Cornish RNLI Penlee lifeboat, the 
Solomon Browne, was lost on 20 
December when it was answering a 
distres from the stricken Union Star 
which had suffered engine 
failure eight miles off the 

st of Cc 
the port of 
the lifeboat 

d into treache 
th hurricane 

force 12 winds and waves of 
over 60 feet 

бе: 

the lifet 
eight volunteer members. The 
following morning a search found the 
remains of the lifebo: ich had been 

Seven bodie: 

water 
smashed into small pie 
were also recovered fr 

24 December saw 

of the 

premiere 
ме musical 

chard O'Brien, Written by and starring Ri 

LCD games were Grandstand's answer to 
Nintendo's Game & Watch, although the 
screens were viewed in portrait rather than 

landscape in this case. 
Grandstand's big game for Christmas 

was the tabletop game based on the Bally/ 

Midway arcade game, which was itself 
based on Tron, the upcoming Disney movie. 

The game was notable for starting the 
familiar case design used for other Tomy/ 
Grandstand games such as Caveman, 
Lupin and Scramble. Those were nice, but 
Tron's case design was particularly lovely, 
with its smoked clear plastic body allowing 
the circuitry to be seen. Tomy also added 
extra fake circuitry decals to the rear of the 
case to add to the whole Tron vibe. £25.95 

and it's yours... 
CGL was also vying for your Christmas 

cash with Galaxy Twinvader. Similar in style 
to its chunky handheld Galaxy Invader game, 

this more robust tabletop offering looked 
great but didn't really give gamers anything 
new... even for late 1981 

It was a basic Space Invaders game for 
one player. The ‘Twinvader’ name referred 

O'Brien and 
‘one more Rocky 

back for 
elated blast 

drift 
зросауг 

ond filr 
десі their 

gang of mara 
jeath ensues, 

to the aliens trying to take you out by 

dropping other invaders on you rather 
than the conventional shooting method. 

Those hoping for a two-player game were 
suitably peeved. 

Supersoft released a terrific text 
adventure for Commodore PET owners, 

The Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy. 

The adventure was based on Douglas 
Adams' book, radio drama and TV series 

of the same name and referenced the 

source material thoroughly throughout. 
Unfortunately, therein lay the problem: The 

Hitchhiker's Guide was only based on rather 

than officially licensed from the book. 
Nevertheless, the adventure launched, 

sold well and was received positively by 
gamers and reviewers alike. The inevitable 
legal action followed shortly afterwards. 

Supersoft was forced to remove the 

game from sale. Determined not to waste a 
perfectly playable and profitable adventure 
game, programmer Bob Chappell set 
about completely rewriting it to remove 

every reference to The Hitchhiker's Guide, 
renamed it Cosmic Capers and put it back 

2 Daddy's Home (Cliff Richard) 

3 One Of Us (Abba) | 
4 Ant Rap (Adam & The Ants) 

It Must Be Love (Madness) 

Galaxy Twinvader probably seemed like а good idea іп 
the CGL planning meeting. Sadly, it was all very samey, 
even for 1981 

on sale. It didn't sell quite so well second 

time around. 

Dodgy release of the month must surely 
go to Automata's compilation of a suite of 
1K games, all with a hefty dollop of smutty, 

dubious or politically incorrect content. For 
£3 you would receive the suitably named 
Can Of Worms, which would let you play 
such gaming gems as Acne (squeeze 
pimples before they infest your face), 
Vasectomy (you're at the mercy of a short- 
sighted, drunken surgeon), Hitler (infuriate 

the Führer by putting a whoopee cushion 
under his seat) or Royal Flush (unblock the 
Royal sewer skilfully or it's brown alert). 

They weren't particularly playable or fun, 
but for creating such a 
diversity of software on 
a 1K ZX81, Mel Croucher 

and his Automata team, 
we salute you. 

IZX81] Automata's Can Of Worms was а compilation of 1K 
games that were as raw as they come. 

THIS MONTHIN... 
ELECTRONIC GAMES 
lciecirani] It was Christmas 
GAMES| gift guide time in 

EG. Recommended 

products to pop 

from Santa's sack 

included Champion 
Sensory Chess 

Challenger, Pocket Simon and 
Casio's CA-90 digital wrist watch — 
the first to feature a game, albeit a 

rubbish number memory tester. 

COMPUTER AND | 
VIDEO GAMES 

за Ina similar vein but { 
for UK gamers was | 
C&VG's Christmas 
electronic toys | 
feature. The most 

П наан impressive was the | 
Big Trak, а programmable vehicle 
that roved around, knocking lumps 

out of your furniture when it wasn't 
getting stuck on the rug | 

YOUR COMPUTER | 
YC took a look 

3 а various games 
consoles vying for 
Christmas sales, 

including the Atari 
2600 and Intellivision, 

85 well as a host of lesser-known 

systems, “Video computer games 

are likely to prove more than 
@ five-minute wonder in most 

households,” it proclaimed. 
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* [SNES] Star Fox 2was virtually 
complete but never released. 

№ mith. 

MARCH 1995 - Bullfrog sold, 
Battlemorph arrives, Mortal Kombat Il 
doesn't, 11th Hour for 7th Guest, 
Nintendo goes Bond with Rare, The 
Chaos Engine is revved up once 
more and Tir Na Nog returns. Richard 
Burton avoids the Sidhe... 

1 да 

Һіт ELECTI 

THE LATEST NEWS 
FROM MARCH 1995 

lectronic Arts, which, for many 
years, had published several of 

Bullfrog Productions’ games, 
including Powermonger, 

Populous and Theme Park, announced 

that it had bought the British software 

developer for a reported $45 million. 
The Atari Jaguar had endured a difficult 

time since launch, with critic 5 regarding 
the Jaguar 

appeared to be hitting back with a rich vein 
of software releases and several high-profile 
games announced for the syst 

Atari revealed that it was working on 
а sequel to the original pac 

third-party software. This r 

m 

in game 
2 т 2, the for the American сог 

world-exploring 3D shooter Cybermorph 
While the original was underwhelmin 
new game, Battlemorph, improved on the 
original in every way. 

It had faster frame rates; huge, texture 
mapped worlds with finely honed graphics 

terrific music; and a sense that time and 
care was taken developing the game. 
With its immersive, atmospheric worlds, 
adventurous elements, and t 

of the free-roaming element, Battlemorph 
became a must-have title for the Jaguar 

when it was released for the Jaguar СО 
add-on later in the year. 

While Atari and Battlemorph promised 
much and delivered, Acclaim was planning 
a trio of gaming loveliness. The three big 

? expansion 

е interactive 
a big hit, 

1 use of 

titles under development v 
me based on th horror movie p 

its 3D re 

new version c video cutaways. omised 
e. It delivered, although by 

ee look 
oagerly await 

Although 
pondered, it 

finally getting the third-party support it 
rved. Sadly, only NBA Jam 

h this month's running 
ed 3DO conversion was 'eded and des ne, the proi 

Tournai diti elled due to the poor reception and 
being a 

of Mortal Ko 

Jam have a testin IPC] It's back to the spooky house for the 
Је! sequel to The 7th Guest. intendo v 1 escapade, бок 

games for t 
Super FX 2 c 

ге both bei 
Software. Despite looking 
both were pulled prior to the release of the 
Nintendo 64. FX Figh 

у promising, 

but eleased on the РС, уу 

Star Fox 2 was all but complete bar some 
debugging but 

complete 
that it look 

Fighter. No ап 
еге rejoicing PC, CD-i and Mac owners v 

d Trilobyte 

create 
quel to the hugely The 11th Hour, » [Jaguar CD] Cybermorph came first. Battlemorph followed and was infinitely better. 
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» [Amiga] The Chaos Engine 2. Looks and sounds like the 
original but plays like a dog. 

Magazines reported that Rare had been 

put in charge of creating the game and that 
it was due to appear on the SNES, with a 

release date pencilled in for Christmas "95. 

GoldenEye? SNES? Really? Yes... and 
no. Despite the intention of creating a SNES 

GoldenEye game, it was quickly realised 
that the focus should be shifted, a la Star 

Fox 2, to the forthcoming N64. SNES 

GoldenEye was due to be a typical rail 
shooter, but nothing was ever developed. 

Thankfully, Nintendo decided to change it to 

a first-person shooter for the N64. 
There was once a game called The 

Chaos Engine for a computer called the 
Amiga. It was a fantastic scrolling shoot- 
'em-up developed by The Bitmap Brothers 
Everyone loved it. This was 1993. 

This month brought terrific news: The 
Chaos Engine 2 was on the way. A nation 
celebrated wildly with flags and cake and 
homebrew beer that smelled a bit funny. 

One of the best-loved Amiga games, one of 
the most revered shoot-'em-ups, was about 
to be made bigger, shinier and better. 

The publisher, Renegade, revealed that 
The Chaos Engine 2 would have a player- 
against-player split-screen mode rather than 
the original's co-operative team-up affair. 

From the initial announcement to actual 

release, it took almost two years. Surely 
something this well-developed must be 
astoundingly awesome? 

Magazine reviews thought it an excellent 

addition to Amiga gaming. Conversely, fans 

of The Chaos Engine were violently sick all 
over themselves at what the Bitmaps had 
done to their beloved game. As a sequel, it 

was awful. The gameplay had changed and 
was repetitive, and it was slow, awkward 
and just not what Chaos Engine fans 
wanted. As Amiga sequels rank, it was one 
of the most disappointing. 

If you owned a Spectrum in 1984 and 
were fond of adventures, chances are your 

pants exploded with the release of Gargoyle 

Games’ magnificent Celtic-tinged Tir Na 
Nog. 11 years later, Psygnosis revealed that 
it was to update and re-energise the old 

classic for a new audience of PC gamers. 
While the graphics were to be produced 

from hand-painted drawings, the gameplay 

would remain the same, meaning lots of 
exploration and puzzles, and Sidhe to avoid. 

Screenshots were seen, interactive CD 

previews were watched, and everyone 
waited... and waited. The curse of the 
abandoned software had struck again. 
Tir Na Nog was never released and the 
cancellation was never explained 

» [PC] Tir Na Nog was being remade. In keeping with Gargoyle 
Games” other titles, Gath and Еотах, it never came out. 

MARCH 1995 NEWS 
One of Britain’s most notorious and feare 
The 61-yei 
for murder, and he died two days later. 

r-old suffered a hear 

Along with his brother Reggie, the pa 
End during the Fifties and Sixties. The se 
the brothers 
crime but also despised certa 
thought of in the East End, with many st 
the Kray brothers were in charg 

rity of their punisi 
a notoriety that followed them 

criminal elements. Оеври 

Ronr 

tack at Broadmoor Priso 

gang called T 
gs gave 

priso n еу from 
г brutality, they 

at the 'e a safer pla 

20 March saw a terrorist attack on the Tokyo subv 
was released on multiple lines of the Tokyo Metro. The Aum 

responsibility for the act, which le: 

Shinrikyo cult cl 
13 dead and over 5,000 

people requiring hospital treatment. 

On 22 March, Russian cos 
to Earth 
aboard the S 

437 consecuti 
He had a 

nd 7 
record for cumulative days in space of 678 

28 March gave us the tragic n 
Ronnie Kray with brother 
Reggie. They kept law and 
order... without the law. 

Lovett and actress 

than two years of marriage. Wha: 

that cour 
Julia Roberts were separating 

THIS MONTH IN... 
SUPER PLAY 

It was X-Men month 

= and reviews of two 
Í new X-Men SNES 
games, Wolverine: 

Дет! Rage and X-Men: 
Apocalypse. Any good? Nope. Both 
were tediously formulaic side-scrolling 
yawn-em-ups. Great source material 
yet again surrenders to crap gaming, 

AMIGA] CU AMIGA 
A birthday 
celebration feature 
on the history of the 

Amiga headined 
CU Amiga this 

n month, which traced 
the machine's humble beginnings 
from Amiga Corporation in the early 
Eighties and the proposed Lorraine. 
computer to the less-than-impressive 
Amiga CD32, complete with eight- 

month lifespan and 100,000 sales. 

The One spoke to 
Acid Software. The 

Skidmarks developer 
was suffering with 

26 the collapse of 
Commodore. It 
bemoaned that “the 

bottom has fallen out of the Amiga 
market [...] and just when we were 

getting our shit together too”. Not 
many more games followed. . 

Super Star Wars: 
Return Of The Jedi 
(VC) 
Donkey Kong Country 

(Nintendo) 

3 Earthworm Jim 

(Virgin Games) 

4 Power Drive (US Gold) 

5 Secret Of Mana 

(Nintendo) 

Cannon Fodder 

(Virgin Games) 

FIFA Soccer 95 

(Electronic Arts) 

Jimmy White's 

Whirlwind Snooker 

(Virgin Games) 

Micro Machines 2 

(Codemasters) 

PGA Golf Tour 3 

(Electronic Arts) 

Sensible World Of 

Soccer (Virgin Games) 

Theme Park 

(Electronic Arts) 

Mortal Kombat II 

(Acclaim) 

Cannon Fodder 2 
(Virgin Games) 

Premier Manager 3 

(Gremlin) 

1 Think Twice 

(Celine Dion) 

Love Can Build A 

Bridge (Cher, Chrissie 
Hynde & Neneh Cherry 
with Eric Clapton) 

3 Don't Give Me Your Life 

(Alex Party) 

4 Don't Stop 

(Wiggle Wiggle) 
(The Outhere Brothers) 

5 Push The Feeling On 
(Nightcrawlers) 
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Caesar The Cat 
ACOL( JURFUL C 9H OF CAT AND MOU: 

» ZX SPECTRUM 

» 1984 
This single-screen Spectrum 
game has often been classed as 
‘educational software’, and to 

20 RETRO 

be honest I can't see why. To me 
it's a simple game of fast reaction and is therefore 
about as educational as Pac-Man. 

You play a black-and-white cat, which, being 
quite fond of cats and not always needing to play 
the role of a muscle-bound gun-wielder, was its 
appeal to me. You basically have to catch mice ina 
larder and then escort them out the cat flap before 
they eat all the food. How is that educational? If it 
were teaching you about the behaviour patterns 
of cats then you would be catching mice outside, 
playing with them until they were half dead, and 
then bringing them inside the house for your owner 
to shriek at. Okay, so it's cuter this way. 

All you have to do is think and react quickly, as 
your actions are timed by an ever-decreasing score, 
which ends the game when it reaches zero. You 

acquire points by getting rid of the vermin but can 
easily miss the little critters, and, even worse, knock 
a jar from the shelf that will smash on the ground 
and lose you points and/or the game 

The cat is extremely cute and nicely animated, 
and the larder's shelves are full о! 
Despite, or probably because of, its simplicity, 
Caesar The Catis a very addictive game. And 
what new games allow you to do something 
as simple as Бе a cat and catch mice? | guess 
you would feel more than alittle short-changed 
nowadays, and something like this would probably 
be a short mini-game in a huge story-based 
adventure. Back їп "84, though, this was enough 
to keep you glued. 

So, through this game I got some idea of what 
it's like to be a cat. 

Ай Pac-Man really taught me was that taking too 
many pills will make you feel like you're in a looping 
nightmare, but take a special pill and you will be 
able to face your demons and stamp them out. 
Actually, come to think of it, did I learn that from 
Pac-Man ог was it my psychiatrist? фе 

lourful food. 





They were at а turning point їп 
their lives. Nolan Bushnell and 

Ted Dabney couldn't stay with 
Nutting Associates any more - that 
much was clear. But what were 

they supposed to do now to get 
their two-person game-engineering 
firm, Syzygy Engineering, out on 
the market? 

Nolan found the answer by cold- 

calling several of the ‘old guard’ arcade 
game firms in Chicago. Bally, which had 
purchased fellow manufacturer Midway 
three years before, was interested in 

their videogame technology, but not if 
the duo was still attached to Nutting. 

Making a calculated decision, they 
gave notice at Nutting and rented a 
2,000 square foot front-end office with 
back-end garage on Scott Boulevard to 

start up operations. Incorporating the 
company as Atari, they signed a contract 
with Bally to design a pinball machine, 

an electromechanical arcade game, and 
a video arcade game. Money from the 
contract would come in monthly, and 
combined with a coin-op route of pinball 
machines they had purchased from a 
fellow former Nutting employee, they 
had enough to get their small firm up 
and running and hire some employees. 

Their first employee was Cynthia 
Villanueva, a babysitter for Nolan's 



the Cor 
in Mountain 

code of a 
dt 

» This Pong cabinet siare 
olan Bushnell, now reside: 

Molar mputer History Museu 
View, California. 

25 
kids who was hired аз а combination 
secretary and work mother for the two, 

making sure they'd eat during the long 
hours at work. 

It was the second employee, though, 
that has the real bearing on this story. 
Al Alcorn had been part of a stable of 
interns at Ampex's Videofile division 

when Nolan and Ted worked there. 

A burly American football player in 
high school who decided in college that 
his future lay in electrical engineering 
rather than the gridiron, he was on his 
six-month rotation when he first met 

Nolan and Ted. By the time they were 

starting up Syzygy Engineering at the 
end of May, Nolan paid the associate 
engineer a call. 

“He offered me a salary - about 
$1,000 a month — and ten per cent of 
the stock in the company," says Al. “1 
was already making $1,200 a month 

as an associate engineer and the stock 
seemed worthless to me because | could 

care less. It was a nice token, but not that 
important to me. | accepted the offer 
because | thought that it would be fun." 

Al had never seen a videogame 
before, and Nolan got him up to speed 
by plopping the diagrams for his and 
Ted's game, Computer Space, into 
his lap. In between looking over the 

technology, Al also had to pull his 
weight in the small startup where 
everyone had a role. Ted's was to 
build the pinball machine, keep the 
company's books, manage the facilities, 
and run the coin-op route. Nolan's job 
was to be Nolan - look over progress 
and, as Al puts it, "keep bullshitting" 

Bally that they were making progress 
so it would keep sending cheques. Al's 
role, besides engineering, was to help 
collect the coins on the route that was 

helping to keep Nolan and Ted afloat, 
since they weren't making a 
salary themselves. 

"[Collecting the money] 
taught me about designing 
things that work in a public 

environment," Al says. 
"When a machine steals your 

money you feel you have a 
right to destroy it. So it has 
to be really well built, but still 

be cheap to manufacture. | 
learned a lot about that from 

collecting on the route." 
Al's conditions were 

spartan, consisting of a 
work area with a single old ) 
oscilloscope that they all 

ж 
€ 

shared. But the fun he was seeking was 
just about to begin. 

Pong begins. 
It started with a challenge to make a 
game. Nolan wanted a driving game 
but had decided that Al needed to warm 
up with something simple. So Nolan lied 
to Al, claiming they had a contract with 
GE for a consumer videogame that had 
to use very few chips. Thinking back to 
the Magnavox Odyssey demo he had 
been to that past May where he saw a 

tennis game, he decided to tell Al the 
game was to be an electronic version of 
tennis. He then proceeded to describe 
what һе saw of Magnavox's game, 
aiming to have А tweak it further. 

One thing was clear in Al's mind: 
he couldn't make heads nor tails of 
Nolan's unorthodox schematics that 
he'd been trying to study. Nolan had 
to walk through the basics of the spot- 
motion circuitry that Ted had designed, 
explaining how the sync generators work 
to draw things on the screen. 

AI started out by getting a ball moving 
around on the screen, designing the 
circuits needed to change direction 
This process shouldn't be lost on the 
reader, who may be more used to 
today's gaming world where Pong is 
commonly used as an intro to game 
programming. Arcade videogames 
didn't use microprocessors at this time, 
зо there was no game code. In those 
days, videogames were engineered - no 
different to any other consumer product 
like a toaster, telephone or stereo. Game 
designers in the early Seventies were 
electrical engineers like Al, creating a 
circuit for every mechanic that would 
later be done in software. 
When А! went to work on the iconic 

= paddle controls for the game, several 

My first memories of Pong 
are from when my mum got me 

1. aBinatone TV Master MK IV in the 
late Seventies. It was fantastic 

+ -you could actually play games 
on your TV! 

Itmay not look much by 
today's standards, but it was bloody good fun! 

So many great memories for a classic game! 
Jim Bagley, Ocean Softy 
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А selection of the many Pong variants that 
were available on the home market 

01. Magnavox 
Odyssey 
Ralph Baer's influential 
console was created in 
1972 and featured two hand 
controllers. It is the first home 
example of a console featuring 
atennis game, and inspired 
Atari to create Pong. 

02. Super Pong 
Wanting to emulate the 

‘success of Pong in the home, 
Atari created Super Pong in 
1976. Unlike similar home 
systems of the time, Pong was 
the only game available on it. 

03. Wonder Wizard 
General Home Products’ 
Wonder Wizardis an 
interesting system, as it 
features a Magnavox Odyssey 
300 circuit board in the original 
Magnavox casing. It features а 
number of games, including a 
Pong-like version of tennis. 

04. Telstar Ranger 
The Coleco Telstar Ranger 
was released in 1977 and 
is a six-game variant of the 
original Telstar that was 
released. Icame with an 
authentic-looking pistol and 
two controllers, with the gun 
games being Target and Skeet. 

05. Video System 
This system from First 
Dimension looked interesting, 
with the first model being 
released in 1975. The better 
1976 variant, whichis the one 
shown here, played relatively 
complex variants of Pong, 
including an innovative. 
four-player mode. 

06. Television Tennis 
Does exactly what it says 
on the tin. This home system 
was created by a small 
company called Executive 
Games and was first released 
in 1975. Its notable for 
its chunky design and 
unusual controllers. 

HOME-GROWN PONG 
07. Heathkit GD-1380 
Aswith other systems featured 
here, the Heathkit is powered 
by auniversal chip, in this case 
the AY-3-8500. It's abit of an 
oddity, and not just due to its 
radio-like appearance. It only 
works on Heathkit TVs and the 
audio comes through the TV. 

08. Interfab 
Pong IV Kit 
Another interesting model, 
as it existed in three distinct 

forms: fully assembled, 
partly assembled or in kit 
form, requiring full assembly. 
Released by Interfab in 1976, 

itplayed just two games, 
Tennis and Handball. 

09. VideoSport MK2 
This stylish-looking 
systemis one of the earliest 
European variants of Pong, 
appearing in 1974/1975. 

Created by British retailer 
Henry's, it included three 
games: Tennis, Football and 
Hole in The Wall. 

10. Philips Tele-Spiel 
We love the look of this, and 
not just because of its bright 
primary colours. It came 
packed with a Pong variant, 
and four additional games 
could be purchased. There's 
no scoring system, meaning 
players physically score games 
on the actual controller. 

Tl. Videomaster 
Home TV Game 
Another early European 
system, believed to have been 
first available in 1974. It played 
Tennis, Football and Squash 

andis notable for having a 
large number of variants. 

12. Binatone 
Distinctive thanks to its orange 
casing, it's another six-game 
system, possibly based on 
the same chip as the Telstar 
Ranger. It also includes two 
gun games, with the gun 
peripheral having a cool scope. 



ideas came rolling out from the creative 

part of his brain. Ideas that would 

become an important part of making it 
the fun game it is to play to this day. 

First there was how to do a simpler 

version of the ‘English’ Nolan had 

described seeing on the Odyssey. 
Simply a way to make the ball volley 
off the paddle in unpredictable lines, it 
makes gameplay between opponents 
a bit more chaotic, like real tennis. The 
Odyssey uses a separate ‘English’ dial 
control, but Al was able to come up with 

a simpler method that proved just as fun. 
The paddles in Pong are 16 pixels 

high, and by segmenting it into eight 
sections each, two pixels high, he was 

able to dictate how the ball angled off 

the paddle. The catch was the angles 

were an illusion created by horizontal 

and vertical speeds. The horizontal 
speed was set by how many times a 
volley occurred between the paddles, 

a feature that Al had added to make it 
more interesting. 

“Nolan had told me that it had to 

be a consumer product,” he explains, 
“so | thought two guys could sit there 
and play it forever if the ball had just 
one speed. So | added the speed- 
up where after a certain number of 
volleys it would go faster and faster." 

Which segment of the paddle was 
hit would then decide the vertical 

speed of the ball. Hitting the top or 
bottom ones would imbue the ball 

with the highest speed, with each 
segment closer towards the centre 

decreasing. Finally, the middle two 

segments produce no vertical speed 

“We cut the numbers to Bally to 
one third. Bally still thought we had 
exaggerated the numbers” 

change. Combined with the variable 

horizontal speed, players were now able 
to create a much more unpredictable, 
entertaining volley. 

Another ‘feature’ that Al added to the 

game actually spawned from a defect in 
the design. The motion of the paddles 

on the screen is controlled by a special 
timer chip, the 555, which uses the 

motion of the spinner controllers as part 

of its control. A limitation in the chip 

caused the paddles not to be able to 
be drawn all the way to the top of the 

screen, leaving a small gap that a ball 
can fit through. Instead of coming up 
with a fix, Al decided to leave it in as a 

stalemate breaker. 
Nolan's demand for a low chip count 

made А! self-conscious through the 

coming months of the design process. 
At every turn and request from Nolan 

to add additional features, Al kept 

second-guessing how it could be done. 

PONG MEMORIES 
Pong was truly the first 
casual game and the first social 
game. Everyone playedit. 
mean, everyone. Itis ironic that 
videogames after Pong quickly 
became too complicated for 
the mainstream public and that 

we are only now working our way back to mass- 
market casual and social games. 

Trip Hawkins, founder of Electronic Arts 

ink that The Door; veral y 

On-screen scoring, an on-screen net 
instead of one affixed to the TV screen, 

and then probably the most far-reaching 

request. When Ted and Nolan came 

to Al asking for the sounds of a crowd, 

something had to give. There just 

wasn't a budget. 
Nolan wanted cheering for scores; 

Ted wanted boos and hisses for missing 

а ball. They had to compromise with a 
blipping sound that's now synonymous 

with early videogames and instantly 

identifies Pong. 
By mid-August of 1972, about 

three months since he started, Al had 
completed his ‘test game’. Nolan was 
ready for Al to move on to his ‘real 

project', the driving game they'd actually 

be providing to Bally. The tennis game 
would just fade off into the darkness. 

There was one problem, though: it was 

too much fun to play. Ted thought the 
game was a great finished product and 

should be the one they submitted to 

Bally, and Nolan wanted no part of 

that. The two had what Ted described 

as a "knockdown, drag-out" screaming 
match in each other's faces. The end 

result was that Nolan agreed to at least 

test it out. 
Going to Al and presenting it as his 

idea, Ted offered a plan to test out the 

game at one of their locations, still not 

letting on that there was no GE contract. 

Al agreed, still thinking the product had 

been a failure based on the cost specs 

he had been given. Ted got a television 

monitor ready for it, using the same 

gutting process he had developed when 

he first created the spot-motion circuitry 

RETRO GAMER 



PONG MEMORIES 
What's funny is that 
| thought Pong was old- 

7 fashioned in 1982 when 
games like Pac-Man were on 
the scene, but today Ifindit 
atotal joy to play. Pongis the 
eternal classic that excels 

"That's when І said, ‘Either we build STF eet nah Can Soe Re 
it ourselves or we go home. | don’t у у 

777 want to go home!” [| 

cabinet over the following weekend - а 
for Computer Space. He then built a = what it was rated for. Probably about “Since the numbers were so 

100,000 turns by the end of the month. damned high, | suggested that we 
half-sized, boxy design for the television Then, shortly after that, Al got the cut the numbers to Bally by one half. 
and Pong prototype to sit inside. Painted = call for the more famous problem. The The numbers still looked unlikely, so 
in a garish red/orange colour to attract owner of Andy Capps called him to I said that we needed to go to one 
attention, its size ensured that it would say the machine stopped working and third. A couple of the machines were 

have to be propped up on something that they should come down and fix it much lower than the others, so Nolan 
to bring it to face level, There were because there were lines of people still suggested that we not cut those ones so 
no directions on the control panel, waiting to play. After heading down drastically. | said that if we're going to lie, 
no description of what it was about, and opening the coin box, Al suddenly we have to be consistent so we would 

nothing. A box with a TV screen, two found an avalanche of quarters flowing remember what the lie was. He agreed. 

knobs, and a coin box. There was one out. The only reason the game had 

thing printed оп the metal control panel, = stopped working was that the coin 
“Believe it or not, Bally still thought 

we had exaggerated the numbers 
though. A single word named after the 
sound of the game: Pong. 

They were still stalling, but they owned 
it so we were ир a creek. That's when 

They decided to place it at their | came up with the idea to get Bally to 

favourite location out of all of them 
on their coin-op route: a tavern called 

reject the game.” 

Andy Capps. With seven machines there 

Nolan, Ted and Al were in Nolan's 

office, contemplating their frustration 
already, they elected to set the Pong 
prototype on top of a barrel next to 

and trying to think about what they 

Computer Space. 
could do. Bally owned all the rights 

to Pong, since the game had been 
The legend today goes that the submitted as the videogame portion 

| machine stopped working because of of the contract between the two 
overflowing coins, but that's not the case companies. Even if they decided that 

| of the first breakdown. The first time was they wanted to try to manufacture 
| because of cheap potentiometers, the it themselves, they were legally and 

electronic component that the spinners ethically proscribed from doing so. 
are actually made from. They're usually Ted further explains: "That's 
rated for a certain number of turns, and when | said, ‘Either we build it 

Al calculated by the quantity of coins in 
the box that it was getting far more than 

mechanism, appropriated for Pong from 
a laundry machine, had overflowed onto 
the circuit board. A simple fix, but also a 
promising start. 

Nolan and Ted decided to go ahead 
and build another 12 Pong machines 
in more standard-sized cabinets. Ten 
would go out to the other locations on 
the coin-op route, and they'd keep one at 
the office. The final one would be sent to 
Bally to evaluate for the fulfilment of the 
videogame portion of their contract. Yes, 
Nolan had acquiesced after the success 
at Andy Capps. 

Success and manufacturing 
The numbers kept coming in through 
September and they couldn't believe it. 

2 Тһе new Pong-filled coin-op route had 
almost tripled their earnings. Ted was 

making enough money to look at 
replacing his old car. This game was 

MEMO : going to be a big moneymaker for 
Ай Ка ў Bally – if it ever responded. 
курортта a ER Nolan kept in contact with Bally, 
ware to rewrite Pong on our. but it was apparent that it was 
brother's ZX81. wouldn't stalling. Ted explains: "We were 
һе surprised if every games getting plenty worried because 
programmer that started in our future was in Bally's hands. We 

the late Seventies confessed decided to put together an income 
woe арын магарца report to give Bally some incentive. 

сн, рана As we put this report on paper, the 
- - numbers looked impossible. We 

knew that they would think that we 

cooked the books. 

ourselves or we go home. | don't 
want to go home!' We went 
over what the costs would 

be and Nolan and AI 

agreed that we couldn't 
afford to do it. | echoed 

my statement and said ч 
that we needed to | | 
make a decision. | said, 

‘If we decide to build | | 

it ourselves then we | 
can work on how to 

get it done. If not, we 
go home: | 

In the end, none of | » | 

| 

NG ING 

" 
them opted for going f 
home. Ted said he would 
handle the TVs and —— S =. 
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ANYONE FOR TENNIS? 
A look at the rich and varied world of videogame tennis 
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cabinets, апа А! and Nolan could work 

on the boards and components. Nolan 

and Ted then crafted a letter to Bally as 
well as their strategy for when Nolan 

went in to meet with its management. 
In а move that would make Obi-Wan 

Kenobi proud, they convinced Bally 
that this wasn't the droid it was looking 
for. An incredible feat, considering that 
Bally's subsidiary, Midway, was actually 
interested in releasing the game. Nolan 
managed to talk them out of it by playing 

both groups against each other, claiming 
to each that the other didn't want Pong 
зо that in the end they really didn't. 
Per Ted's suggestion, they offered to 
replace it with another game, but only if 

Bally formally rejected Pong, returning 
the rights to Atari. When the formal 
letter came, the ruse had worked, but 

better than they had expected. Bally had 
cancelled the entire contract, including 
the pinball machine. 

Ted set about designing the now- 
famous bright yellow and woodgrain 

to manufacture them in bulk. After 

one false start that was too cheaply 

put together, he found the answer in 
the form of PS Hurlbut, a local cabinet 

maker. Ted said they might not be able to 

pay for them all at once, but the owner 
said it was not a problem because of 

their line of credit through a local bank. 
Then, suddenly, two weeks later, he 

received a call that the cabinets were 

ready, to come pick them up. There 

"Without Pong, you'd have no Coleco 
or Nintendo entering videogames" 
cabinet and getting the television sets 
they'd need to modify to put in the 
cabinets. The plan was to make 50 Pong 
cabinets to sell, a modest amount but 

one that would still strain the small 

amount of storage space they had in 
which to manufacture them. 

After the design for the cabinet was 

done, Ted started looking for someone 

was no way Ted or Nolan had the 
transportation, but Hurlbut delivered 

them - all 50 at once. Atari didn't have 
the room for all of them inside the small 

leased area, let alone room to do the 

work to install the components. 
By chance, though, the candle maker 

next door happened to move out in the 

middle of the night, leaving a vacancy. 
Without asking permission, Ted used a 
sabre saw to cut a large hole through the 
wall separating the two properties. Now 
they had plenty of room! 

Ted also used his own money to 

pick up 50 13-inch black-and-white 
Hitachi TV sets that were going to be 

taken apart and used for the monitors 
inside each Pong unit. Costing $3,000 
in total, the investment out of his own 

pocket was well worth it in his mind. 

They had a chance to make more money 

in the long run. 
In the meantime, Nolan had a slightly 

easier job getting the PCB manufacturing 

going. He literally just walked across the 
lot from their rental unit to another one 

where a small PCB manufacturer was 

located. Though he and А! also tracked 

down sources for the rest of the parts 
they needed, Nolan's overall job was... 
well, nobody really knew. 

* In an effort to expand its locati tential bu 

PONG | 
8 Pong was such a seminal, 

powerfully influential game that 
Bill Budge's first Apple Il high- 
res 6502 program was a Pong 
ball bouncing on the screen, 

Ж 

ший andit blew him away. Creating 
АУ the original Pong experience 

himself seven years after the original appeared 
was still an event of magnitude. 

John Romero, Loot Drop 

It was 27 November, and Ted and Al 

set about assembling the units, as did а 
few of the other people they had taken 

on. But Nolan largely stood around, 

watching while everyone assembled. 
Ted walked up to him and said: "What 

are you doing? We're assembling these 
things; now it's your job to go sell them." 

With what Ted describes as a "hang 

dog" look, Nolan went back to his office 

to start making calls. The price had 
already been decided: $937 per Pong 
unit. Picked by Ted after he saw the 

number on the licence plate of a car in 

the parking lot, it put them in the sub- 

$1,000 price point they wanted. Nolan 
returned only an hour later, looking white 
as a ghost. After making just three calls, 
he informed them that he had sold 300 

units — 50 to one, 100 to another, and 150 

to the last. They were in business! 

Legacy 
While the Magnavox Odyssey and 

Computer Space had been first in 
the consumer and coin-op industries 
respectively, it was Pong that would 
really drive the move towards 
videogames in the public consciousness 
and jump-start both industries. By June 
of 1973, Atari had already sold 3,500 
units, which was stellar in a time when 

to flyer for Dr Pong. 



PONG MEMORIE 
Pong was probably my most 
desired toy that I never actually 
got. I loved the game - used 
to play in arcades- but it was 
always that little bit too expensive 
for us to buy. You can imagine 
my awe when! actually got to 

meet and subsequently become friends with Nolan 
Bushnell! Life is funny sometimes. 

Gary Bracey, Ocean Software 

| PONG 
SEQUELS 

Pong Doubles 
‘September 1973) 

The first follow-up to 
Pong. Pong Doubles 
moves the game into a 
four-player variant by 
re-creating the doubles 
tennis format. Four 
staggered paddles 
controlled by four 
separate spinners create 
aunique co-operative 
version of Pong. 

Super Pong 
(February 1974) 
This adds three paddles to 
the player's spinner and 
random starting points for 
the ball's serve. The three- 
paddle horizontal format 
was later leveraged 

vertically in games like 
Atari's Avalanche and 
Activision's Kaboom!. 

most runs of traditional coin-op games 
like pinball were 1,500 units. At the end 

of its manufacturing life, around 8,000 

units were sold. This was all in the 

midst of an explosion of clones by other 
manufacturers, including Bally/Midway. 

The press jumped on the new 
medium, whose name still 

hadn't been defined yet. 
It could be regularly seen 
labelled as TV tennis, TV 

games, Space Age games, 

video action games, 
electronic games, television 
skill games, video skill 

games, Space Age pinball 

Quadrapong 
(March 1974) 
This is another move by 
Pong into the four-player 
realm. In this version, each 
player guards their own 
goal with their individual 
paddle. The player can 
only miss four times 
before their goal closes up 
and they're out. 

Pin Pong and just plain videogames. 
(October 1974) But Atari's Pong and Pong- 
The first pinball flavoured follow-ups were 

most assuredly in the front. 
Pong reached such iconic 

status that it has influenced 

pop culture as well, 
becoming a recognisable symbol of 

the Seventies, with appearances in 

movies and television shows from that 

decade onward. 

The impact of Pong on the industry 

simply cannot be diminished. It launched 

the company that was synonymous 

with videogames and high technology, 
solidified and trumpeted the home 

videogame industry, launched entire 

genres that branch from it, like the 

Breakout/Arkanoid style of games. 
Pong, in all its simplicity, 

revolutionised the way we look at 

interactive entertainment. It created an 

videogame, done Pong- 
style. It was stilljusta 
ball and paddle, butin this 
case the flippers were 
the paddles. There are no 
real flippers on screen; an 
image of a paddle angled 
tothe realhorizontal one 
is quickly substituted to. 
create the illusion. 

urnament Table 
(March 1978) 
This is acollection of 
all of Atari's paddle-and- 
ball games ina single 
cocktail-style arcade 
cabinet, Breakout, 
Quadrapong, Foozpong, 
Handball, and multiple 
variants of Soccer, Hockey 
and Basketball. 

acceptance of the amusement industry 
at a time when it was associated with 
organised crime and back-room bars, 
and showed the promise of the future of 
high technology as it was entering the 
public consciousness. 

Without the impact of Pong, you'd 
have no companies 
like Coleco or Nintendo 

entering videogames, 

both of which started with 

clones of the game. It was 

Atari's Japanese coin-op 
division, which started out 

making Pong machines 

in Japan, that was sold 
to Namco to become its 
own videogame division. 
Likewise, jukebox 

company Konami was 

inspired to enter the 

videogame industry over 

the success of Pong. 
There are also the legions of game 
programmers, on just about every 

platform imaginable, who cut their teeth 

programming versions of Pong as their 
‘Hello world’ beginner's app. Pong or 

versions of it have been ported to any 
system you care to mention precisely 

because of this. 
With its recognition in museums 

and archives around the globe, Pong's 

importance to industry and culture has 
come to its highest level. And now, here 

we are, 40 years later, paying homage to 

the game that started as a warm-up and 

truly warmed up the industry. 

—( 



CHEAP AS CHIPS: DUNGEON HEEPER 

A 

If there's опе thing we've | 
gaming, it's that your г 
amazingly long way if 
а mint copy of Radiant Silvergun is going t 
cost you a small fortune, 

can st 
t to. Granted, 

there are р! 
of other worthy titles that can be picked 

ss than a fiver. 

IPC] The bigger you make your Е monsters youll attract to it 
overthrow the sickeningly sweet world As your dungeon grew in power it 

by breeding a large number of outlandish attracted the attention of the heroes that 
protected the lands you were ransacking 

monster for зуу Said adventurers would begin to break into 
areas for you, her gold, transport traps ^ your hideout, and ranged from wily thieves 

F aight for your 
precious to deadly spell-flinging wizards. 

» [PC] You can pick up monsters in order to quickly transport them to desired locations 

DUNGEON HEEPER 
rom Theme Park to Magic Carpet 
and Syndicate, Bullfrog delivered 
an outpouring of innovation that 

few developers could match, and it ahe 
was never more apparent than with 
the excellent Dungeon Keeper. 

offer yo 3 loyalty. Far who would make a beeline 

їгопдег monsters could be introduced int 
could be In addition to being a unique take on 

spells a: well-establishe 

ч to Du 

brilliantly dark se 

genre, another key 
Jeon Keeper's success 

se of humour was it 
lisbehaving underlings could be smacked 
bout by your disembodied hand; the 

к Mistres 
ррйу torture thems: 

torture-loving Оа! ses would 
Ives instead of 

To the uninitiated, Dungeon Keeper training; and each new level featured a 
appears to be nothing more than a typical hilariously narrated spiel about the land you 
RTS 9 эге invading 

s of Command & Conq Dui Keeper may be 15 years old 
ains just as addictive as 

d. Typically British and 
filled with delightfully clever touches, it 

20 
that was rapidly saturating the PC 

Dungeon Keeper proved ti 

more, thou 

now, but it п те ALSO AVAILABLE ON: N/A 
RELEASED: 1997 

PUBLISHER: ELECTRONIC AF 
DEVELOPER: ! 

BULLFROG P TIONS 9 

unique Bullfrog spin 

day it was rele 

2 core proves that even the most well-trodden of 
the genre, it added its revitalised with a bit of care, genres can be 

t ttention ai 1d genuine innovation. 
Dungeon Keeper's та: geon Keeper became a 

that you weren't the go credibly rich resource- етпелі game Special thanks to www.gog.com for supplying 
ап evil overlord who ум һ yor ne fully irr а. us with code. 

BUILD A BETTER DUNGEON 

1. Dungeon Heart 2. Hatchery 3. Lair 4. Library 5. Training Room 6. Treasure Room 
This is the beating heart of your dungeon. Monsters need food to survive. This All work and no rest make for di These areas are extremely important, as Level-up your monsters by letting them There are rich gold veins to be mined in 
Literally. fit's destroyed, your days of evil steady supply of delicious chickens will то These handy ar they enable you to research spells. Better train in these handy rooms. They'll Dungeon Keeper This is where you can 
will be at an end. keep critters well fed and morale high. your monsters will be in tip-top condition. spells me r Success. bigger muscles in no time. dump your precious reserves. 
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Within a few short years, Tekken had gone from lowly underdog to Juggernaut 

franchise, but behind the scenes times were changing at Namco. Sorrel Tilley sat 

down with developer Yutaka Hounoe to hear all about the trouble with Tekken 

he early Nineties saw an 

explosion in the popularity of 
2D fighting. Inspired by the 
success of Street Fighter Il, 

countless contenders entered the ring 
to duke it out for the top spot. While 
Mortal Kombat was locking horns with 

Capcom's golden child, and the likes 
of Eternal Champions were pootling 
about in the background, Sega had 
been working on a new breed. Virtua 
Fighter showed that 3D fighting games 
were the next big thing for arcades, and 
Namco wanted some of the action. 

Yutaka Kounoe was in for a surprise, 

though. Fresh from working on Point 
Blank, he wasn't expecting his world to 
get turned upside down. "My role was 
mainly to ensure that the original arcade 

version was actually fun to play," he 
explains to us. "This meant 1 had to unify 

the different techniques, 
while preserving each 

character's individuality. 
For this purpose, | 

spearheaded a tuning 

team to manage 
the adjustments. 
| basically set up 
and led a Namco 

version of Nintendo's Mario Club. | also 

created some of the character motions 
and things like that. Back then it was the 
dawning of polygonal animation, so a 
specialised group working on motion 

didn't exist yet. The designers had to do 

it themselves,” 

The creation of motion data was hard 

work because automated motion-capture 
technology was still in its infancy, 
meaning that animation had to be done 
by hand: “Essentially, we hardly used 
motion capture at all for Tekken 1 and 2” 

Kounoe reveals. “At that point, motion 
capture was just a developing industry, 
so we used a magnetic system to capture 
a portion of the movements we required. 
This was a method where everything had 

to be recorded with cables attached, and 

it wasn’t suited to intense action, so we 
could only use it for reference. However, 
the promotional department leveraged 
the appeal of motion-capture technology 
for marketing, and made out that we had 

used it extensively. The motion in Tekken 

was minutely adjusted to perfection, 
frame by frame, so even if we had used 

motion capture, we would have had to 
redo most of it anyway.” 

Motion capture was the least of 

WE'RE BACK! di ТЕККЕ 
То kick your 

Kounoe's worries, however; new policies 
were being put in place that would make 
Tekken's production unlike any game 
he had worked on before. "The creation 

of the Tekken series was completely 

different to the common development 
process," he says. "Normally, in Namco's 
corporate culture, game designers would 
put all of their carefully thought out ideas 
into a document, and before beginning 

work on it, everyone would be asked to 

consider the contents and submit ideas 

for improving the quality of the product. 
However, with Tekken, many staff 
members were recruited mid-career from 
other companies. The result was that this 

fundamental style of game design was 
cast aside and we started work on the 

game in the midst of an inter-developer 
battle. What's an inter-developer battle? 
It's a method whereby anyone can freely 
implement an idea they think is good, and 
if it's unpopular, other staff members can 

just overwrite the data with something 
else! This led to a lot of clashing of egos 
- it was a project where you'd gradually 
start to hear staff members spouting lines 
like, "There's no way I'm losing to him!" 

There were members who liked to mouth 

off too, which pushed people to create 

< 

"i; 

THE HNOUJ 
PUBLISHER: \ 

DEVELOPER: IN 

RELEASED: 

» PLATFORM: ARCADE, PLAYSTATION 

GENRE: FIGHTING 

Marine Stadium 
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A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE 
How Namco established itself as one of fighting games’ foremost developers 

Knuckle Heads [1993] 
Namco entered the booming 
market for 2D fighting games with 
this four-player scrapper. 

DEVELOPER 
HIGHLIGHTS 
DIG DUG (PICTURED) 
SYSTEMS: ARCADE 
YEAR: 1982 
POINT BLANK 
SYSTEM: ARCADE 
YEAR: 1994 
TEKKEN 
SYSTEM: ARCADE 
YEAR: 1994 
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The Outfoxies [1994] 
Interactive environment. 
range of inventive chara 
" s bring Smash Bros to mind. 

things of such high quality that nobody 
would be able to say a word against them. 
That's the kind of unprecedented project 
it was." 

The wiki-style development process 
led to motion data being overwritten 
without warning, combo techniques being 
joined up and disconnected, and daily 
modifications to characters' costumes. 

This constant stream of additions and 

alterations formed a bottleneck, and 
Коипое tuning team was working 
in it. “I set up the tuning team for the 
original Tekken, and steadily expanded 
it by adding new staff members,” he 

remembers. “It went from just one part- 
timer and myself to 30 employees at its 
height. In my student days, | would spend 
each month aiming for the highest arcade 
scores in Japan; in my tuning team we 
had all taken up the job of high scorer. 
Those who ‘graduated’ from the team 

were later chosen for top producing and 
directing positions, and now they hold up 
the Namco brand. The members were all 

workaholics; we lived at the office. We 

used to line up chairs to sleep on because 
the floor was cold. We were constantly 

suffering from sleep deprivation because 
we had to test that every technique for 
every character functioned normally, so 

опе by one we tried the moves in every 

Soul Edge [1996] 
Матсо5 experiment in gorgeous 
weapon-based combat spawned an 
entire series. 

SoulCalibur [1998] 

series as a major player. 

direction to confirm they worked. If the 

tuning team didn't exist, there would have 
been no Tekken. It was built by the earnest 
hard work of the staff. 

"There was a mountain of problems 
with the project, most of which were 
resolved by the wrath of the major staff 
members. There was a very fierce and 
passionate collision of game design 
philosophies. There was also a very 
low level of efficiency, and the amount 
of work that each person produced 
was huge. Consequently, there was an 
unprecedented variety of ideas, rather 
than it being the creation of one designer. 
We ended up with a very bizarre game. 
The result of this was that unregulated 

raw materials were being implemented 
one after another, so the work of the 

tuning team became extremely difficult 
- having to retain the characteristics of 

each of these elements while balancing 

performance. With a normal development 
schedule, you make a plan that separates 
the raw elements so the differing styles 
and abilities are easily distinguished, and 
the man-hours required of the tuning 

team are small. With Tekken, designers 

were becoming obsessed with their 

own ideas, and continued implementing 
them at random. Trying to differentiate 

these ideas after they'd been added was 

Introduced eight-way movement 
and a new name, confirming the 

2 ты 
Tekken Tag Tournament (1999) 
After three main entries, Tekken 

received this team-based spin-off in 
arcades and for the PS2's launch. 

a process you could hardly call normal, | 
felt like | was solving a giant puzzle at the 
same time as making a game.” 

Kounoe and his colleagues were 
no strangers to all-nighters, but this 
was the first time inefficiency and 

competitiveness had been the cause. 
What caused this change? “There are 

many reasons for the change at Namco. 
As a fighter, Tekken's game flow was 
simple, but there was a lot of data for 

all the techniques, so compared to a 
regular project, the management style 
was different off the bat. The original 

Tekken was also the very first 3D fighting 
game to be made at Namco. There was 
the increase in employees halfway into 
production, which meant the culture of 

other companies got mixed in. | think our 
development speed seemed very slow to 
the new team members, and our trains 

of thought were more restrained. We 
weren't very assertive either, so the new 
guys couldn't tell what we were thinking. 
Of the newcomers, some were brought 

in specifically to work on Tekken, some 
for other reasons. Namco's culture was 

unique, and | could see these newcomers 
struggling. Some of them liked to row 
with everybody, but those people didn't 
stay at the company long. The Tekken 
project was like a storm; for varying 



TICH, TOCH, 
TEHHEN 
TIME BOMB 

THE ADDITION OF eight new 
characters brought Tekken 25 crew 

of brawlers up to a meaty 25. Such a bustling 
roster could have been overwhelming to 
Tekken newbies, so Kounoe devised a clever 
bit of technical trickery to resolve the issue 
and keep punters coming back for more: "I 
drew up and implemented a plan to prolong 
the game's Ше. In the Tekken series we have 
enemy characters called sub-bosses who 
match up with the character you have selected, 
but it would look too complicated if you could 
choose from so many fighters right from the 
off, so | employed a system that would release 
them steadily - that way, players could learn 
the game gradually. The problem was that if 
the characters made calendar-based debuts 
it would have infringed on another company's 
patent! That's why | had to design our own 
proprietary system, which measured how 
many hours the cab had been on for.” 

This also ensured continued interest in 
Namco's machine at a time when new fighting 
games were popping up ай over the place. 
To complement the time-release system, a 
number of characters could also be unlocked 
by entering codes that the players were left to 
figure out for themselves. 

reasons, many talented developers quit 
the company." 

Understandably, there was a growing 
pile of discarded ideas - victims of the 

inter-developer battles and the ensuing 
delays. "In the original, the development 
ran over schedule, so we couldn't include 

sideways rolls when characters got up 
from the ground," Kounoe recalls. "For 

Tekken 2, Yoshimitsu's designer came up 

with a penguin fighter. At that time we 
were trying to think of animals that walked 
on two feet that we could base on the 

pre-existing human animation patterns. At 
any rate, the designer quit the company 
before he could complete the character 

model and | don't think many people in 

was going to wield a frozen fish, like 
Yoshimitsu's sword. After a timed release, 

you would have been able to control the 
salmon on its own, just flopping about 
on the ground. The plan was for a weak 
character with a jump and tail-spin attack. 
1 don't remember exactly why it was 
cancelled. Probably some know-nothing 

dev obstructed its progress. What a pity. 
If we'd added the salmon, it would have 

made people burst out laughing and it 
would have become a talking point among 
high-level players because it would be so 
difficult to win with." 

The freedom to act alone was 

something of a double-edged sword, also 

working in the game's favour on occasion: 
"Almost everything that was added was 

also decided by individuals working 
alone. Nina's throw combo was added by 

someone working on motion. | handled 

the motion for Devil, and a programmer 
later added his wings and laser beam. 

The ten-hit combo was overpowered 
and could lead to players shaving their 

ЕЕ Huma was going to wield a frozen fish. 
You would have been able to control the 
salmon, Just flopping about on the ground sg 
the team even knew about the penguin 
idea. These kinds of problems carried over 

into Tekken 3-1 wanted to incorporate 

more strategic play into air combos by 
introducing safe-falling techniques, but 1 
couldn't complete it because other staff 

members failed to understand it. That 

wasn't all. Stances, damage animations, 
pinning techniques - all these elements 
got canned because people vetoed them 
based on their personal preferences. 

“Now that | think of it, | remember there 

were also plans for a playable salmon 

in Tekken 3, but it was rejected. Kuma 

opponent's health down to nothing in an 
instant, so my tuning team stepped in 
and made some minute adjustments and 
saved it from being scrapped.” 

“Tekken was designed with the aim 
of creating a game that was different to 
Virtua Fighter. We focused on unrealistic 
characters like Devil Kazuya and Kuma. So 
long as it was flashy and seemed possible, 
we would try anything. The whole team 
put in their best efforts to make a fun 
game, even with the low-performance 
hardware we had. The problem was 
that Tekken 1 and 2 had large portions 

created by staff from outside Namco, so 
we couldn't control the project. This is 
why it turned into such a weird and flashy 
game. | think its strangeness makes it 
fun, though. In other words, the first two 

games were created as an experiment; 
even the developers couldn't predict 
how it would turn out. That's the appeal 
of Tekken. The third game, which | was 
in charge of, was a more calculated 
production. It was systematically planned 
and controlled, which meant it was more 

subdued, but | think it turned out well." 

So does Kounoe like the recent effort 

between Capcom and Namco? "I have 

no interest in the Street Fighter/Tekken 

crossover. | haven't played it. The Tekken 
that emerged after | left has fallen below 

my expectations. It's a lot easier to create 
'arrangements' of old games than to make 

something new. To still be relying on 
Tekken even now is proof that Namco's 

real strength has disappeared, and I'm 
shocked by the decline in creativity and 

development ability. It's shameful to call 

yourself a developer or a creator if you 
can't design new games. Relying only on 
collaborations that will sell well shows a 

lack of imagination, and it's not going to 

set the world on fire." 
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When the time came to delve through 
the history of one of the most 
iconic football games ever made, we 
could think of one man ideally 
suited for the job. Unfortunately he 
wasn't in, so we had to get Stuart 
Campbell to do it. Uh-oh. 

hen you're writing 
a retro-focused 

videogames magazine, 

games don’t have to 
be either good or successful to be 
significant or interesting - look at 

Rise Of The Robots, Duke Nukem 

Forever or E.T. for the Atari 2600. And 

so it is with Dino Dini's Kick Off series. 

Из commercial success was modest 

and brief, its critical praise largely 
due to being a pioneer in its field, 
but in any event comprehensively 
and universally eclipsed by a vastly 
superior successor. 

It's widely misremembered that 

the KO games were ecstatically 
praised to the skies by reviewers on 
release. In fact, the first game scored 
a very respectable but hardly earth: 
shattering 88% review in The One, 

and the sequel notched a modest 

81% in Amiga Computing, a magazine 
whose pass mark was the 50% score 
it gave Rise Of The Robots. 

Chart success was short-lived too. 

Kick Off 2 was the biggest hit in the 

franchise, but even propped up by a 

stream of data disk releases, it lasted 

less than 18 months in the Amiga 
top 100 listings, at a time when there 
were barely 100 games in total that 
had been created for the machine. 

By comparison, Sensible Soccer- of 

which this will be the only mention in 

the feature — went two and a half years 
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in the top TEN, despite far greater 
competition, and was only displaced 
by its own sequel, Sensible World Of 
Soccer, which was still at number two 
24 months later, when Amiga charts 
stopped being published. 

But Kick Off is still worth discussing 

for a variety of reasons. Its family 
tree is wide, splitting off into several 
branches, and considering how much 
bitterness and wrangling has been 
associated with the series, its sheer 
longevity is remarkable, with new 
releases in the series still appearing 
15 years and more after the original 
game, despite ever-diminishing 
returns. Its influence was inarguable, 
bringing а completely new style to 
home computer football games, 
which would become the dominant 

form for half a decade until the arrival 

of EA's FIFA line, as well as inventing 

the player-manager sub-genre 
But most of all, Kick Off is а 

noteworthy series because of the 
incredible hold the games still exert 

over a tiny but vocal band of fanatical 

supporters, who furiously defend it 
to the death as the greatest football 
game ever made, despite a crushing 

mountain of evidence of every 

possible kind to the contrary. 
And now they've probably already 

set off with flaming torches. We might 

not have much time, let's get on withal 
the story. 

lAmiga Тһе 
single-player mode 
was slight, but Kick 
Offshone for many 
in multiplayer. 

(Amiga, ST, PC) 
# Throughout the Eighties, home 
computer football games had 
mostly followed the blueprint set 
up by /nternational Soccer on the 
C64. They were generally sluggish 
affairs viewed from a side-on 

pseudo-3D perspective, and often 
with reduced numbers of players 
оп each team - the Spectrum 
favourite Match Day having just 
seven-a-side, for example. 

The first game to experiment 
with the overhead view style was 
MicroProse Soccer, a cartoonish 

game created by Sensible 
Software in 1988 and inspired by 

the superb 1985 coin-op hit Tehkan 
World Cup. Much faster-paced 
than any previous footy game, it 
was a minor success, thanks to 
innovative features like variable 

weather, a brilliant TV-style action 

replay of goals and the ability to 

pull off swerving banana shots 
But it was still very much an 

arcade title, with shortened sides, 
the ball sticking like glue to players’ 
feet and each half lasting just 75 

You could 
with generic blue and red teams, 
or enter an incomprehensible 
eight-team league mode 

THROW | 

seconds, and a few months later 
the first attempt at a broadly 
serious simulation of the beautiful 

game hit the shelves. Kick Off 
pinched MicroProse Soccer's 
viewpoint almost to the centimetre, 
but depicted a vast, full-scale pitch 
in а closely zoomed view, with 11 
players on each side and a realistic 
pace that saw the free-moving ball 
hoofed from one end of the pitch 
to the other in seconds 

Play was extremely primitive, 
lacking basics like player names, 
defensive walls at free kicks, 

variable shot strength or control 
over corners, and your goalie 
couldn't even kick from his hand. 
There was also almost nothing in 
the way of one-player content. You 

could play a one-off game with 
generic blue and red teams, or 
enter an incomprehensible eight- 
team league mode - playing it for 
this feature without the manual to 

hand, we haven't even managed 
to successfully choose a team in 
three days, much less actually play 
8 season. 

But the two-player mode 
captured the hearts of gamers, 
who made their own tournaments 
with pen and paper. The fast pace 
and realistic physics, coupled with 
a love-it-or-hate-it control system 
that made it almost impossible to 

dribble or retain possession, made 

for an end-to-end ping-pong style 
of play. 

"d 
play a one-off game 

Зи" 



1989 
(Amiga, ST) | | — — 
# Kick Offs extremely spartan menus 

were soon padded out with this 
ten-quid add-on, which expanded 

the options menu. Four new team 

formations were now available, 
including extreme defence and 

extreme attack, as well as the ability to 

set wind and pitch types, along with 

goal kick control and a shot power 

(Spectrum, C64) 
The 8-bit ports of Kick Offneed a 

separate entry, because they're both 
radically different games to their 

famous parent, and indeed, to each 
other. The Speccy game is slower, 
with a new control system - the ball is 

more inclined to stick to players' feet, 
and the trapping that was central to the 
16-bit gameplay is now absent. In the 
league mode the teams play in purple 

and white, whichever ones you pick. 

You can dribble from a free kick, and 

you can be awarded a direct free kick 
in the penalty area that isn't a penalty. 
The pitch has unmarked borders, so 

players can suddenly appear in what 

looks like the middle of the field out of 

thin air, and you can't see where the 

Kick Off Extra Time 

meter. Stil, the expansion disk got a 
relatively mixed reception, with some 
reviews even proclaiming ‘The best 

just got better!’ 

Amiga Format, on the other hand, 
strongly disagreed, lamenting, “What a 
great idea all these variations are. What 
ashame they're a total waste of time,” 
and awarding Extra Time 45%. 

goal is until you're ten yards out. It is, 
beyond any rational argument, almost 
hypnotically terrible. 

The C64 version at first seems 

identical to the Speccy one, with 

the exact same menus, but there's 
а surprise lurking - when you 

actually start a game, the action runs 
horizontally rather than vertically. 
Otherwise it plays much the same, 

including the dribble-able free kicks. 

Teams do play in different colours and 
penalties work properly, but on the 

other hand it's also possible to stand 

still in possession and let the clock 

run down until full time. It's incredibly 

sloppy but still kind of fun, in a rubbish 
sort of way. 
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1990 ` - 
Franco Baresi World Cup Kick Off 
(Amiga) 
E For some reason, anywhere you 

look lists this game as having come 

out in 1988, which would actually 
make it the first game in the series. 

That would be an impressive feat of 
foresight, as it accurately predicts 
not only all 24 qualifiers for the 1990 

World Cup finals in Italy, but also the 
groups they'd be drawn in. (The actual 
draw in real life having taken place on 

9 December 1989, trivia fans.) 
Despite the departure from the 

regular Kick Off name, it's still 

2 
[C54] The key to making a bad footy game still be enjoyable on some level is to let goals be scored. 

> [Amiga] When we let the computer play 
outthe tournament, Scotland got to the 
semi-final, Nuff said. 

basically your bog-standard Kick 

Off, except that the only tournament 

you can play is the World Cup, 
which operates in an even more 

incomprehensible way than the 
original game's league. You go 

through the entire tournament, 

playing or not playing as either team 

in whichever games you fancy, which 
we suppose is quite handy if you've 

got 23 mates round and want to take 
a team each, but otherwise seems 
rather superfluous. 

GOAL BY PLAYER 11 
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1990 
Кіск ОН 2 

(Amiga, ST, РС, Spectrum, С64, ET 
Тһе sequel raced out hot on the 

heels of the original, just 12 months 
later. In truth, it’s more like another 

data disk, adding a few tweaks 

borrowed from MicroProse Soccer 

(action replays and aftertouch), 

wiring in the features from Extra Time 
and offering a couple of new cup 
tournaments, but essentially was the 
same game that had already been 
released four times in the space of 
a year - including Player Manager, 

which had appeared three months 
before КО2 (see boxout). They really 
made the most of the brand while 

it was still being adored by gamers, 
even though the biggest technical 
advance was that the ball now had 

spots on it. 
The most notable change to 

the gameplay, meanwhile, was a 
dramatic improvement in the quality 
of the goalkeepers, which instantly 
rendered the game roughly 96 per 
cent less fun. At least in Kick Off, if 
you somehow blundered your way 
into the opposition's penalty area and 
got a shot off, there was a moderately 
decent chance it would go in. But in 

Kick Off 2 the super-goalies closed 
the skill gap between good and bad 
players almost entirely. 

We, who still can’t play the game 
to save our lives, once challenged the 
staff of Amiga Format- who'd been 

obsessed with Kick Offfor a year, 
playing it incessantly - to а series of 

challenge matches to make that very 
point. Utterly bereft of any ability, 

we just walloped the ball whichever 
way we were facing and fouled every 
chance we got. Of eight ten-minute 

games, we lost one 2-0 and got seven 
0-0 draws. 

This time the 8-bit ports were much 
more like the Amiga version but with 
a quarter of the frame-rate, and both 
are majestically unplayable and still 
let you take free kicks to yourself. The 
absurdly fast C64 game is basically 
Kick Off On Ice, best played by 
copying the CPU tactics of running 
in a straight line up the middle of the 
pitch. It announces a ‘goal kick’ any 
time the keeper has the ball in his 
hands, but actual goal kicks are taken 
from the centre of the six-yard box, 
two yards in front of the goal line. 

[ST] This image isn't doctored. With more than four players on screen, the Atari ST port couldn't cope with drawing 
all the lines, resulting in massive flickering 

6С Improvement in the quality of 
the goa rendered the 
game 96 per cent less fun 77 
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(Spectrum, Amiga?) 
Here's a little oddity for you. An 

exclusive compilation for dod 
box-shifter the Home Computer 
Club, Kick Off Collection comprised 

Player Manager, Kick Off 2 and 
Kick Off World Cup Edition, which 

was essentially the same game as 
Franco Baresi World Cup Kick Off 

- standard Kick Off with different- 

coloured menus and the baffling 
World Cup '90 mode added. While 

the compilation allegedly existed 

for the Amiga and other formats, 
the only version we've ever found 
solid evidence for is the Spectrum 
one, which would make the Speccy 
version of World Cup Edition the 
only English-language one to e 

ISpectrum] Do you have a nor 

1991 
Pro Soccer aka Kick Off = 
(SNES, Game Boy) 
# Never actually available for 

those of us in the West as far as 
we can gather, Pro Soccer on ће 
SNES was a Japanese port of the 
original Kick Off, with graphics 
barely above the level of the 
NES version, and a completely 

different game to the Super 
Kick Offthat was released in 

the UK a year later. The Game 
Boy's Pro Soccer, on the other 

hand, was the same as the UK 

Kick Off release, and is mostly 

notable for some epically bad 7. 
goalkeepers, who helpfully look <=... 

identical to opposition players 

[SNES] Cheer up - if you 
look at the screen the other way 
round, you're 10-0 ahead! 
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Кай Ой ад 
DROCESSING 

TACTICS 

WHISTLE real players, can y 

(NES, Master System, SNES, Mega Drive) 
The naming didn't get any less 

confusing the following year. All 
these console versions are called 

Super Kick Off, with the exception 

of the NES release, which is plain 

old Kick Off- although we've 

found a SNES version under that 

name too, seemingly identical to 
the Super Kick Off version — but all 

of them, including the NES game, 

are essentially based on Kick Off 2. 

That's despite the fact that the 

NES and Master System games 

are largely identical to each other 
and similar to the Amiga original, 
whereas the SNES and Mega 

Drive ones are very different in 

look and play, boasting greatly 

updated graphics but running at 
an insane, unplayable - even by 
Kick Off standards — speed that's 

like watching an entire match on 

fast-forward. 

The cutest feature is found 

on the Master System version, 
where the teams have generic 
footbally sorts of names - United, 

Wanderers, Palace, et cetera — 

which at least lends it a bit of a 

retro, Roy Of The Rovers vibe. 

EUROPE 

ISNES] It's much too late for 
warnings now. 

MP — —1 
үсісом carp: в 7 5 = 
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» [Mega Drive] A viewpoint where you can actually see where you're aiming your corner kicks? How 
very sensible, 

1993 
Goal! aka Dino Dini's Soccer 

(Amiga, ST, Mega Drive, SNES) 
ш Originally developed under 
the title 90 Minutes, Dino Dini 

having lost the rights to the 

Kick Off name when he split 

from publisher Anco, Goal! 

was the last Kick Off-related 
game to involve the series’ 
creator. At least, we think it 

was - in somewhat of a curious 
manner, the box advertised 

it as ‘a game by Dino Dini’, 

whereas the Mega Drive 
version's title screen instead 

claimed it was ‘based оп а 
game by Dino Dini’, despite 
it being released on the Sega 
format as Dino Dini’s Soccer. 

Either way, magazine adverts 
cunningly highlighted certain 
letters of the blurb to spell out 
the words ‘KICK OFF THREE’. 

Goal! moved much closer 
to a certain other successful 

«л. football game than to 

ж. the original Kick Off. 

The viewpoint could 
ә. be zoomed out 

considerably to 
show much more 

of the pitch, the 

speed was toned down and the 
generic teams were replaced 
by real ones with nearly 
real player names. Terrible 
goalkeepers and dodgy Al — the 

CPU is happy to punt the ball 
into its own net from 25 yards 

= make for plenty of nine-goal 

thrillers, and while still a pale 

shadow of its main rival, it's 
easily the most fun of all the 

games in the series. 
One of the most remarkable 

things about Goal! was 

its hyper-strict refereeing 
standard, as a result of which 
the ‘tackle’ button might as 

well simply have been labelled 
‘straight red card’. When we 

went to play the game on the 

Mega Drive for this feature, 
we had a quick match at the 
default settings. While it ended 

with seven players against five, 
at one point it was ten against 
five and we still couldn't get 

а shot on target. And we only 

managed to get our last three 
sent off during the aptly named 
injury time. 

(Amiga) 
Steve Screech, who'd provided the 

graphics for the original Kick Off, had 
stayed with Anco when Dini split, and 
took over the name. All subsequent 

games under the Kick Off name were 
his work, and they're not too hard to 

identify - eschewing even Dini’s limited 

attempts to modernise the formula, 

they all play a lot like 1989 Kick Off, ev 
though the first one adopted an old- 

style sideways viewpoint. 
Kick Off 3took almost two years to 

develop, first previewed in games mags 
in autumn of 1992 but not released until 

summer of 1994, but it was hard to see 

why. Despite Anco boss Anil Gupta 

[Amiga] Yo 
be able 

claiming that it was the easiest Kick 

Offto play ever, if anything it was even 
less friendly than its predecessors, with 
the trap function missing and the ball 

ricocheting wildly off players’ shins like 
a Scottish Premier League exhibition 
match played at 11 in the morning on 
New Year's Day. 

Partly this was due to the bizarre 

decision to map the passing control 

to the second fire button on the 

joystick, when the vast majority of 
Amiga joysticks were only capable of 
addressing a single one, but mostly it 
was because it just wasn't a very good 
game in the first place. 

СС While still a pale shadow 
of its main rival, Goal! is 
easily the most fun of all the 
games in the series 77 
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European Challenge 

HICH OFF: A FOOTBALL LEGACY 

“ 1996 J 

$ ^X КккоЕ 96 (Amiga) 
Н 7 WE For the next release, the side-on view (Amiga, PC, Mega Drive, SNES) was wf abandoned again, favor of 

# Having taken a bit of a shoeing and hope this one was better. The leagues and the like. The Mega a back-to-basics approach with a viewpoint 
in the press, six months later Anco control options were improved, Drive version was the best-looking and graphics almost identical to the first 

shoved out a new version of the the crowd had a range of chants, and most playable one, but by this Кск Off. The only concession to modernity 
game, which addressed some of including Auld Lang Syne for some time FIFA had been out for a year was a slightly 3D view, which put such a 
the original's faults, generously reason, and cheered when you and a half and European Challenge | strain on the poor old Amiga that it wasn't 
giving purchasers the chance to scored a goal - in КОЗ they'd fallen looked like a mid-table Isthmian possible to draw the centre circle or penalty 
spend another 30 quid - a mooted totally silent — and there were a 
upgrade disk didn't materialise - bunch of new tournaments, extra 

League North side lining up against box arcs, sending nostalgic players back 
to the days of the Atari ST port. The PC 

version, to be fair, was a lot prettier. 
a5 d = ? That was the least of Kick Off 96's 
ga Mm nA = 

Real Madrid. 

- 5 problems, though. Comically, if you're 
--- 8 leading and you get a set-piece, you can 

simply stand back and wait for the clock to 
run down. But, worse still, an inconceivably 

gigantic bug meant that in the majority 
of games, first-half injury time went on 
forever, rendering it impossible to finish a 

of interest in getting kits right. " n " 
This Буға Manchester match. Which means that there's very little 

derby, but QPR vs point in telling you anything else about it, 

Wr which is lucky as we're getting near our 
word count already and there's still quite a 
way to go. 

» [Mega Drive] A consistent. 
feature of every single Kick Off 
game has been their total lack 

ә 15:41 ө 
» [Amiga] You can really see the generational advance in nine years, 
can'tyou? 

all versions since Kick Off 2, have 

noticeably stupider Al than the 

first two games, and those weren't 
exactly bright to start with. 

Kick Off 97's CPU players, like 

By this point, as far as we 
can tell, they were pretty much 
only releasing the Kick Off games 
in Germany, possibly on account 
of some obscure punishment 
clause in the Treaty of Versailles those before and after them, 
that nobody ever got round run around like hyperactive 
to repealing cockroaches full of Red Bull and 

One of the most remarkable 
things about the series is while 
the graphics have improved in 
leaps and bounds - the camera 
in Kick Off 97 swoops around like 
nobody's business - and the scope 
of the structure has grown and 
grown, the game seems to have 
been created using exactly the 
same primitive Al algorithms since 
1991. All the console ports, and 

Special Brew, broadly homing in 
on goal but happy to suddenly 
turn 180 degrees with nobody 
anywhere near them and run 
the ball out for a throw-in. We've 

passed many a happy idle hour 
starting games then just putting the 
joystick down and watching their 
comedy Keystone Kops antics. It's 
a lot less frustrating than trying to 

play, certainly. » [PC] By way of illustration, Leverkusen's zonal marking at this comer needs some work. 
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Kick Off 98 (рс) 

4 

т Kick ОН 98 came out in 1997, the same 
year as Kick Off 97. And in all honesty, 

that probably tells you as much about the 

series’ ethics, care and attention to detail 

as anything we've written in these pages. 

The most - and, by ‘most’, we mean ‘only’ 

- Interesting thing we can think of to say 

about it is that it uses a side-on perspective 
again. Oh, and that the Italian version 

of Kick Off 98 was endorsed by Fabio 

comprehensively sick of Kick Offat this 
point in the feature, not least because this 

one just laughed at our attempts to run it 

in Windows 7, even through compatibility 
mode, and made us dig out our emergency 

backup PC, but then spitefully disabled the 
Print Screen button so we couldn't get any 
better pictures. We REALLY hate game 
developers sometimes. Don't rush to eBay, 
is what we're saying here. 

Capello. To be honest, we're getting pretty 

» We always wonder when people put their signatures on stuft. Is it 
their real one, do you think? Could you use it to forge а credit card? 

3 [PC] We don’t know of another Extra Time release in the series. Is Anco still advertising the 1989 add-on disk? 

(PlayStation) 
Kick Off World has, rather impressively, 

almost entirely evaded the gaming univer 
radar. Google its name and you'll get a page of 
results for things like ‘Charice to kick off world 
tour in March’ (nope, us neither), ‘Kick off World 

Vegetarian Month with author/activist Terry 

Walters’ (we'd rather not) and ‘Iran to kick off 

World War 3' (yikes!). Eventually, after hours and 
hours, we manage to find a single poor-quality 
YouTube video, which as far as the internet is 

* concerned might as well be the last living record 
à of Kick Off World on earth bad Al that couldn't find its way to goal with 

Except, that is, until we found a Greek landing lights and a GPS homing beacon. We 
copy of the game in an obscure - well, let's weren't impressed, if you haven't gathered. 
call it an ‘online software shop’. Loading it up 
excitedly, we momentarily forgot that we can't 

read Greek, so we can’t tell you much except 

that stabbing our way randomly through some 
menus we learned that it features a wide range 
of national and club teams, made up of real 
players with their names spelled correctly and 
everything. We were shocked, too 

There's an almost-overhead mode and 

a rather nice-looking 3D perspective, but in 
terms of gameplay it's still somehow barely 
distinguishable from the original Kick Off 
of almost a decade earlier. It's a dreadful, 
uncontrollable heap of junk with stupendously 
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1998 
(PC, Mac, PS2) SPIN-OFF CITY 

Kick Off 2002 sold a whopping 5,000 copies across three formats, 
and the only review of it on the internet is the one оп GamersHell, 
which said: “I have never played any of the previous games in this 
long-running series. But, if they all suck as bad as this one 1 have 
no idea what would drive them to make more.” They still gave it 
40%, obviously. Injured players in Kick Off 2002 get taken off in an 
ambulance. We know how they feel. Can we stop now, please? 

7430 

9 A unitying feature of Kick Off games is absurdly incomprehensible menu screens tull of abstract icons. See if you can figure aut 
what the hell these ones represent. Also, why does Kevin Keegan look like Graham Taylor? 

KICK OFF WIKI 

Nothing tor 
a decade now. 2122 (di же) 

Fingers crossed 

We can't help feeling that this is less a football match, more a 
‘specialst’ sex club. 

[PSone] "Christ, 
he's gota gun! 21 
LEG ITI 

» No Keegan on your team? No control aver the player 
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Pitfall: The Mayan 
Adventure 





T. ЫГ 
As BACK To Скоог CELEBRATES 
ITS 25TH ANNIVERSARY, WE SWOT 
UP ON THE HISTORY OF IT AND 

ITS INNOVATIVE FREE-ROARNING = 
PREDECESSOR AND LOOK BACK TO == 
A TIME WHEN SKOOL WAS COOL 



MR СЕЕ. эга кла кылмы. mr тап 



The Skool Daze Yearbook 1984/1985 
Industry figures leave their recollections, thoughts and opinions on Dave Reidy’s classic franchise 

Jon Ritman, co-creator of Batman and Head Over Heels 
1 played Skool Daz 

appeal to those players still at school (school was a distant memory to me at the time, thank God). It 

for a while, mostly because I thought it was a lovely idea that would 

4 some great touches and was fun, even if it wasn't the deepest game in the world. 

Alex Trowers, Bullfrog Productions 
‘I thought Skool Daze and Back To Skool were great games. It was the close st you could get to being in an actual episode of Grange Hill — all that was missing was the flying sausage fork combo. 

Mark Jones, Ocean Software 
Me and my schoolmates used to play both games quite a lot when they had just come out. 1 have more recollection of playing the first one, probably because it was so unlike anything that had come out before. Like everyone who was at school and played either of these eames 1 had great fun renaming all the characters to teachers and mates from the school I was attending at the time, which for me was the Northampton School for Boys. 1 didn't even really play it properly. ГА go to a few lessons, then try causing a bit of trouble and see how long it would take for me to get some lines. [t was the first game I think that ГА ever played that made going to school seem fun! It was quite clever too. David Reidy had made a game that would appeal го virtually everyone who had a Spectrum 

Malcolm Evans, creator of 3D Monster Maze 
1 never had a wish to return to school in the Eighties Though I think I must have spe of the Sixties in a daze for I remember little of that either 

Jonathan Evans, Design Manager, Blitz Games Studios 
‘As much as people loved the idea of Skool Daze with all its glorious, violent anarchy, the best thing wasn't the gameplay itself. No, the best thing about Skool Daze was the half hour spent at the beginning of every single game typing in the names of all your actual teachers, so when you gave them grief in the game you were actually griefing your real teachers. That was amazing — just about the best thing I'd ever done in а game. Also, it didn't mind if you used swear words. Yet another reason why it was better than Grange Hill. 

Шинээ. 

Bill F 

Skool Daze caused a bit of a stir at my secondary school. Not only was it a great game 

arbison, Ocean Software 

bur the characters bore striking resemblances to the teachers and kids in our class, Every time I played it 1 had to begin by renaming all the characters to the people 1 knew, and it was so much fun to live ош my violent school fantasies in the game rather then the playground. The graphics were spot-on; they were stereotypes, of course, but abstract enough for you to recognise them as people you knew, Back To Skool was even better, and added an extra dimension to the game with the introduction of girls. Even more fantasies were played out in that game 

John Nash Studio Design Director, Blitz Games Studios 
Looking back with magenta-tinted glasses, I can recall the endless hours my brother and 1 spent hunched over our beloved Speccy revelling in the delight of a new kind of game experience 

able t 
sandbox play. The heady mixture of Skool Daze's self-directed play and being live the prankster dream in a parallel school was a revelation, a breath of fresh air іп а market saturated with hardcore pixel platformers. Like so many other aficionados of the diminutive dead flesh slab, for me Skool Daze = happy days. 

Steve Wilcox, founder of Elite Systems 
ding Skool Daze (and indeed Back To Skool) in our ZX range of apps is that both games were among the ‘ten-most-requested’ by the thousands of people who acquired our iOS app ZX Spectrum: Elite Collection back in October 2010. Also, Skool Daze 

The principal reason for in 

was a genuinely unique title in its day and (Back To Skool aside) remains so today 

Nick Roberts, Crash reviewer 
Skool Daze and Back To Skool are all-time Spectrum classics, without a doubt, We take the fact that you can go anywhere and do any g in games for granted these days, but in 1985 being able to roam the school corridors in lesson time, pick up mice and drop them in the girl's school and go joy-riding on the caretaker's bike was groundbreaking stuff alright! Replaying the games recently with my six-year-old, you can still see the spark and thrill of playing a те based in а school in the eyes of a current schoolboy. Trying to explain colour clash to him was tricky though 

= 
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SKOOL DAZE 
HEADMASTER 
AN? WACKER 
TAKES VS 
THIROUGH THE 
POTTED HISTORY 
OF HIS CREATOR 

и IS CT 
CROEIPHERE 

E 

Dave Reidy's contribution to the Speccy was incredibly 
important, so we were keen to speak to him again. Sadly, Mr 

Reidy wasn't free to talk to us in time for thi sue, so we've 
included excerpts from his interview that first appeared in 
Retro Gamer 17, in case you missed it. You can read a full 
transcription of the original article at Mark Green's website — 

http://pixelatron.com/blog/skool-daze-feature-retrogamer/ 

“What 1 remember best are the things between lessons. 
Kicking balls around corridors, playing conkers, firing a 
catapult. Making fun of teachers. Making fun of other kids. And 
that was basically how | wanted Skool Daze to be. There'd be 
a major task to perform — but if you wanted to spend all your 
time beating people up, you could. Just like school.” 
- Dave recalls the other parts of going to school 

“Going into 1984, people were copying so much. Somebody 
at the time estimated that for every game actually sold, there 
were seven copies made. That's probably about right. We 
used to get games returned as faulty from WHSmiths and 
Boots. Most of them played fine; they'd just been bought, 
copied, and taken back. Some of them had even been 
tampered with so people could ‘prove’ the game wouldn't 
load — recording a few seconds of silence, say. But there was 
nothing we could do about it.” 
- Dave on piracy 



ва! 1982 бгз 
DAVE REIDY IS WORKING АС SINCLAIR RESEARCH ANICROSPHERE RELEASES SKOOL DAZE IS RELEASED | NNICROSPHERE RELEASES COLOURFUL DETECTIVE 
A SYSTEMS ANALYST. LTD. RELEASES THE ZX ITS FIRST GAME, AND BECOMES ANOTHER Васк TO Sxo0u; W's NOM? CAPER CONTACT 
HE PURCHASES А 2ХВЇ AND SPECTRUM. IT BECOMES CREVASSE/HOTFOOT, THE | НИ THANKS TO ITS FREE- ANOTHER HIT AND THE SAM CRUISE MARKS 
STARTS WRITING BUSINESS A BIG SELLER FOR THE ‘SPREADSHEET PROGRAM ROAMING GAMEPLAY. DEVELOPER'S ONLY SEQUEL. — MMICROSPHERE'S VERY 
PROGRAMS. ‘COMPANY. DAVE SETS ОР. ONANICALC SERIES AND THE COMPANY ALSO. LAST TITLE, 

ANCPOSPHEPE COMPUTER PRINTING APPLICATION RELEASES ‘COPTER 

SERVICES, OPERATING ZX-SIDEPRINT, AND THEN SHOOTER SKY RANGER. 
FROM HIS HOME IN LONDON. EVOLUTION AND PUZZLER | Ws 3D GRAPHICS ARE 

THE TRAIN GAME. WHEELIE, REGARDED AN IMPRESSIVE 
RELEASED LATE IN THE YEAR, — VISUAL SHOWCASE FOR 
BECOMES THE COMPANY'S THE SPECTRUM, BUT THE 

MOST SUCCESSFUL GAME. 

tion to using his tra 
and use 

remarking 
the ime 

“All the characters are those comic book stereotypes, because 
by and large all schools are the same... There's always you. 
There's always the popular people — who you hate, of course. 
There's always a bully. There's always a swot. And Skool Daze 
was about giving people characters they would recognise. 
And making it funny, and enjoyable to play. Which, of course, 
meant making it a little bit evil." 
- Dave on the inspiration for Skoo! Daze's cast 

“| just left Keith to it. What he came up with was really very 
good. The swot had an egghead, the bully was a little bit 
broad-shouldered and butch, Boy Wonder was blond and 
attractive and flowed around the place - don't you just hate 
people like that? Where Keith got his inspiration from, I don't 
know. He was heading off to be a teacher then, so he probably 
modelled it on people he knew.” 
- Dave on creating the character design 

“We sold around 50,000 copies of 5коо! Daze. Ten years later, 
we were thinking that we could have made a lot more money 
at the time, if we'd been clued up and actually done some 
proper marketing and merchandising. But I'm not going to 
cry at the opportunities we lost. We made a decent living out 
of Skool Daze - it paid for its development, a few times over. 
Keith bought a second-hand motorbike on the proceeds. 
- Dave on the success of Skoo! Daze 

> [PC] Klass 0189 в a loving, full-colour homage to the Skool Daze serie 
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s stuck... 
en paying attention, 

if what we've taught ha: Hope you've be 

we're about to see 

1. In Skool Daze, how many lines could Eric receive before he was 

expelled from school? 

3. What are the names of the four main kids in Skool Daze’ ? 

ng events were there going to be in the unreleased 

5. How many sportin 

second Skool Daze sequel? 

Daze released, and what 
other innovative 

ar was Skool 
sed that y: Which y 

‘sandbox’ game was rel 

9. Name three games that Skool Daze could plausibly have inspired 



We speak to the Microsphere graphic designer and cover artist about his 
time working on the Skool Daze series... 

How dic r collaboration with D Reidy cor out? 

Dave married a girl called Helen who was my next door neighbour 
when I was a kid. Our mums had kept in touch, and so when І moved 
to London to be an illustrator and Dave needed some cassette inserts 
designing they got in touch. By coincidence they lived in Muswell 
Hill and | lived in Hornsey, so | could walk to their house across the 
grounds of the Ali Pali (which at the time was pretty derelict). 

fu 
I was paid for each job. | kept a record of the hours and gave Dave 
a bill. He was extremely good, and when | gave him the first one he 

informed me that he thought | was underselling myself and that | 
should charge a lot more. You don’t get clients like that these days (and 
you didn't much then either). 

Why c t аа y 
I didn't- Dave found that after releasing the first couple of Skool Daze 
games he was hardly making any money because of all the copying 
and deliberate damage to cassettes to get a refund, so he decided 
to give it up. I think I just carried on working for whoever wanted a 
graphic designer/illustrator for a while, but | was also doing teacher 
training and eventually got a job teaching. 

м ага 

1 did 25 years of teaching, got fed up with the way the system was being 
used as a political gimmick at the expense of teachers and students, 
gave that up, and | am now a portrait artist who fills in with custom 
paint work and illustration as well. I've been constructing a website for 
about two years now, but paid work keeps getting in the way. 

you currently o? 1 

Did ус rk one 
Conta зат Cruise? 

1 did inserts for The Train Game, a motocross game I've forgotten the 
name of, an application called ZX-Sideprint, a 3D helicopter game that 
was way ahead of its time, and I think I did the cockpit instruments for 
Crevasse, and maybe a couple of others. But the Eric games were the 
only ones | did all the graphics for. 

Were the teachers and child odelled on real-life peop! 
Some were - the cool, *with-it' teacher was modelled on my favourite 

junior school teacher, Mr Sykes. 

How! 

gan ages did you из 
It took a few weeks to do the original, but the second was a lot quicker 
as | knew what | was doing by then. I wasn't into games at the time and 
had to get a Sinclair Spectrum (which | recently found in the loft) to see 
my own graphics in action, so to speak. There were no art packages 
that | knew of. 1 designed all the characters and buildings by filling in 
squares on graph paper to represent the pixels, and just had to keep 
standing back to get an idea what they'd look like on screen. I then took 
them round to Dave and Helen's and he programmed them іп. 

hat art packa 

You're с 
your inv 
Nil. They just reused my graphics I think. 

What с you tell us abc 5 1 Daze 3? 

It was called Егіс And Hayley’s Decathlon – a pun on Daley Thompson's 

20/2 
Decathlon - and was going to feature the school sports day. | designed 
the insert card which featured Eric and his girlfriend hurdling the 
school wall at high speed, but Dave went off round the world with 

Helen for a long holiday, and when he got back he never did any more 
work on it. | had the insert kicking around for years as Dave had paid 
me for it in advance before he went away and, as technically it was his 
property, | couldn’t bring myself to throw it away. However, after the 
last time | moved house I’ve not been able to locate it. 

iv о! th after allt 

In some ways yes, but Dave Reidy was a genius in my opinion. Those 
games were far more intelligent and witty than most, but times 
have moved on a great deal since and games are massively more 
sophisticated now. Those kids who pissed Dave off so much he quit 
the business will have grown up and become nostalgic for their 
misspent youth like most of us do. It wasn’t part of my youth really, 
though, and | wasn't particularly happy in London, so while I'm pleased 

people are interested and can still enjoy them, | was glad to move on. 
When look at the covers now | think they're pretty poor. 

These days, Keith applies his. artto three-dimensi esseri 'ee-dimensional real-world objects rather than 



Mr North and Mr South | Mr Mike Rowe-Surgeon 
Based on a Belgian comic books Ё This Intellivision title has a clear .. 
series, North & South is fun Ultimate Voyage vibe. Microsurgeon © em? 
entertaining and loosely educational let kids to explore the inside of the 
Set during the American Civil War, human form and protect it from 

you choose a side and then battle to 
5 and 

infections using a tiny submersible 
that has been super-miniaturised to 
the size of a Пеа 5 kneecap. 

win control of the various 

regions of the US. 

Mr Jack Enfield 
Don't forget your PE kit or you'll be 

forced to play in your underpants, or 
the school's regulation punishment 
kit - someone else's found in a 5 1 z 

dustbin. Track & Field features six АРЕНИ] Mr Ade Stand 
events to master, including Hammer, E > Lemonade Stand puts players in 
Javelin and Hurdles. charge of a fledgling lemonade drinks 

enterprise. After considering a daily 
weather report, they had to determine 

how much to spend on ingredients 
and advertising and then set how 

much to charge to turn a profit Пасу шр 
с-ошу 



Miss Donna Key 
If Nintendo is unable to make maths 

interesting for kids then no one can 

The worst-selling launch title for the 
NES, Donkey Kong Jr. Math saw Jr. 
creating formulas that equated to 
the number shown by his pops. An 
admirable idea, but ultimately it's 

still maths. 

Mr R Goldberg 
The Incredible Machines tasks you 

with completing a series of simple 
and sometimes inane tasks - from 

popping a balloon to blowing up а 
fish tank – by constructing elaborate 
contraptions using various everyday 
objects and considering physics. 

Mr Sims 
A life simulator that covers 

everything from house and baby 
making to working and socialising, 
The Sims, a hugely successful 
Sim City spin-off, is the perfect 

application to help prepare you for 
life in the real world. 

Mr Grue 
Zork is an adventure classic that 
would have no doubt become an 
essential play had text adventures 
formed part of the National 
Curriculum. You play a nameless 

adventurer hunting for treasure in a 
dangerous ancient underground city. 

Mr Christian Lord 
Bible Adventures takes three famous 

bible tales - Baby Moses, Noah's Ark 

and David and Goliath - and realises 

each as a mediocre side-scrolling 
platformer. It's probably sacrilege... but 
hey, had your teacher let you play it in 
lessons you wouldn't have complained. 



Жане 

ШИШЕ 

ES 1 

af SAM свшве 2 

he life of a gumshoe has 
provided the basis for a 
number of videogames over 
the years, from Movie to LA 

Noire, and will surely continue to do 
so for generations to com 

the hunt for г 
id of Бїс 
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Disguises 
Sam has a number of disguises, and some 
prove more effective in certain situations. 

Lights and Blinds 
Sam can shut the blinds or turn off the lights to 
hide his actions, making moving slightly trickier. 

Snipers 
Watch for snipers positioned on the streets. 
Sam can't fight back, but he can dodge. 

Police 
The police patrol the streets and have no 
qualms with throwing Sam in the slammer if 

he's caught being somewhere he shouldn't be. 

Mobsters 
Sam must be wary of mobsters too. Upset them 
and he gets carried up to the roof of the nearest 
building and booted off. The fall doesn’t kill him, 
but it does leave him temporarily out of it. 

HI Score 
БСОГЕ 

First Aid Kits 
Pretty obvious what these are. You start the 
game with ten and taking a bullet costs one kit. 

Fuses 
Each building has a fuse which can be removed 
to cause a blackout and make escaping easier. 

Keys 
To complete the game you must locate four keys 
to grant Sam safe access to crucial buildings. 

Telephone 
Each phone has its own telephone number. 
The numbers are gradually revealed during the 
course of the game. 

Money 
The game ends if Sam runs out of health packs 
or money. His savings diminish during the game, 
so to keep in the black, Sam must collect client 
fees or somersault onto bank notes. 



WHY IS IT A CLASSIC? 

While many rightly associate Dave Reidy and Microsphere with the 
Skool series, this, the last game to come from the developer is a great 
parting shot. Taking the free-roaming gameplay of Skool Daze, but 
tying it to a more story-led adventure, when you scratch beneath the 
surface Contact Sam Cruise is ап altogether different feeling game to 
Skool Daze, one that feels slightly more linear than in some areas, the 
way in which you progress for instance, but still has that trademark 

Reidy flair for feeling open, organic, humorous and immersive. Fans of 
the Skool series should certainly investigate it 

BEST CHARACTER 

Skool Daze and its sequel were full of memorable characters, but in 
Contact Sam Cruise there's little chatter and messing around to be 

had with the NPCs in the game. Sam becomes the most memorable 
character by default, though not for good reason. For a guy who 
spends most of his time sat behind a desk, he's a pretty agil 

fired by snipers. 
He's also a master of disguise, able to change his appearance and 
disguise himself as a policeman, a nun and a Hasidic Jew, to name 
just a few of his costume swaps. 

capable of rolling and somersaulting to avoid bul 

BEST BUILDING 

There are a few standout locations in the game. There's a police 
station with a cell, which Sam is forced to spend time in if his 
wanted level is red and he's caught by the plod, and of course the 
aforementioned Royale hotel, where the case kicks off. Of course, no 
gumshoe would be complete without a base of operations, a place 
he can drink scotch, ponder clues, practice speaking in metaphors, 
and learn the violin. And Sam is no exception. Not only does he have 
а second floor office with a working telephone, lights and blackout 
blinds, but an assistant too. 

THE STORY 

BEST DESIGN ASPECT 

The opening scene sets up the story brilliantly. Sam receives a 
telephone call from a mysterious woman, who tells him to meet her on 
the top floor of a nearby hotel. Curious, he leaves his office and makes 
his way towards the rendezvous point. Arriving at the hotel entrance, 
he walks inside and takes the stairs to the top floor. However, instead 
of the woman, he finds the body of a dead man. A phone rings, a 
cryptic message is heard — your first clue - and the police are seen 
running up the stairwell towards the murder scene. Framed for murder 
and with no means of escape, so begins the case of the Bali Budgie 

The world of Sam Cruise is impressive. It's one big lengthy stage, 
a sleazy street, where Sam has to follow the clues that lead him to 
certain areas that will progress the case. But whereas the action in 

Skool Daze was viewed internally, in Sam Cruise the camera is always 
This means any actions that occur 

inside buildings are obscured by their bricks and mortar, and visible 
positioned on the mean stree 

only through windows. While we suspect this perspective certainly 
won't be to everyone's liking, it's another aspect that helps Contact 

Sam Cruise feel distinctive from the Skool games. 

шш 
БЕН 

ь 

+ 

There are a number of standout moments in the adventure, from the 

discovery of the dead man on the top floor or the hotel to Sam getting 
thrown into the slammer and having to meet bail to get released, 

and simply evading capture from the police using a wily disguise. 
But the standout moment is probably the finale. In typical detective 

story fashion, Sam Cruise ends with a twist, and it's certainly worth 
cracking the case to see it play out. Without wanting to spoil the 
ending, know that it wraps up everything brilliantly and even leaves 
the door ajar for a possible sequel. 

PUBLISHER: MICROSPHERE 
DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE, DAVE REIDY 
RELEASED: 1986 
GENRE: ADVENTURE 
EXPECT TO PAY: А FEW QUID 

press said... 
ages ago 
Crash - 93% 
The Chandleresque flavour 

is just about perfect, best 
played in a trilby with a 
packet of Lucky Strike and 
а glass of bourbon by your 
side, this is the next be: 

thing to being Bogart." 

Your Sinclair 
Th 

n you've got dollar bills, 
sers-by and cops all 

sar pot c 

if you're lookin 
for a bit of private eyeing, 
take my advice, ki 
Sam Cruise. 

What we think 

tures the 
film noir 
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o © 
Vectrex a= 

» Manufacturer: Smith Engineering » Model: Vectrex » Launched: 1982 » Country of Origin: US 

In our continuing series, Mat Allen 

explains why the Vectrex holds so much 

appeal in today's market and why it is a 

great niche format to collect for 
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» [Above] Even the promo materials 
are hard to find, and go for decent money. 

INTRODUCING 

Vectrox 

ПеРПрем 

~ 

That Transports Creativ 
and Learning Into the Computer Age 

~~ 

лл LLL IPL LLL LPL LL LL 

WHY IT’S COLLECTABLE 

The GCE/MB Vectrex is arguably the home 

console counterpart to the Commodore VIC- 

20. Not only were both machines released in 

the same era, but they are more powerful than 
people realise, were very good value for what 
was on offer, and home to a significantly sized 
set of more than decent games. They were also 
unfairly cut off in their prime. For the VIC-20 

it was due to its big brother, the Commodore 

64, being released; in the Месїгех 5 case, it was 

another victim of the videogame market's crash 

in 1983, 
Vector graphics at the time were a small yet 

staggeringly successful part of the arcade scene, 

having been popularised by titles such as Asteroids, 
Tempest, Battlezone and, soon after the Vectrex 

launched, Atari's Star Wars. The arcade manufacturer 

Cinematronics, however, is the one company 

permanently tied to the lure of the vector phosphor, 
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{Left} The 
Lightpon was 
another example of 
how innovative the 
Vectrex was. 

having released games such as Starhawk and Space 

Wars way back in 1977, to be followed by Tail Gunner, 

Rip Off, Star Castle and Warrior, the first one-on-one 
fighting game. 

In turn, GCE licensed a number of Cinematronics 
games for home release, and even traded Cosmic 
Chasm back in return for arcade distribution, although 
the coin-op version is slightly easier to play compared 

to its console counterpart. Additionally, GCE managed 
to acquire licences to convert some popular standard 

arcade machines such as Scramble and Pole Position 

to the Vectrex. Some might conclude this to be 
misguided, but if truth be told, there isn't a single bad 
arcade conversion on the format. 

So vector games were popular back then, and 
continue to be so today via efforts in the vector style 
such as Geometry Wars. Perhaps one reason is that 
they look more timeless and haven't immediately 
aged in appearance like many other types. Given that 
the Vectrex is the only home machine that can offer a 

dedicated vector monitor, it occupies a unique niche 

P» (Above) A boxed Vectrex now 
sels for a pretty penny on the 
likes of eBay. 

in the games market enhanced by the potential of 

its hardware, even though the graphics are limited to 

black and white only. 
One other point in the Уесїгех 8 favour is that, like 

many of its contemporaries, there is no region coding 
on the cartridges, meaning you can play a game from 
the US, Europe or Japan on any console. With the 
display unit being an integral part of the console, there 

is also no worry regarding PAL/NTSC issues that 
affect machines such as the Atari 2600 and 7800. 

Every game will always play in exactly the same way. 
Additionally, unlike the majority of other classic 

systems, the Vectrex is perhaps unique in the fact 
that all of the original games released by GCE/MB are 
freely and legally available. It was a decision Jay Smith 
made when regaining the rights to the programs in the 
early Nineties, as long as the ROMs were not used 
for financial gain. A few programmers, such as Jeff 
Minter, have made their works readily downloadable, 

but this is probably the only example of a console's 
entire catalogue being available free of charge. 



> TTA hhh ЖЧ 

» Two-page spread from the sole issue sent 
to registered Vectrex owners. 

As a result, one of the first developments for 
Vectrex enthusiasts during the Nineties was the 
multicart, of which there are a number of examples 
from various sources, usually with different sets of 
games on them. Many of the early cartridges were 

controlled by DIP switches, and only later were 
on-screen menu systems incorporated into the logic. 

In today's Vectrex scene, the flash cartridge is the best 

solution for housing all the games you could want 

Alongside the prevalence of multicarts and general 

availability of the original ROMs online is the thriving 
homebrew scene. In fact, there have been more 

homebrew games produced by fans and devotees to 

the system than there were original releases. Some 
of these have become notable in their own right, 
such as Protector by Alex Herbert, Thrust by Ville 

Krumlinde, and Vector Pilot by Kristof Tuts. The overall 

result is that the Vectrex is becoming better-known, no 

longer just a cult console, and those who get into the 

machine via homebrew are going on to purchase the 
original games as well. 

» [Left] As with many 
companies of the time, family 
focus was paramount. 

» The packaging for Vectrex games is вз eyo- 
catching as the machine's distinctive visuals. 

Those games also packed a bit more into the box 

than many other products did. Aside from the usual 
cartridge and manual, there was a plastic tray to 
hold the cartridge, and an overlay with paper sleeve 

for most games. For the 3D titles, there was also a 

colour disc for use in the Imager. Perhaps it is because 
plastic is more resilient than paper, but the overlays 
tend to turn up more often than the manuals do. The 

complete product is undeniably a thing of beauty. 
When collecting, it's also easy to see where your 
particular game has come from. In the US, even after 

the deal with MB, all the games still retain the GCE 

logo, while European releases are all labelled MB, and 

the Japanese games are from Bandai. 
So if you wish to start collecting for the Vectrex, 

what facets should you pay attention to? Due to the 
relatively short lifespan of the console, the overall 
library is quite small — only 27 retail titles in total. In 
absolute terms, it isn't the hardest or most difficult set 
of programs to acquire, although the value of complete 

titles is very gradually heading upwards, and the 

Transport your 
Vectrex into 
the Third Dimension 
with the Vectrex 
30 Imager Package 

DR'S GUIDE: ПЕСТНЕН 

DID YOU KNOW? 
W Minestormis arguably one 
ofthe finest pack-in games 

for aconsole ever, challenging 

and merciless. So much 
50, programmer John Най 

expecting no one to be able to 
get that far. After the console's 
release, he was proven wrong. 
Toplacate anyone who wrote 
to GCE regarding this ‘issue 
an updated version with a 
rumoured 255 levels was sent 
out on cartridge. Technically this 
is the rarest official cartridge 
out there, This version of 
Minestormwas also installed in 
the last runs of the hardware. 

Advert flyer from Triton when it was selling off 
@ СОЕ surplus Vectrex stock in 1984, 

" Ы: ЕШ- > 

МОЕ Аан 

original peripherals are becoming а lot more valuable. 
The advice may be that now would be a better time 
to start than later but, conversely, some of the items 
being sold on places such as eBay are overpriced. As 

always, it’s wise to shop around, and in respect to 

the console itself, you should try to test it thoroughly 
before purchase. 

Understandably, the last three games that were 

released — Pole Position, Star Castle and Polar Rescue, 
all only made available in the US — are the most 

expensive three of the set, but even then the values 

have come down a little, and complete versions of all 

three should not set you back more than $100-150 

each, which is roughly the maximum price any of the 

Japanese releases sell for. The European MB releases 

tend to be a little easier to find than the American 

GCE releases, but there usually isn't much difference 

in rarity between the two sets. It really depends on 
your budget, and loose cartridges of any variety can be 
quite cheap. So if you fancy collecting for the Vectrex, 

dive in. It won't end up costing you an arm and a leg. 
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THE PERIPHERALS 

» The 30 Imager is extremely cool and 
extremely expensive to buy. 

3D IMAGER 

The most iconic peripheral for the Vectrex has 
to be the 3D Imager, released in early 1984 

only in the US, and the first home attempt to 

give consumers a 3D gaming experience. Sega 
mistakenly believed it was the first to get there 

with the Master System's 3D glasses a few years 
later, before having the fact pointed out to it, 
at which point the promotional materials were 
hastily withdrawn. 

The technology that Sega developed was a mile 
away from the earlier engineering incorporated by 

GCE in its 3D Imager, however. In today's light it 

may appear a little crude in comparison, but it most 
certainly worked, and worked quite well indeed. A 
colour disc was included with every game that slotted 
into the headset mechanism in front of the eyes. Each 

disc was divided into segments of colour or solid 
black and powered via the 5V pin on the joystick port, 
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INTRODUCING 

: “Убейгох, 

JD IMAGER 
A FANTASTIC TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH! 

The New High Performanc е Add- That Transports Vectrex Game Ploy into the Third Dimension REAL 3-0. 

causing it to spin upon turning on the Vectrex with a 
supporting cartridge present. 

The calculations required to conceive the 3D effect 

were rather impressive. The in-game display would be 
rendered twice at slightly different on-screen positions, 
and timed so that the black half of the disc would be 

obstructing the vision of one eye per individual render. 

However, all the vector lines were also timed to be 

drawn at a particular moment in order to appear in red, 
blue or green depending on which coloured section of 
the disc was in front of the eye. 

Not only were players getting а 3D image, but they 
were seeing vectors in colour, which the Vectrex was 

unable to achieve by itself. Sadly, the planned colour 
version of the console was canned, so this is the 

only method available to play coloured vector games 
with the hardware. The headset is fairly sturdy, but 
inevitably the weakest point that quite often breaks is 

the part where the colour disc is attached, as it takes 

little tugging to remove it 

їн COLOR! 

Vectrex 3-0 imager 

Three games officially supported the 3D Imager 
during its original lifespan. An thankfully updated 
version of Minestorm was included in the box, 
and available separately were 3D Crazy Coaster, 
a lacklustre attempt to simulate and make a game 
out of riding a rollercoaster, and 3D Narrow Escape, 

a tunnel shooter. Since then, George Pelonis has 

released two homebrew titles that support the 
hardware: an improved version of War Of The Robots 

with similar gameplay named 3D Lord Of The Robots, 
and 3D Sector-X. 

Unsurprisingly, given the fragility of the original 
hardware and the rise in value over the years, there 
have been attempts to produce modern replicas that 
operate in exactly the same fashion. John Maccallan 

manufactured and sold a reproduction with better 

adjustment for head sizes, much larger colour discs, 
and far more reliable technology. But ironically, due to 

various circumstances, this updated version is harder 

to find today than the original on which it was based. 
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01. Lightpen 
AND THE REST = т Originally bundled with the Art Master 

s" " artridge, and supported by Melody 
2 Master and Animaction, the lightpen 

жаз abitof a surprise compared to lots 
of other peripheral equipment at the 
time in that it actually worked really well. 

Unfortunately, like the 3D Imager, it was 
released only in the US, and only towards 
the end of the Vectrex's lifespan, and 
supporting games, such as Mail Plane, 
were not completed. 

02. Vectorcade 
W Originally sold for $120 in 2001, the 

Vectorcade was a professionally made 
arcade-style digital joystick offered 
inarange of colours, with the same 
quality of components found in retail 
units, Sadly only 27 were made before 
creator Brett Walach halted production, 

meaning it's going to be very hard to find 
опе around these days. 

03. Controller 
W Ifyoucan't locate a Vectorcade, and 
it's very unlikely that you actually would 
be able to, the next best solution is to 

purchase an extra official controller. А 
number of games support two-player 
simultaneous action, and the only issue 

is that even these controllers are alittle 
bit pricey due to high demand. 

04. VecMulti 
W The latest iteration of Richard 

Hutchinson's flash-based multicart 

technology, the VecMulti allows ROM 
images to be loaded onto a microSD 
card and booted via а self-created menu 

system. With support for onboard RAM 
and bank-switching to 64K, the VecMulti 

can play any game produced for the 
Vectrex to date. 

05. VecVox 
18 Another modern hardware 

development, the VecVox has seen a 

number of versions over the years, 

thankfully getting smaller in the process, 
Plugging into joystick port two, it allows 
supporting programs to directly output 
speech and samples independently of 
the sound chip inside the Vectrex, 

06. Carry case 
Despite its many positives, even we 
at Retro Gamer freely admit that the 
Vectrex is not exactly the easiest thing 
to move about, even taking into account 
the quite useful handhold at the top of 
the unit. For those times when it has 

been taken with you, there was the carry 
case, available in both GCE (US) and MB 

(Europe) varieties. 

07. Dust cover 
You have to understand that there 
weren'ta lot of peripherals released 
for the Vectrex, hence the inclusion of 

this item. But should you not be playing 
your console for some reason, this dust 
cover would keep it well protected while 
occupied with your 360 or PS3 instead. 
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TOP 5 GAMES TO PLAY 

what peculiarly, the Vectrex was the only 
hostofa licensed home version of Scrambleat the 
time. Fortunately it was an excellent conversion, 

ining all the playability of the original machine, 
despite the compromises made with the graphics 

ical instead, n being ver 

tby 
W Not just a pretty face, this separately available and that. IS саг ША conversion of the Cinematronics arcade 
3D Imager game was actually worth playing coin-op, it has fairly simple game mechanics 
The 3D effect enhances the experience, and the made better by the challenge on offer and the fact 
simple yet compelling gameplay of flying into Vect that it can be played in two-player co-operative 

ind flyin mode. Drive your jeep around the city, defending it 
tacking tanks and helicopters. 

the screer hoot nemies ough ena 
gaps, comes off really well against the 

PLAY THESE NEXT 

Minestorm Web Wars/Web Warp Bedlam Cosmic Chasm Spike 
Inline with popular belief for once, Itlooks abit ike Tempestand plays This game, however, plays more This was the first ever home Eek! Help! Spike! Oh no! Molly! 

Minestorm was indeed conceived abitlike Tempest, but that's where the (һа abit like Tempest It plays quite videogame translated to the arcade, Such were the words heard over 
as an Asteroids clone. However, it similarities end. Control the Hawk King ^ alotlike Tempest, and other titles albeitin slightly simplified form. For the speakers when firing up every 
evolved the play mechanics andin down the web, shooting down theattack — ofthatilk. Control your central gun that, the original Vectrex version is game of Spike, Itis notable not just 
the process produced afar more drones and capturing 20 differentkinds to rotate and shoot the incoming better and more involving. Fightyour because ofthe speech, but also for 
challenging andintense game. Infact, _of creatures. The ability tocontrolyour hostiles, who exhibit varying attack way through a complex of rooms, being the only platform game for the 
the programmer John Hall honesty speedand the factthatmissedenemies | patterns. An occasionally relentless defeating the alien ships to planta system. Thankfully, i's gota great 
thought no one would get past level. Circle around to attack again makethisa _ pace means Bedlamcan providea bomb inthe middle, andthenescape ^ — innovative style, andis a fun little 
13 (see Did You Know?). tricky title to master. stiff challenge to many. intime before it blows up. game to boot 
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THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
Every system has a game that all collectors would love 
to own no matter its cost. This month, we examine the 
incredibly rare Mr. Boston Clean Sweep 

Why is it so expensive? 
п While the box and manual differ from the regular Clean 

nly in the sticker across the top, the overlay was 
to include the Mr. Boston logo in the corners. The 

cartridge label is not the same quality as official Vectrex labels, 

being merely a printed white piece of paper 

alter 
| 

Uk 
за фраза зъл 

LEAN SWEEP CARTRIDGE THIS PACKAGE CONTAINS ONE С UCTIONS 
COLOR OVERLAY AND COMPLETE INSTR 

FOR USE WITH THE VECTREX ARCADE SYSTEM 

ENTERTAINING NEW IOEAS~ ы, === 

What makes it hard to find? 
E One of the rarest promotional items on any format, Mr 
Bostonwas an obscure си nly a handful are 
known to exist today, of which are complete copies. 

What makes it so special? 
W The differences were the addition of an advertising splash 

screen on boot for Ме Bostonproducts, and changing the 
main character from a vacuum cleaner to a top hat. 
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Underwater first-person adventure 

that was the last game to be released 

опіће соп0е, 

Conversion of the classic Namco racer 

that, rather surprisingly, actually turned 

out to be quite good. 

Create music or play a Simon-like 

music recall game using the lightpen. 

We 

Entertaining vertical shooter with the 

risk of dying from your own shots... 
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D 

Explore your creativity; create sprites 

andanimated scenes using the only 
cartridge with onboard RAM. 

Arms up, arms down, left right, 
fleeeeeew! Not a great game by any 

means, but a good idea. 

It's Minestorm... but now in the glory 

and wonder of 3D! 

Fly through the tricky corridors, destroy 
ships and avoid obstacles in this 

entertaining shooter, ЕЕ 

П 
This is probably Cinematronics' most 
famous game, brought home to the 
perfect format. 

Terrific Asteroids-inspired rotation 
shooter that every Vectrex owner got 
to enjoy. 

Ride down the web, defeating the 
enemy saucers and capturing the 
floating creatures. . 

[m 
Its football, but suffers the same flaws 
asmostother interpretations of the era. 

Turbo-inspired driving game that uses 

the analogue stick properly. 

A UNIQUE LEARNING TOOL! 
E 

Drawing cartridge packaged with the 
lightpen that allowed you to sketch and 

animate simple objects. 

Engaging static rotation-based shooter 

akin to Tempest, with similar challenge 

 andvariation. 

B| 
A Vectrex version of one of the earliest 

ever videogames, and not bad at all. 

Only playable with a friend, though 

we're sure you can find someone to play 

Space Wars with... T 
o 

It's football, but suffers the same flaws 

Co-op overhead shooter converted 

from the Cinematronics arcade title 

makes for a compelling game. 

Conversion of the Stern arcade maze 
game shooter, whose only flaw is 

occasional slowdown... 
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EXTREMELY RARE 

d 

A version of American football that Рас-Мапсіопе with significant changes,  Infiltrate the caverns, drill the barriers 

over-reaches somewhatandhastorely andthe twist that you must drop off in and plant a bomb at the centre before 

on basic graphics, the middle every so often. frantically escaping. 

Another co-op Cinematronics 

conversion with the emphasis on 

protecting your supplies, 

Excellent conversion of the Konami Like a single-player Space Wars where 

coin-op with all the same addictive you can choose to capture or destroy 

qualities, Easy to find, 9005 the. 

KET] STAR SHIP/STAR TREK (US) 
The only platform game onthe console Crosshair shooter played against the Space shooter based upon the first Star 

that gradually gets harder each round. clock, based upon the Death Star trench Тек пп, given different names outside 

ly addictive, ліпіп Star Wars 

VERY COMMON 
So common you'll find them in 

bundles of games you'll buy 

Collector 
We grill French collector Rudy Dobrzeniak 
regarding his Vectrex habits... 

What drew you t. 

collecting for the Vectrex? 
When | was young, my cousin 
had an Atari 2600. We spent a 
lot of time playing on it, and for 
a while she wanted to give it to 
me, but my parents would not 
allow it. They were worried it 
would somehow break the TV. 
My godfather found a solution. 
He read about the Vectrex in 
a magazine and found one 
for sale in Brussels, which he 

bought for me. So I've been playing for a long time. 

How long have you been collecting so far? 
I've collected for the Vectrex since 2005, as | wanted 
to get one again. The console | bought was just loose 
without box or guides. 

Do you have any advice for potential collectors: 
Early on, don't buy on eBay because the prices tend to 
be inflated. Ask around in online communities or forums 

instead, The control panels can be fairly pricey, so make 
sure the unit you purchase has one in working condition, 
Purchase a multicart in the beginning to play the games, 
before deciding which ones to collect 

What item is the shining light of your collection? 
1own one of the known copies of Mr. Boston, albeit a 
loose cartridge. There are only a handful of copies known 
out there, and | was fortunate to acquire it as it was in 
an auction for a group of Vectrex cartridges with poor 
photos and descriptions. | only paid around $150 in total 
for the lot 

What would you say is the hardest game to find 
that you've bought? 
The hardest game to find that | own would be VeCaves. | 
was searching for five years before a copy turned up on 
eBay that | could buy. By comparison, Mr. Boston was 
easier to find. 

What is the most you've spent on any one title? 
Game-wise, it was the VeCaves title mentioned in the 
previous question. I've spent over 6250 on a group of 
prototypes in the past. The most expensive Vectrex 
related item I've bought would be the US display stand. 

What's the one item you are still missing that 
you'd like to acquire? 
Tm still missing some homebrew limited editions and 
prototypes, but | don't know if | will ever get them 
because many of them are rare and go for a lot of money. 
| would also like to acquire a Vectorcade controller and 
a Minicade. 
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Nintendo's GameCube recently turned ten years old in Europe. To celebrate this special 
anniversary, we've highlighted ten titles that we feel should be in every GameCube collection 

Developer: Capcom Year: 2002 

High-definition makeovers are appearing more and 

more often, and while we enjoy them, they're rarely put 

together with the same care and attention that Capcom 
lavished on Resident Evil's remake. Released relatively 
early іп the GameCube's life, it's a stunning reproduction 
of the hit PlayStation game, with around 70 per cent of its 

content rejigged and numerous gameplay mechanics from 
later games to ensure it feels like a fresh experience. 

Graphically it's an absolute masterpiece, with redrawn 

enemies and environments, stunning lighting effects, 

and the sort of intricate detail that escapes most 
high-definition ports. It also introduced the super-scary 

Crimson Head zombies, maintaining the ability to scare, 

some six years after its original PlayStation release. 

Developer: Retro Studios Ү‹ 

Retro Studios’ Metroid game had an extremely turbulent 
back story, nearly getting canned in the process. Nintendo 
intervened, a reinvigorated Retro went back to work, 

and the end result was one of the GameCube's best 
titles. While it looks like a first-person shooter, Metroid 

Prime is actually more of an adventure game, effortlessly 

recapturing the feel of earlier instalments but re-creating 
them in a beautifully realised 3D world. Coupled with 

cutting-edge visuals, extremely clever puzzles and a 
genuinely engaging story, it's one of the best examples of 
a 2D series making the leap to 3D and cemented Retro 
Studios' reputation as one of Nintendo's most important 

Western developers. 
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Developer: Nintendo Year: 2002 

Forget Heavy Rain and any other cutting-edge 
technology-based game that professes to act as a bridge 
between the medium of film and games, because Eiji 
Aonuma already achieved it with his excellent Zelda 
game. The Wind Waker was initially met with criticism 
because its gorgeous cel-shaded visuals were a world 

away from the realistic styling that Nintendo had first 

hinted at during the GameCube's reveal, but the cel- 
shading proved to be a masterstroke. The large, anime- 

styled faces allowed Aonuma to fill his characters with 

the sort of emotion that's rarely seen, before or since, 

and we defy anyone not to get personally involved as 
Link's quest meets its dramatic conclusion. 

Developer: Amusement Vision Year: 2003 

F-Zero GX might not be as good as its Nintendo 64 

predecessor, but it's nevertheless the best racer on 
the GameCube and is still one of the best in the series. 
Polished to perfection in collaboration with Sega and 

running at an eye-melting 60 frames per second, it's an 

amazingly challenging racer, with some of the toughest, 
most unforgiving А! around. In fact, its formidable 
opponents are extremely off-putting initially, but stick with 
it and you'll be rewarded thanks to F-Zero GX's lengthy 

Story mode, rich variety of vehicles and clever track 

design. Add in some beautiful visuals and an excellent 
multiplayer mode and F-Zero GX becomes an essential 
racer, fit for any GameCube collection. 

Developer: Silicon Knights Year: 2002 

It's a testament to the willpower of Silicon Knights that 

Eternal Darkness ever received a release, as it was in 

development hell for years. First pitched as an N64 
game - the roughness in its many cut-scenes attests to 
these origins — Eternal Darkness is an interesting take on 

the survival horror genre and a fitting tribute to the work 
of HP Lovecraft. Filled with genuinely innovative play 
mechanics, including its imaginative sanity effects, and 
featuring an epic story that spans 2,000 years, it places 
you in the shoes of 12 unique characters, ranging from 
a Roman centurion to a Persian swordsman, as you try 
to unravel the mysterious death of Alexandra Roivas's 

grandfather in the present day. 

Developer: Capcom Year: 2005 

Like Metroid Prime, Resident Evil 4 suffered a bumpy 

development in its attempts to overhaul a classic 
formula, with the final product being a world away from 
what Capcom had first hinted at during the game's 
announcement in December 1999. The lengthy wait was 
worth it, however, as Resident Evil 4 revolutionised not 

only the survival horror genre, but also the third-person 
shooter — both the Gears Of War and Dead Space series 
are clearly indebted to it — with its exceptional use of 
cut-scenes, dynamic set pieces and brilliant pacing. It's the 

best Resident Evil game Capcom has ever produced, not 
to mention easily one of the most important games of the 

last decade, Resident Evil 6 has a lot to live up to. 
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Developer: Amusement Vision Year: 2001 

After failing to secure а port on the failing Dreamcast, 
Sega's quirky arcade game instead made its home 

console debut as a GameCube launch title. Brilliantly 

playable thanks to the GameCube's excellent 
analogue stick, Super Monkey Ball was a superb 
puzzle game that had you negotiating tricky mazes as 
quickly as possible. In addition to an excellent single- 
player game, Super Monkey Ball features some fantastic 
multiplayer modes, including the insanely addictive 
Monkey Target, which sees you roll a bubble-encased 
simian down a hill as quickly as possible, before launching 
it into the aether to land on a tiny target. While it boasts 

many sequels, none of them have managed to capture 
the sheer variety and accessibility of the original game. 

Developer: Treasure Year: 2003 

We nearly didn't include /karuga as it made its console 

debut on Sega’s Dreamcast. It's such an exceptionally 
good shooter, though, that we just had to highlight it here. 
Created by Treasure and regarded as a spiritual successor 
to Radiant Silvergun, Ikaruga is quite simply the best 

shooter on Nintendo's machine. As intricately designed 
as it is beautiful to look at, /karuga's gameplay revolves 
around chaining enemies of the same polarity to boost 
your score. Your own craft can switch between black and 
white at will and can absorb bullets of the same colour 
but will be destroyed by opposite ones. It's an excellent 
mechanic, first hinted at in Radiant Silvergun, that gives 
Treasure's game an almost puzzle-like feel 

Developer: tri-Crescendo/Monolith Soft Year: 2003 

ion between this and Skies Of 
Arcadia, but we eventually sided with Baten Kaitos due to 

its exclusivity. Baten Kaitos: Etemal Wings And The Lost 
Ocean, to give it its full title, works because it's so different 

to many other JRPGs. Its lead character slowly matures 

over the course of the genuinely interesting storyline, and 

it boasts a unique combat system that revolves around 

the use and collecting of cards called Magnus. Epic in 
scope — like Resident Evil, it's spread across two discs — 

and featuring a magnificent score and sensational graphics, 

it's an essential RPG that doesn't stick to traditional 
t a pity that its equally good sequel, 

5, never made it to Europe 

It was a tough deci 

conventions. It's j 
Baten Kaitos Ori 
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Developer: Nintendo Year: 2004 

Nintendo's sequel is a marvellous one, sorting out all 
the niggly elements found in the 2001 original. Players 
now control Captain Olimar and his companion, Louie, 
which allows them to manage multiple tasks at once and 

also introduces a new multiplayer element to the game. 

The strict time limit from the original is also missing, 
allowing you to fully enjoy and explore the beautiful and 
well-designed levels, while delving into caves is nowhere 

near as dangerous as it once was. Two new Pikmin 
also appear: the slow but strong Purple Pikmin and the 

speedy, poisonous White Pikmin, which again adds to 
the ways you can approach stages. A truly magnificent 
sequel that shows how to do a follow-up. 
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мчокктна 
CLASS 
HEROES 

Workers of the videogame world, unite! No, 
not you overworked coders and oppressed 
artists; we mean the 8-bit game characters 
that put in a hard day’s work so you could 
have a good day's play. Paul Drury talks to 
the men who made heroes of Miner Willy, 
Monty Mole, Wally Week and many more of 
their working-class brethren... 

n the early Eighties, as home computers 
T were being dragged up by the bootlaces, 

a select band of coders chose to eschew 
space pilots and trigger-happy mercenaries to 
instead base their games on ordinary folk doing 

their jobs in extraordinary circumstances. What 
inspired these pioneers to place the working 
man centre stage, we wonder? Was it a barbed 

commentary on the political machinations of 

the Thatcher years prompted by a detailed 
analysis of socio-economic forces? 

"Actually, | was sat on the toilet," says 
Malcolm Evans, the creator of Trashman. We 
stand corrected. 

"My brother Rod had been at a meeting with 
our advertising agents. | joined them when 
it was breaking up, just in time to hear the 

phrase - not from my brother, | might add - ‘All 
the kids want today is crap!' My brother turned 
to me and said, 'There you are. We need some 

crap from you.' There was only one thing to do 
with a command like that. 1 went to the crapper." 

Sat on the throne, the king of New Generation 

Software began squeezing out some ideas for 
his company's next release. He first thought 
about reworking an old ZX81 game called Bag Of 
Worms, but decided it would be too disgusting 

in 3D. His mind then drifted to his pre-coding 

days working in the space industry and to the 
growing problem of space rubbish, but struggled 
to picture how the game might play. 
“My thoughts came back down to earth and 

‘crap’ became respectable as ‘rubbish’,” Malcolm 
explains. "It was then the idea of a dustman came 

into my mind and started to take off once | had 

visualised it. By the time | stood up, the idea was 

almost fully formed." 

We decide not to ask if anything else was 
fully formed. Released in 1984 on the C64, 

Spectrum and Amstrad, Trashman starred a 
brave binman battling against vicious dogs, 
pushy barmaids and reckless drivers in а bid 

to keep Britain tidy. We wonder aloud why the 
game wasn't named Dustman. Surely this ‘trash’ 

talk is rather American? 

"That was the working title, but then we heard 
some other company had released a game called 
Dustman, so to be safe, we changed ours to 

Trashman. Rod thought it would be better for 
the American market, but when Virgin sold it 

in the States, they changed the title to Garbage 
Gobbler. Apparently, the Americans didn't have 
any concept of what a trashman was!" 

Ah, the US and the UK, divided by our 

common English tongue once more. There 
was no such confusion when mining was the 
trade in question of our gaming hero, and 
indeed Britain's most notorious underground 

man, Miner Willy, was inspired in part by the 
US-born Bounty Bob of Miner 2049er fame 

and partly by the Sinclair machine on which he 
made his name. 

"On the Spectrum, platform games were 
the obvious things to do," explains Willy's 

father, the enigmatic and elusive Matthew 

Smith. "With platformers, you've basically 
got two options: have them in a building or 

underground. Once | decided we were heading 
downwards, you could have a miner or an 

archaeologist, and a miner seemed more 
Вг ! Then Alan Maton [Matthew's future 

business partner at Software Projects] came up 

with the ‘Manic’ prefix and it was such a good 

name, that was it.” 
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сәсе Score 002074 
» [Spectrum] From rags to riches and back again. 
Miner Willy's life was a very: ‘circular one. 

IRE: 88585 

I, Ee ЖР ОФ 
» [Spectrum] Wanted: Monty Mole wasn't afraid 
Cf including a Ие bit of politics in йз play. 

GOING UNDERGROUND 
Matthew programmed like a man 
possessed and six weeks later, Manic 

Miner was complete, Released in early 

1983 by Bug Byte, it brought instant 

fame and considerable cash to the 
teenage programmer. This good fortune 
was shared by an upwardly mobile 

Miner Willy, whose next outing would 

see him filthy rich and living in a huge 
mansion, far from his working-class 
roots. Yet look deeper and you'll see Jet 

Set Willy is a sad tale of a bon vivant 
deserted by fickle friends, left to clear up 
the detritus of an evening's decadence 

alone. It's The Great Gatsby with giant 
penguins and clearly has similarities to 

Matthew's own slide from wealth and 
recognition to penniless obscurity. 

"| am not Jet Set Willy, even if the 
Daily Mail thought so," protests 

Matthew. "It's a cautionary tale of 
human life and the ephemeral nature 

of it all. When I wrote Jet Set Willy, 1 

hadn't any money. It's a tale of what 
could happen later if | wasn't careful. 
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э The actual piece of coal presented to Топу 
Crowther's grandfather by NUM chief Arthur Scargill 

Previous employment: Carpenter 
(Donkey Kong), plumber (Mario Bros 
Working-class credentials: 
He de 

mbo! 

And l'm sure it did come true in some 

people's minds..." 
We wish Matthew well and leave 

him to return to his latest project, a 
3D printer, but stay at the coalface 

to investigate another underground 

phenomenon, Monty Mole. Released 
in 1984 during the bitter miners' strike, 

which raged that year and the next, the 

first of Monty's adventures saw the 

velvety protagonist collecting coal in 

defiance of industrial action. With union 
boss Arthur Scargill cast as the final 

enemy to overcome, there seems little 

doubt as to which side Peter Harrap, 

the creator of the Spectrum version, 

was taking in the dispute. 
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“My dad was a miner who never got 
the chance to vote, something the 
National Union of Mineworkers had 
never done in the past,” he says, “The 

reasons for the strike were completely 

justified, but Scargill didn't trust the 

miners. It was irresponsible leadership. 

Why else would | have him defeated by 
a ballot paper?” 

The climax of the C64 version of 
Wanted: Monty Mole similarly sees 

little Monty storming Arthur's castle, 

which had a personal poignancy for 
programmer Tony Crowther. “My late 
granddad was an important figure 

in the coal board and knew Arthur 
Scargill,” explains Tony, a Sheffield lad, 

born and bred. 1 still have a piece of 

coal that was presented to him, the first 
lump from a new pit!" 

Tony would hide such lumps 

throughout the expansive caverns he 

created for Monty's coal-collecting 

quest, opting for a multi-directional 

scrolling platform game rather than 

the Spectrum's flick-screen approach. 

“IT'S A TALE OF HUMAN 
LIFE AND THE EPHEMERAL 

NATURE OF IT ALL” 
MATTHEW SMITH MUSING ON 

JET SET WILLY 
"| wanted to do a follow up to Son ОГ 
Blagger," he notes. "I'd learned some 
new tricks by then and could scroll 

faster with a larger area. | added 
conveyor belts, ladders, plungers and 
a randomly created maze, which is 
different every time you play. It was a 
challenging puzzle game!" 

WORKERS’ PLAYTIME 
Monty's task was indeed an arduous 
опе, but then that was a common 
experience for our working-class 

heroes. We recall the tough working 
conditions imposed on two employees 

that put in many a shift on the VIC-20 

back at the start of the Eighties. Wacky 
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ДИНА 
» [Spectrum] Trashman уаз almost endorsed by Coronation Streets 
resident bin man Eddie Yates until he asked for an exorbitant fee. 

Waiters was set in a restaurant where 
the management had made the frankly 

inexplicable decision to install fast- 

moving doorless lifts between the 

kitchen and dining areas, forcing the 

harassed head waiter to negotiate these 

deathtraps as he struggled to serve 
impatient customers. In Catcha Snatcha, 
he had swapped his drinks tray for the 

crumpled mac of a store detective, but 

his days were still filled with the stress- 

inducing realities of thieving customers, 

lost children and regular bomb threats. 

Both games were written by Eugene 

Evans, a coder at Imagine Software, 

who was also given the daunting brief 

of creating megagame Psyclapse as 

his C64 debut and later witnessed the 
bailiffs storming his office during the 

company's financial meltdown. We 
asked him whether his games reflected 

the harsh conditions he experienced 
during those turbulent times. 

"This isn't something | want to 

highlight," comes Eugene's blunt reply. 

“I'm too busy right now." 
Had we unwittingly stirred painful 

memories of the impossible demands 

placed on him by a cruel and 
exploitative management team? Was 
this a case of art imitating life? 

“We bought Eugene a Lotus Esprit, so 

І don't think so,” interjects a familiar 

voice, dashing our theory. It's Bruce 

Everiss, former operations manager 
at Imagine and the man largely 
responsible for the epic levels of hype 
that emanated from the Liverpool- 

based software house. "Anyway, | have 

а problem with this whole concept of 
class. Judging people by their birth, 
or what they do for a living, or their 
wealth or how much education they've 

had is utterly wrong. It's also an artifice 

created by politicians to create envy. 

And envy's a sin, isn't it?" 

Suitably chastised, we try to steer 
Bruce onto a subject he was always 

very comfortable with: the hard 

sell. We wonder if marketing games 

based on everyday jobs was a tricky 

challenge, given that the playing public 
was more used to space and fantasy 

» [VIC-20] Spit drinks and broken necks were 
all part of a typical shift in Wacky Waiters. 
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themes? “Not at all,” he assures us. 
| “For games back then, you needed a 

very simple task. | mean you weren't 

going to be able to emulate brain 

surgery! So, say, Pedro planting his 

garden - it was simple because we 

hadn't got the horsepower in the 

machines to make the characters do 
much more than that!” 

It's an interesting theory. Jobs 

that involved simple, repetitive tasks 

were a good fit for those early home 

computers - simple machines that 

could only handle small, repetitive tasks 
themselves. But what happened when 

our working-class heroes got promoted 
to the cutting-edge arcade technology 

of the day? 

WORKING FOR THE 
YANKEE DOLLAR 
"We'd say ‘blue collar’, rather than 
‘working class’,” says Steve Meyer, 

ensuring we know we're in America 

now. Whichever term you use, Steve 

was undoubtedly a champion of the 
working man in videogames. For Bally 

Midway, he created the moustached 
Domino Man, who after a spell stacking 

giant dominoes in his titular debut 

at the start of 1983, found gainful 
employment later that year as a 

bartender in Tapper. We assume this 

project must have required important 
fieldwork in numerous blue-collar bars, 
then, Steve? 
“Yes, we did quite a bit of research,” 

he burps. “1 remember location testing 

at a Chicago Rush Street bar late into 

the evening. We got some good focus 

testing in, although we were a bit out of 
focus by the end of the night...” 

Tapper not only put an overworked, 
underpaid employee in the spotlight – 
why else would he be scrabbling 

around for the measly tips left by 

customers? - but it did an excellent job 
of making the player feel like they were 

actually putting in a shift behind that 

busy bar. Considerable time was spent 
getting the feel of the controls just right, 
so as you pulled down the Budweiser 

beer taps that adorned the original 

the relationship between foreman and labourer. 

H1 
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cabinet, you could really imagine you 

were filling up those tankards with 

foaming ale. Atari's Paperboy went 

further by placing hulking handlebars 

on the front of its arcade machine, so 
players could actually feel like they 

were cycling down the mean streets of 
their paper route. 

"They were huge," laughs John 

Salwitz, who created the game together 

with Dave Ralston. "Milt Loper's 

mechanical design for the handlebars 

was fantastic. There are very few 

examples of a custom controller having 

a larger influence on the moment-to- 

moment gameplay in a videogame. 
They were a strong hook and a big 
draw to first-time players. We were 

certainly trying to make the game as 

responsive as possible so you could 
‘feel’ the bike." 

John and Dave drew extensively 
on their own experiences of delivering 

papers when they were boys to 

create the surprise hit of 1984. Our 

intrepid paperboy had to steer past 
construction workers, breakdancers 
and skateboarders, and though we 

acknowledge that our own paper 

rounds didn't conclude with an obstacle 
course and cheering crowd, the game 

certainly stirs memories of what was 

the first taste of paid employment 
for many. 

“We were trying to create a 

theme that people could relate to," 

agrees John, "and by incorporating 
commonplace things, it made this 

"10641 Super Pipeline 2could be seen аз a meditation on the ethical complexities inherent in 
or just as one of the С64 finest games. 
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Previous employment: Dustman 
(Trashman), international ге 
(Travel With Trashman) 
Working-class credentials: We 
can't quite tell if he wore ‘cor 
blimey trou 
definitely a dustman and quite 
probably lived in a council flat 
Battling to empty those bins in 
difficult, often life-threatening, 
situations was heroic, yet he 

the common touch, 
enjoying much 
local r nts. Hi 
in Travel With Tra: 

olidarity with his international 
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rs', but he was 
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arthy banter with 

work abroad 
hman shows 

refuse-collecting comrade 
Hero Rating: 9 
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Previous employment: Miner 
(Manic Miner), socialite (Jet 
Willy) 
Working-class credentials: From 

lid working-cla ckground, 
d to escape his humble 

roots through gold mining, a 
notoriously dangerous occupation. 
He then inve: 
property, but his attempt to join 
the moni ded ina 
descent to drunken destitution. 
His unfinished third adventure was 

to involve an unpleasant meeting 
with th 
reminder of Le 

rtion that "only the little 
people pay taxes” 
Hero Rating: 5 
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Previous employment: Builder 
(Mario's Cement Factory), road 

worker (Manhole), 

(Vermin) 

Working-class credentials: He's 
been a signalman, a fireman, a 
chef, a sailor. Н! 

rminator 

laboured in an 
oil refinery, ran an outside laundry 
in Rain Shower, endured blatant 
health and safety violations in 

Helmet and ran away to join the 
circus in Lion. Hi put in more 

ifts, struggled against harsher 
working conditions and suffered 
more indignities than all our other 
heroes combin 
even know his real name. He is our 

Ч, yet we don't 

everyman and we salute him. 
Hero Rating: 10 

Previous employment: Barman 
(Tapper), lumberjack (Timber) 
Working-class credentials: 
Though we aren't sure whether 

king giant dominoes 
actually a working-clas: 

tending a busy bar and felling 
trees certainly qualify. A versatile 
worker, equally at home in the city 
or the country, he h point 
being a little too friendly with h 
boss in Timber 
hands that enthusiastic. 
they are on the take - but regains 

л for keeping his brothet 
ned in Tapper. This Bud's for 

, Domino Man! 
Hero Rating: 8 
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» [Arcade] Paperboy was an excellent introduction to the 
painful realities of being a working Joe in videogames. 
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»lArcade] With an 
manded better working conditions from his cigar smoking boss?

 

possible. But to justify this rather 

deadly game of delivering papers, we 
needed fantasy elements, like the Grim 

Reaper. Sometimes the kid doesn't 

dodge the cars..." 
Blatant breaches of health and safety 

legislation seem to be the bane of our 

heroes' working lives. Just look at what 

happened to Domino Man when he 

left bar work behind and landed a job 

as a tree-felling fella in 1984's hectic 
chop-'em-down, Timber. He may have 

been a lumberjack, but he was not okay, 
tasked as he was with demolishing a 

fast-growing forest of trees with just 

an axe and his two strong arms. A 
cigar-smoking boss looked on from 

the safety of his log cabin, heartlessly 

ignoring the twin perils of tumbling 
trees and beehive-hurling bears faced 
by our hero, yet swift to punish him 

with a swift slapping if he failed to 
complete the job within a brutal time 
limit. Could this be an analogy of 

how programmers were treated by 
managers desperate for the next arcade 

money-spinner? 

аха that size at hand, surely Domino
 Мал shouid have » [Arcade] The overworked chet in Burger Time reputedly 

‘spat on the patties and swore ike Gordon Ramsay. 

“Nope, we had great bosses, who 

nudged us in the right direction and 

supported our hard work,” notes Steve 

Meyer. “My games were about ordinary 

working-class heroes in the midst of 
insurmountable odds but with the 
opportunity to overcome those odds.” 

IF I HAD A HAMMER 
We've started to notice something 

about our band of hard-working 

brothers. They were frequently 
vulnerable, Trashman, Miner Willy, 
Tapper and Monty Mole all had to rely 
on their wits, not weapons. 

If game designers did deign to 

arm their heroes, it was often with 

distinctly odd armaments: see 

Paperboy's take on ‘hard-hitting news’ 
and the equally literal ‘pepper spray’ 

brandished by the chef in Burger 

Time. Admittedly, Mario had his Fire 
Flower, but armed workers in the 
8-bit era were not the norm. That is, 

until another plumber reached for his 
wrench and pulled out a rather more 

effective revolver instead. 

had to put in that dilemma, but you are 

in control, so if Plumber Pete takes one 
for the team, don't you dare put that on 

Foreman Fred!" 
"Don't forget the other plumbers, Sid 

and Vic," adds Taskset coding stalwart 

Paul Hodgson. "Good solid workers" 
names that just happened to have a 

direct ‘inside link’ to the C64!" 

Paul and Andy focused on another 

unlikely occupation for their 1984 
release, Poster Paster. A cloth-capped 

Bill Stickers struggled to put up 
adverts on large outdoor hoardings, 

while numerous foes tried to interfere 
with his trade and dilute his paste. "I 

remember being sat in the Taskset 
offices in Bridlington High Street and 
suddenly a head would appear at the 

window," chuckles Paul. "We were 
on the first floor, so it was rather 
startling. It seemed like a fun thing to 

put in a game. It changed from keeping 
windows clean as nasties gobbed on 

them to putting up posters when Bill's 
name came along, and it let us add 

some great in-jokes. One of the posters 

“A MAN NEEDS SOMETHING WHEN 
COMING UP AGAINST SIX-LEGGED 

¥VENUSTAN PIPE-SPIDERS” 
ANDY WALKER: 
SOF THARE: 

FOUNDER OF TASKSET 
JUSTIFIES USING GUNS 
“А man needs something when 

coming up against six-legged Venusian 

pipe-spiders," says Andy Walker, 
founder of Taskset Software, defending 
his decision to give the star of the C64's 

Super Pipeline games a gun. Foreman 

Fred had to use it to fight off an array 
of enemies determined to puncture the 
increasingly convoluted pipework that 
made up each level. Hang on, though; 
the actual leak-fixing was left to the 
diminutive and dispensable team 

of plumber's mates. Far from being 
working-class, was Fred actually one of 
the bourgeoisie, willing to sacrifice his 

subordinates to save himself? 
"He's in a white coat but he'll never be 

middle class," insists Andy. "He's got 

his job to do, they've got theirs and only 

as a team can they succeed. Yes, we 

featured 'Tony's Jacuzzi’ in homage 

to a well-known games journalist of 

the time, and Bill's ‘Paste Consistency 
Gauge', or PCG, was named after 

the popular mag Personal Computer 

Games. All in the hope of a good 
review, of course!” 

Leaving behind Bill and Fred's 
excellent adventures, we note that 
Taskset's dynamic duo are not only 

solidly working class; they are also 

quintessentially British, with their 

overalls, flat caps and wobbling, 
gin-blossomed noses. It's a look we 
recognise in our final hero, Mikro-Gen's 

Wally Week. 
“Flat caps and whippets are a good 

thing!” roars Yorkshireman Chris 
Hinsley, the proud programmer of 

Wally's Spectrum escapades. “To quote 



RETRO’S 
RICHEST 

The upper classes have occasionally deigned 

to make appearances in our vulgar plebeian 

pastime. Here are some posh protagonists... 

SABREMAN 

With his jaunty pith helmet and 
impressive handlebar moustache, 
Sabreman clearly represents the 
archetypal British colonialist. The Wulf 
of the game's title clearly symbolises 
the oppressed native people he 
tramples under foot, and Sabre Wulf's 
amulet represents the 
natural resources, which 
are mercilessly plundered 
by imperialism for the 
pleasure of 
the other  -— 
rich toffs still 
lounging it up back a, 
home in glorious 
England. The bounder. 

JOHNNY CAGE 

Johnny Cage was a 
successful movie star 
before he started 
appearing in the 
Mortal Kombat 
tournament, 
earning millions 
and courting the 
most beautiful starlets 

around. As arrogant аз 
he is athletic, he takes 
great pride in wearing 
his sunglasses and 
punching other 
fighters in the nuts 
with his signature 
‘Ballcracker’ move. a 

Bill Oddie from an episode of The 
Goodies, ‘Like all northern folk, Wally 

knew the art of Ecky Thump!” 

Though later retraining as a builder 

for Everyone's A Wally, Wally began 
his working life as a mechanic in 

Automania, a role that portrayed him as 

more hapless than heroic. "The "Week" 
surname was a bit of a piss-take of 

Mike Meek, the managing director at 
the time," whispers Chris. "We never 

had aspirations for the game to get 

into political issues or revolutionary 
thoughts. It was just a good character 

design that we knew would connect 

with people..." 

WORKING MAN'S DEAD 
Perhaps we remember these 
labouring lads of the 8-bit era with 
such fondness precisely because they 
made an emotional connection with 
us as players. We could relate to their 

ordinary lives, made extraordinary 

in the pixelated playfields of those 
groundbreaking titles, just as our 
childhoods were illuminated by the 

CHARLIE FROM 
NODES OF YESOD 

Beneath the veneer of that pristine 
spacesuit hides top hat-wearing posh 
boy Charlemagne Fotheringham- 
Grunes. With a double-barreled 
surname of great pedigree and a first 
name shared with the French emperor 
who conquered Italy and 
was crowned Emperor 
of the Romans, we 
expect his knowledge 
of moles was acquired | 
whenthelitleblighters = 
ruined his prize-winning "= 
croquet lawn and he had 
them all exterminated 

by the help. 

SCROOGE MCDUCK 

It's quite possible that Scrooge is 
the richest character to ever appear 

in sprite form. While he prefers 
to live a life of aristocratic leisure, 
spending much of his spare time 
smugly diving into huge pools of 
coins and swimming around (we can 
only imagine the damage 
that causes to his bill), 
he's never afraid to 5, 
jump on his trusty 
pogo stick whenever үт | 
his nephews need 
rescuing - as long rh a 
as they don't expect a 
cash hand-out to go 

wn it aid, 21 

wondrous new world of videogames. 

Yet with the rise of the 16-bit machines, 
working-class heroes in games were 

largely replaced by anthropomorphic 

animals, from dolphins to hedgehogs, 

and then by anonymous super soldiers 

in the Nineties. Of course, Mario keeps 
the spirit alive, though it's been a while 
since he checked a u-bend, and you'll 
find a proliferation of chefs and farmers 
in casual gaming circles, but when 

it comes to major videogame stars, 

where have all the ordinary folk gone? 

We decided to ask our interviewees 
for their ideas for a new working-class 

game hero. 

“You could have great fun with an 

undertaker,” offers Malcolm Evans, 
rather morbidly. 

“How about a master brewer?” 
suggest Bruce Everiss. "It could get 

increasingly fuzzy as you progressed." 

"It seems we've lost a lot of our 

traditional heavy industry to IT over the 

years," notes Chris Hinsley, "so how 

about a hard-working IT guy, trying to 
keep his office network up and running, 

LARA CROFT 

Hush your objections - the good 
lady Гага appearance on the 
8-bit Game Boy Color 
means she qualifies 
for this retro rundown. 
And anyway, how 
could we not include 
the quintessential 
videogame toff? She бү? 
had a butler and lived | 
in mansion - а mansion 
full of priceless antiques 
she would use as target І 
practice on bored 
Sunday afternoons. 15, 
Also, she's a professional 4. 
killer of endangered species. 

DUDLEY 

Street Fighter's spiv pugilist Dudley 
was born into a wealthy English 
family and always dreamed of 
being a fighter while tending the 
roses on the estate and greasing his 
hair while staring lovingly into the 
mirror. After his father lost 
the family business, 
Dudley went into 
training to become 
a professional boxer 
and earn back his 
family’s fortune. 
We can only imagine 
the montage that 
would have gone 
along with that. — ' 

odd machine on and off?" 

equivalent," muses Andy Walker 

really need to get your hands di Y^ 

wherever someone's wielding a 
spanner," agrees Paul Hodgson. 

"An astronaut!” blurts out Matthew 
Smith, before we gently suggest that 
may not actually count as a working- 

class trade. "That's tricky, then," he 

continues. "You could have bankers, 
but only as the antagonists, bagging 
other people's money!” 

“А bunch of bankers plus a few 

corrupt politicians," agrees Peter 

Harrap. "A student taking on the 

financial institutions, using their skills 

to find and redistribute the bonus 
payments to hard-working families. 

A 21st Century Robin Hood meets 

Ocean's Eleven, with George Clooney 

doing the voiceovers." 

ye workers, from your slumber! 

installing the latest patches, turning the 

"A web designer could be a modern 

before dismissing the idea. "Nah, you 

"You can find a decent game concept 

We want to play them all, boys. Arise, 

THE LORDS 
OF MIDNIGHT 

These aristocratic warmongers were 
quite happy to ride arrogantly across 
huge swathes of land, trampling 

“ы” 
Jl 

peasants and 
other undesirables 
under hoof, as if 
they owned the 
place. Which they 
probably did. In fact, 
their descendants 
are probably still 
sitting in the House of 
Lords, resisting reform 
and watching their 
dogs tear foxes apart 
on weekends, 

WARIO 

Wario is different to the other heroes 
featured here. He wasn’t born into 
wealth and never worked hard to 
achieve it. No, Wario simply stole 
bag after bag of shiny swag to 
fund his egomaniacal lifestyle and 
overpowered motorbike collection. 
A professional thief, 
and the evil 
doppelganger of 
Mario, Wario has 
recently found 
success with his 
own videogame 
company, as depicted 
in the Wario Inc 
game series 

МО 
Previous employment: Miner 
Wanted: Monty Mole), property 

Monty) 

Working-class credentials: On th 

one hand, he was a rank and file 
j ailed in Monty 

by a brutal legal s tem that 
ared more abo theft of priv 

ellbeing of 
On the 

property than the 
an honest working mole 
other, he became a yuppie intent 

visland in Auf 
onty, had 

on buying his 

busting 
Hero Rating 

outing 
CAB! 
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The Eighties gave rise to 

a plethora of original gaming concepts 

from young bedroom programmers, and 

abstract shoot-em-up |, Ball is a prime 

example. Mike Bevan talks to Tim Closs, 
former schoolboy creator of a budget classic 

IN THE НМОШ 
» PUBLISHER: FIREBIRD 

» RELEASED: 1987 

» PLATFORM: SPECTRUM, C64, 
AMSTRAD CPC, ATARIST 

» GENRE: SHOOT-'EM-UP 
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ow did the surreal concept 
for 1, Ball come about? 
| wanted to build an arcade 
game with a physics element, 

so a ball was an obvious choice of 
character. In terms of character design, 
there was a lot of ‘homage’ going on to 

other popular games. 
19 spend a fair amount of time poring 

over computer games magazines, 

staring at screenshots and picking up 
ideas for graphics and gameplay. | dare 
say the actual character design of /, Ball 

is a mish-mash of things picked up from 

other games at the time. 
Having the other character names 

as cheesy puns was a way of keeping 
my dad happy - he was and still is 

an appalling punster. My first game, 

Bomber Bob, had 50 different levels, 
each of which was titled with a terribly 

painful play on words, most of which 

were constructed by my dad. I suspect | 
wanted to pre-empt any involvement in 
1, Ball, so | stuck some puns in there to 

ward him off! 

What was the /, Ball sprite 
supposed to be, by the way? To us 

it always looked like a little Death 

Star with a light on the top... 

You're spot-on! Yes, the eye always 
reminded me of that concave section 

in the Death Star. A lot of artwork in 
those 8-bit games looked the way it did 
simply because of the size constraints 

— you'd concentrate on pushing pixels 
to make good use of the space, rather 
than doing concept design sketches 

first. Isn't that why Mario is a plumber 
- because the pixel artist found that 

dungarees were the best way of 

colouring the character within the tiny 

sprite size? 

From your game de: 

notice that you originally titled the 

game Orb. What made you decide 

to change the name? 
| seem to remember І always conceived 
Orb as a working title only. l've no idea 

where the /, Ball name actually came 

from. As indicated earlier, | probably 
suffer from my dad's appalling punitis... 

With Firebird, was it simply a 
case of sending the games in on 
cassette to gain interest? Did you 

have it in mind as publisher when 

you started working on /, Ball? 

No, | didn't have anyone in mind. To be 
honest | was probably just looking for 

the biggest advance! | think | sent the 

game to US Gold first in an attempt 
to get another £6,000, but sadly 

they'd wised up! | can't remember 
who showed interest in /, Ball, but 

Firebird picked it up for a £3,000 

advance plus the standard royalty. | 
think | got something like 12р per copy 
for the original version, and 7p for a 

conversion that Firebird had paid for. 
But if the game sells 50,000 across all 
platforms, that still works out at around 

£5,000 for the original author, which is 
a lot more than you'd get for six weeks 

of paper rounds! 

Actually Firebird got really involved 
with tweaks to the gameplay and 
the final polish phase. As | remember 

it, the game | sent to them only had 

about four weapons, and they weren't 

shown as icons down the right-hand 

side of the screen. Firebird suggested 
that the weapons and power-up 

mechanism should be more of a 
feature, and after some discussion we 
agreed on a total number of weapons, 
together with the icon block at bottom 
right. They also wanted each weapon 

to be introduced with a dialogue box 
when it was collected, so | added that 
at their request. 

Firebird thought the game might 
be a cut above the usual £1.99 fare, 
and they were thinking of putting it 

into the imminent Rainbird range, as 

a 'double A-side' offering with another 

game called Empire. | was flattered 



THE MAHING OF: |, BALL 

THE MAGIC 
NUMBER? 

V ЧЕ о managed 
|, Ballwas ade 
ember rightly it said 

and gave you the ‘magi 

ЕЁ Firebird picked it up for a £3000 advance plus the 
standard royalty, | think | got something like [2р per copy ши 

and chuffed at the prospect that the 

higher price point might mean more 
pocket money. In the end, Firebird 
changed their minds again and the 

game went out at the usual price point, 

which in retrospect was probably the 
right decision. 

Would we be right in thinking 
there's a bit of a Gradius/Nemesis 
vibe with the weapon pick-up 

system and Robotron/Defender 
with the visual style of some of 

the weapons going on in /, Ball? 
Completely... As before, there was a 
lot of borrowing of other ideas going 

on! Nemesis was a particular favourite 
in the amusement arcades. /, Ball was 

written entirely during my school 

summer holiday, and that would have 
included various trips to seaside resorts 
and frequent games of Nemesis! 

Was it fun coming up with 
and programming the various 

weapons? And why did you make 
it so hard to get the Rainbow 
Ripple ‘ultimate weapon’? 

Yes, it was fun. Firebird was the one 

who drove me to make more of the 

power-up element to the game, but I 

think | came up with all the power-up 

designs myself. The Rainbow Ripple 
effect was pretty crude as it simply 

used the Spectrum’s colour-attribute 

system to paint eight-by-eight blocks 
of colour — but the animation was fast 
enough to get away with it. | guess that 

given it was the ultimate power-up in 
the game it was fair enough to make 

it challenging. 

A lot of people member 
the funny voice effects in /, Ball, 
particularly the ‘Oh no!’ death 
accompaniment. Was it fun doing 

those samples? 

Yes, | was heavily into making music 
at the time. | had a four-track tape 

recorder and used to mess around 
making songs with my brother. 
Experimenting with the Spectrum's 
microphone in was a natural thing to 
do. You basically put your cassette 
deck into record and pause mode, hit 

record on your machine-code sampling 
app, then shouted something into the 
cassette deck. 

The problem with speech on the 
Spectrum was that it took up a lot 
of memory. The main reason for the 

‘scratching’ speech sample - “J, Ball... 
1444, Ball..." - was so you could get a 
longer section of audio out of the same 

sample data. I, Ball didn't have enough 
memory spare to keep the sample 
data alongside the game. Instead, | hit 
upon the idea of storing the sample 
data in the loading screen. So the /, Ball 

loading screen only takes up the middle 

third of the display, and the top and 
bottom third is actually audio sample 
data, drawn as black-on-black so it 

can't be seen. 

Were you pleased with how the 

games were received? It must have 

been nice to get such good scores 
in magazine reviews such as 90% 

in Crash and 80% in Zzap!64... 
1 was very pleased. There were half 
a dozen kids in my school class who 

were also obsessive home computer 

geeks, so walking into the classroom 

with my Crash Smash review was a nice 
moment. /, Ball was the best-reviewed 

and bestselling game out of the five 

games | had published in my school 
days; | later wrote a game called Kid 
Gloves for Atari ST and Amiga that did 

pretty well, but by that point I'd started 
at university. 

How do you feel now about the 1, 

Ball games? Are you fond of them? 
Yes, very fond of that whole era, which 

for me was 82-88, and the /, Ball games 
in particular. When getting to know new 

colleagues today, | still come across 

people who remember the games, 

which is nice. | guess | should jailbreak 

my iPhone and get them on there! 

For the hell of it | rang 
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to leave 

ch circums! s, not 
зу thing to do. "Leaving 

t anch; it Quicksilva was an e 

was very 
y аса there,” he says. In addition to Rod's 

The Commodore 64 ger т upon leaving Quicksilva, 
Бой hout a idn't come 

tition conditions meant 
tally in exile until the period 

е, being 
Rod Cous 
during th 

Quicksilva's games were distributed by 
CBS Records, who handled a few other 
publishers, and | got a tip-off that they 

e videogame business 
shortly after | left Quic 

f the other publishers they worked 
as Epyx, so | was about to fly to San 

co and pitch to Epyx for European 

An Electric Dreams t 

er 

RETROGAMER DIGSUPTHEFILESOFTHECLASSICCOMPANIES OF OLD 

by US publishing giant Activision, it was Rod Cousens love of relocate Quicksilva's office to London," he 

tunately, Rod I 

the Eighties. Join Graeme Mason as we богото abo od shat his оңа 

to mind from the history of 

CEO has overseen the development of 

Yet his career did not begin at Electric 

of the Southampton-based company. “А 

EL ct | О 

5 ы game м ы explains, "апа | opposed this 1 thought it 

responsible for some of the finest 8-bit Sure tonal? 
contract that enabled ! 

discover Electric Dreams... As the company ox 

videogames, but as the letters after his 

some of the best-loved games of the 

Dreams. Rod began work at Quicksilva in 

close friend had introduced me to Nic 

Forged from a band of Quicksilva alumni fais Мен Gon Dies wes acres 

nd, slightly later, Ч went against the culture of the company." 

arcade conversions and movie licences of. mmm. 
5 Quicksi 

od Cousens CBE may not be a computer 
R= that immediately springs began to 

name confirm, the current Codemasters 

last 30 years. 

1981, quickly becoming m. ing director 

Rod, "who һай starte 

uld be е 

ма,” Rod explains 
Lambe 

the company with John Hollis, Mark Eyles 

and Caroline Hayon. 1 met Ni 
circumstances, with schoolchildren coming 
into their office at 4pm to put 2Х81 RAM Leaving Quicksilva 
packs into Jiffy packs to meet mail-order The story of Q 

demand.” Quicksilva was one с 

adopters of the new Sinc 

jor a new company | was planning.” 
hone call the day before Rod 

leave for the US changed his 
surably. “A head-hunter called 

for a leading multinational 

ther 

Jay; Rod left t 
short time 
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4 voul In 1985, the main local rival to the 
was t 'ommodore machine was the @@ Greg called me the da d 

after and said: *How would Ep d] 
you like to be funded?” 72 

lectric Dreams initially 
jned a deal concentrated on this computer 

1ge fan of Sandy White and Angela 
d's work," continues Rod, "and 

The first wave a close relationship with them over 
With an office est о Electric 

brilliant 

slopers of the 
тит game Ant 

upport 
k depicting 

f the iconic mask. “| 
n deep affection," һе 

ва 
\у апа 

ved mazi 
tric Dreams’ initial move 

BY THE NUMBERS \ 
xtravagar 

| 2:ElectricDreams games based | 360: Degree wraparound tric Dre cessfully 
on the movie Aliens. background for Aliens. 

1 6: Years between the release of £350,000: The amount raised by 
| the arcade and home versions Rod's charity compilation, Soft Aid, 

of Tempest. a precursor to Electric Dreams’ Off 
The Hook. 32: The number of universes — | 

for the player to explore in |, ОҒ 40,000,000,000: Number 
The Mask. of locations in Explorer. ere 

ontols > 
ties of t 

strained by 
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ARE YOU THE BRIGHT SPARK 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR? ,. 

» An early recruitment ad for programmers. 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? \_ 

Fischbach, with whom | moving into interior 

й - 
» Striking imagery for Electric Dreams’ charity compilation, 

Off The Hook 

> and had little interest in the game side, 
which invariably came after the release of 

the film," says Rod. "We liked the concept 

but felt we were too constrained and were 
unable to overcome the shackles. 

Another former Quicksilva worker, Mark 

Eyles, worked freelance as lead designer for 

Back To The Future. "It was one of those 

absurd rush jobs where everything had to 
get done within a couple of months,” he 
recalls with a grimace, "but, in my opinion, 
although the game was not great, it was 
still fun to play thanks to the tight feedback 

СЕ In some 

Т 
3 т 
5 
fa 1981 1984 1985 

demographic, | believed we should give 

back to the young, disadvantaged people. 
Therefore the area we targeted was those 

who needed help to kick drug habits.” 

The result was Off The Hook, a 

compilation of ten games from several 

software houses that supported various 

charitable organisations. "We had all been 

stirred by the Ethiopian famine appeal and 
the efforts of the music industry via Band 

Aid," says Rod. "We were the coming 
industry and | felt we should contribute, and 

continue to do so." A strong cover image 

was the final element. "We were very 
fortunate in that we had Dave Rowe do the 

artwork, as he came up with a cover that 
really helped to sell the compilation, and 
we were all passionate about the cause 
because we wanted to make a difference. 

Fortunately so were the retailers and 
wholesalers, who all got behind Off The 

Hook to make it an outstanding success." 

ways, Electric Dreams 
| was a continuation of Quicksilva 77 | Rod had struck the design. She married Rod 

| Electric Dreams deal 1 Cousens and nowadays 

| several years earlier. shares her time between 
In May 2005, Rod their four sons, two 

was appointed CEO of horses, cats and dogs! 

Codemasters, and he 
| wasawariedaCBEin | Jon Dean 

| Semone | views 
ae | | industry in 2010 a oe [ae 5 | he is executive producer 

on the Tiger Woods Rod Cousens | Mark Eyles ааа 
At Electric Dreams, | i А 
love blossomed апі | After Quicksiva, | Mark set up his own 1988, Clare and Rod | holography studio while 
married. Rod became | осетио games for a 
international perunt | Electric Dreams опа | 

шаг 1112-12-23 four-year stintas head | 1991, where in 2003 
һе was appointed CEO, | шс el сушы | 
succeeding Gregory | design at the University | 

| of Portsmouth. 
i i i à 

| Clare Hirsch | | 
After leaving Activision, | ̂  md So i 
Clare worked freelance | РИ ы : | Thalamus, Newsfield's in marketing with 
developers such as (парю publishing company, ав 
System 3 before setting | с =з enjoying stints at 

| upherown company | 
Í called in The Pink and | Activision and Acclaim. 
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MARK EYLES 

loop we generated as you tried to rebuild 
the photo of Marty." 

Notwithstanding this inauspicious start to 
licensing, Electric Dreams and Mark Eyles 
would soon acquire and develop another 
movie licence with considerably more 
pleasing results. 

Good causes 
Before then, more original games would 
appear, with varying degrees of success. 
Paul Shirley's excellent Marble Madness 

clone, Spindizzy; the intriguing action- 

1 management game Hijack, which was 
again designed by Mark Eyles; and The 
RamJam Corporation's commendable 

Gauntlet clone, Dandy, were all released in 

1986 to generally positive reviews. In the 

same year, Rod had the idea of releasing 
another charity compilation of games 
after having previously enjoyed success in 
organising Quicksilva's Soft Aid in support 
of the starving in Africa. “Having started the 

fundraising, it seemed to me important that 
we continue,” says Rod, “and as computer 
games had a largely male teenage 

Alas, these early days in the life of 

Electric Dreams harboured the occasional 
misfire. Winter Sports was a lacklustre 
attempt to mimic the success of Rod's near- 
miss, Epyx; The RamJam Corporation's 
Explorer was a beautiful tech demo without 

the game; and Prodigy was a barely above 
average isometric title. "There's no doubt 
those games had plenty of potential,” says 
Rod, "but | admit they didn't always live up 
to it, especially Explorer.” These lapses in its 
output and the changing way games were 

» [Spectrum] Dandytrom The RamJam Corporation was an 
accomplished Gauntletclone. 



being made soon instigated а change within 
Electric Dreams 

"The market was moving on," Rod 
explains, "and the idea that you could 

magazine and simply place an advert in a 
attract programmers was not valid any 
more. Development costs were rising 

and the teams were getting bigger. We 
were wary of the risks, so wanted to 
have ownership ourselves of the IP." As 
a result, Rod formed Software Studios, a 

development team that, as part of his desire 

to merge Electric Dreams' and Activis 

Europe's game production, reflected the 
globalisation that was beginning to take 
place in the gaming market. The team was 
initially led by Jon Dean and then later by 
Charles Cecil and would go on to produc 

ide conversions for both 

ion 

numerous arc 
Electric Dreams and Activisior 

Shift to licensing 
As 1987 dawned, Electric Drearr 

up a gear with its licensed material; 
clear a shift in focus had occurr 

"И was a reflection on market conditions 

at the time,” states Rod, "and we all 
wanted the marketing muscle as we tried 
to establish computer games as a form 
of mainstream ent With the 

marketing emphasis still on print magazines 
rather than expensive TV advertising, 
licences expanded the reach of videogames 
as they benefited through attachment 
to global properties such as movies, TV 

stepped 

а 

'ainment 

When David Pringle of Oxford 
bought a copy of National Geographic as he travelled 
to the 1985 PCW show, he could not have conceived 
what th 

Ther 
ifically Robert 

al Enterprises 

as a gre 
spe 
Ballard who had 
recently discover 
the ship on 
floor,” says David, 

the 
game idea to Ocean 

show to pitch а 

Software, "I bumped 
into Rod Cousens, 

me if | had who asks 
any good concep 
for a game 
to him an ic 

from conceptio 

» [Spectrum] Hijack, the action strategy 
game designed by Mark Eyles. 

shows, books and arcade machines. 
used to liaise with licensing agents such 
as Copyright Promotions, IDG, coin-op 
companies and book publist 

аз we ts for xplored rig 
ed suitable. 

5 wasn't th 

expla 
anything we consid 

f course, Electric Drea 

only software house on the hunt for third: 
party material on which to base its games 
Ocean w 

licences, 
doing great things wit 

were US Gold," remarks Rod, 

formidable ‘and they wi 

But although you always looked at the 
ones that got away, we got our fair share. 
We won some and lost some." With the 

backing of Activision, which had Ы 
the 

tbusters three 

the trailblazer of movie licensing \ 
outstanding success of Ghosi 

years earlier, Electric Dreams was in ar 

enviable position when it came to acquiring 
film properties, and one of its finest would 
soon see gamers trembling in fear. 

Іп 1986, James Cameron cemented 
his place at the Hollywood top table by 
directing one of the bigg 
of the decade. The sequel to the 1979 

fi horror Alien, cleverly titled Aliens, 
The Future befor 

5с 
was, like Back Tc 

HOLD THE ICE 

worldwide smash and, not for th 
Electric Dreams’ relationship with Ас! 
proved to be a significant advantage. "The 
film was a Fox franchis 
of Fox had previous 

working 
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(905050000 60 
» [Spectrum] Big Trouble In Little China 
was a poor seller for Electric Dreams. last time, 

vision 

» and John Dolgen 
worked at Columbia 

who had released Ghostbusters,” divulges 
Rod. With Activision already enjoying a 

elationship with the Fox executive 
via Greg Fischbach, the licence for a game 
adaptation of Aliens on the 8-bit computers 

9 for Electric Dreams 5 duly secur ЖЕГІСІ withthe 
Exploreradvert. 

AINLABLE ON 
3 брис 486 

tnd Commodi to 



SIH OF THE GEST 
1, Of The Mask 
(Spectrum) (1985) 

Spindizzy 

designed maze. 

masterpiece perfectly. 

have a blast with it. 

published by Activision. 

(Spectrum) (1988) 
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Sandy White and Angela Sutherland 
teamed with Rod Cousens for a third time 
and the result was this. Your task was to 
negotiate the maze, collecting robot parts 
and finally the mask itself for your creation 

(Amstrad CPC) (1985) 
Paul Shirley's Marble Madnes 

was an intensely devious and addictive 

game. Spindizzys only enemy was 
yourself as you explored the nefariously 

Aliens (Amstrad CPC) (1987) 
Mark Eyles’ treatment of the sci-fi action 
movie not only resulted in an entertaining 
and fast-paced game, but also а tense and 
nerve-wracking atmosphere that evoked 
the feel of James Cameron's cinematic 

Firetrack (C64) (1987) 
By 1987, the Commodore 64 had seen 
more than its fair share of vertically 
scrolling shoot-'em-ups, yet Firetrack 
boasted such manically enjoyable 
gameplay that it was impossible not to 

R-Type (Spectrum) (1988) 
The Software Studios team did a 
superb job of converting Irem's famous 
horizontally scrolling shooter, with 
particular kudos going to the impressive 
ZX Spectrum version, which was 
programmed by Bob Pape. 

Millennium 2.2 (Amiga) (1989) 
lan Bird's expansive space strategy 
adventure game certainly didn't lack for 

atmosphere and also delivered thrills 

aplenty. Bird improved even further on 
the template with its sequel, Deuteros, 

THREE TO AVOID \ 
Explorer (Spectrum) (1986) 
There's no doubting The RamJam 
Corporation's ambition, with the 

advertising for Explorer boasting over 
40 billion graphical locations to explore 
In reality, however, the game was an 
empty experience and poorly received, 
not living up to its promise. 

Super Hang-On (C64) (1988) 
The Spectrum version of the motorbike 

racing arcade machine was a qualified 

‘success and hailed as a worthy rival 

to Activision's own Enduro Racer. On 

the Commodore 64, however, it was а 
massive disappointment, hamstrung by 
the machine's poor sprite performance. 

Championship Sprint 

The Electric Dreams conversion of Super 
Sprint had hardly been a classic, yet sequel 
Championship Sprint was even worse, 
with Zzap!64 being particularly savage on 
the C64 version, awarding it a lowly 24% 
The other formats fared little better. 

The appeal of the movie to ware 
houses їе stark and futuristic 
scenario с ar undance of 

assive 
potenti me, even 
on the 8-bit computers 

Mark was fc igh to 
be working as lead de jner or 

The design p 5 began 
hen | received a script for the film, and 

ду. 

| was already a big fan of Alien, and when 
тїрї for Aliens | could see it 

о be a worthy successor, and if 
design 

work on the game was done before the film 
завей 

The treatment for the reated by 
pecial, and Mark v 

regarded by r 
205 ft 

Rod in his. 
office circa 1987. 

the action, the game's brilliant use of the 

film's motion trackers and other audio 

cues cranked up the tension and delivered 
a powerfully intense experience. Yet with 

iens released in 1986 to ur 
positive reviews, Electric Dreams had 

already decided to go one bet 

Aliens x 2 
‘We had two great design treatm 

ther ial," says Rod proudly, 
than choose between the two, we made 

the decision to give tr 
versions and rely on the strength of the 

з go-ahead on both 

m both bestsellers.” ce to make 
The result was another Aliens game, the 

sed on the same movie but US’ version, be 
offering an alternative style of gameplay. 
The US version took a very different 

approach," says Mark Eyles, "where rather 
than providing a world in which the player 

46 Electric Dreams enabled 
Activision to maintain relevance 
in the European market 27 

ards the now-ubiquitous first-person 
He agrees: “We tas a Way 

оме yer more emotionally with 
action. The big issue, however, was that 

у struggled 
used had to 

3D world 
team created 

(2D 

entially the walls of the ro 
gameplay 

exceptional 

Mark and the developme: 
effect by s rolling її ckground — 

1 this, 

the time,” con 
d freely switch bet 

acehugger 
you lost 
есі amount 

With 

ng providing 
ime to g 

could replay their own version of the film, it 
followed the movie via a series of episodes 
that re-created key plot events.” Released a 
few months later, the US version proved to 

be less successful than its forebear, but 

many remarked at the time, it was at least a 
as 

bit easier to play with the lights of 
With the exception of Spectrum 

droid clone Nihilist and C64 vertical 

shooter Firetrack, 1987 also saw Electric 

Dreams begin its assault on the arcade 
conversion market. “We'd seen what other 

companies had done and knew there was 

a big market in converting arcade games 
to home computers,” says Rod. First up, 
released early in the year, was Tempest, an 
arcade machine that was as legendary as 
it was ancient. Lost somehow among the 

rash of Space Invaders and Frogger clones 
in the early years of the 8-bit computers, 
Tempest echoed Domark's official Star 
Wars arcade conversion (also released in 



ШЙ 

» [C64] Chameleon on the C64 
didn'tturn outas Rod had hoped. 

Earth | AW 

Exit +0000 

1987) by reaching homes many years 
the rel 

Further arcade licence 

se of its arcade par 

sults. The 

odd isometric firefighting game Firetrap wa: 
procured by Rod with mixed r 

а moderate success, thanks mainly to its 

Ymodore 64 as 
novel subject, but Super Hang-On pro 
to be as dreadful on the Cor 
it was accomplished on the Z 
In addition, t 
racer Super Sprint tran 

Spectrum. 

2 popular multiplayer arcade 
led adequately 

to the 8-bits, yet its sequel, Championship 
Sprint, was roundly panned дер 

inclusion of a track designer. Arcade 
conversions, as for most software hot 
were proving tricky for Electric Dreams. 

Blast о 
Late in 1987, however, Rod returned 

from Japan with a licence he considered 

something of a c 
and ре! eve 
to get the rights to the Їгет shooter 

R-Type,” he says proudly, “and 
'onversior 
Magazine rev f the time 

bear his feelings out, w e 
version especially attractive and г 
onsidering the limitations of the т 

A conversion of Data East's Kamov ed 
later in 1 
with Cor 
feeling short-changed 

хе 64 о 

version — some 

his fellow revie 

FROM THE ARCHIVES: ELECTRIC DREAMS 

Scunny: 

3E TY 
he year of Aliens and 

[Amstrad CPC] This. 

Ihe ex 
tern 

probably because of the way the brand 
5 assimilated into Activision, thinks 

d: "Ele: Dreams never really took 
hold in the US; | had been appointed as 
international head of Activision, so we 

merged the resources and concentrated 

17 

агкеїз had 

on the main brand, which was obvioi 
Activision its The regional r 

begun to converge with common platforms, 
> establish and maintain so the necessity 

al imprints was greatly reduced. 
With the Co 

Atari ST 16-bit 
US platforms, г 

55 in Europe, it made sense for the 

nodore Amiga and 
omputers being chiefly 
hough they found some 

su 
development of global franchises to be 
outed via the main company. Electric 

ams, without fuss or fanfare, quietly 

te in 1989. 

ways, Electric Dreams was a 

continuation of Quicksilva,” says Mark 
Eyles, “and Rod was the key to its success. 
At the time, the games industry was just 
ge ng established in the UK and moving 
onto a much mi 
Without tl 
ke Rod, it would not have succeeded the 

oting. 
Jsiness acumen of people 

way it did. 
Rod adds: "Electric Dreams enabled 

о had a US-skewed product 

in addition, it crucially allowed 

the creation of a local development talent 
which then had access to a powerful 

global distribution force." It's clear the 

legacy of Electric Dreams is not just some 
damn fine videogames; Rod sees its role 

з а pivotal pi tivision's subsequent 

ess and strength, a as providing а 
е of talented people the springboard to 
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his cult follow- 
up to Julian 
Gollop's highly 
regarded Chaos 

is actually something of 
a hybrid, taking aspects 
of his equally well 
considered Laser Squad 
and merging them 
with its predecessor. 

You can choose spells, 
attributes, and a name for 
your character using the 

Wizard Designer. 

arguably dee 

^ 

Unicorns are a good 
choice to ride into 
battle, as they have 

great stamina. 

These are used to mix 
magical potions. + 

Vials hold beneficial 
potions, such as speed 

or strength. 

үй, 
The three mages you battle 

are named Torquemada, 
Elbo Smogg, and Ragaril. 

Ж 
Gryphons will capably 

fly you across the 
battlefield. 

These mythical beasts 
can breathe fire but are 
difficult to conjure up. 

Keys open doors and 
treasure chests. 

These are one of the 
most powerful land- 
bound creatures. 

Vampires can take 
flight to avoid ground 
attacks but must fight 

on terra firma. 

Pixies are invisible to 
enemies, making them 

the perfect spy. 

This is a powerful 

Aside from treasure, 
these chests can contain 

powerful weaponry. 

spell but can spread 
out of control. These spread like 

magic fire and harm 
undead creatures. 

Scrolls can reveal vital, 

though cryptic, clues. 

АГ: 



BEST BOSS WHY IT’S A CLASSIC 

BEST STAGE 

Gaming classics often transcend their genre to become celebrated 

аз a great game, rather than just a great game of their type. Lords 
Of Chaosis a fine example of this; a title hard to pigeonhole in 
any conventional genre, which is also just accessible enough to 
attract attention beyond that of its natural audience, That being 
said, it caters equally well to devotees of strategy-based gaming by 
providing satisfying, slow-burn gameplay. Additionally, the game's 
clean design and attractive visuals make it one of the best-looking 

Strategy titles on the Spectrum 

Of the three wizards you do battle with, Elbo Smogg, the ruler of the 
Slayer's Dungeon, is the most challenging to defeat in hand-to-hand 

combat, and therefore the most memorable mage. Granted, the 

wizard Ragaril is technically harder to get the better of, but this is 

more down to the many puzzles and traps he sets within his domain, 
rather than his prowess in armed spell-casting. Smogg's tactics 
are to conjure up a veritable army of creatures, capable of tackling 
any you might have managed to summon yourself, before tossing a 
barrage of his favourite spells in your direction. 

The game's first scenario, The Many Coloured Land, allows you to 

hone your skills, while its second, Slayer's Dungeon, is a stern test 
of everything you've learned. However, the third scenario, Ragaril's 
Domain, holds challenges of a slightly different type. The wizard 
Ragaril, unlike his predecessors, rules his domain through guile 
rather than brute magical force, and sends creatures to fight his 

battles for him. This would make reaching Ragaril and defeating him 
before he escapes hard enough, but while negotiating the maze to 

his lair you also have to avoid his traps and solve his devious puzzles. 

BEST CREATURE 

BEST SPELL 

BEST MOMENT 

There's no shortage of candidates for this category, as the game 
features an extensive, eclectic mix of creatures sourced from myths, 
legends and the natural world. And while riding an elephant into 
battle, flying a harpy over the playfield, or setting a vampire on your 
opposite number are all high points of the game, the most practical 
and reliable choice would have to be the giant spider. Admittedly, 
large arachnids lack wow factor, but since they can hold their own 
against almost any other creature, they should be your first choice 
when conjuring up soldiers, or guards for weaker creatures 

Of the game's spells that aren't used to summon creatures, you 
would imagine the most useful would be one used to attack the 
enemy or defend yourself and your forces. In actual fact, the one 
piece of magic that no wizard should be without is the teleportation 
spell. Let's face it: even the most brilliant tactician can get it wrong, 
and the most reliable of attacks can go awry, leaving you on the 
losing side with little energy left in reserve. In this unenviable 
position, the safety net of your teleportation spell is the опе you 
want to have left in your armoury. 

It's hard to pick one moment in a game of incremental progression, 
where you can lose yourself for hours at a time; instead, it's probably 
more useful to highlight a couple of achievements that provide 

great satisfaction. One early memorable moment is vanquishing the 

wizard Torquemada for the first time in the game's opening scenario, 
having first endured what seems like endless defeats at his hands. 

A much later milestone, reached after extensive play, is conjuring 
up the legendary golden dragon, a feat requiring healthy reserves of 
magical energy, a cauldron, and some extremely rare dragon herb. 

IN THE HNOUJ 
PLATFORM: VARIOUS 
PUBLISHER: BLADE SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPER: MYTHOS GAMES 
RELEASED: 1990) 
GENRE: TURN-BASED TACTICS. 
EXPECT TO PAY: £10+ 

What the 
press said... 
ages ago 

Your Sinclair 
Perhaps not the kind of 

fodder to keep die-hard 
happy, but D&D 

and strategy enthu: 

lap it up. If you 

ant to check 

What we think 
to the 

Yes with challenging 

kinde: 

quantities of 

s Lords Of Chaos exhibits 

qualities, it 
surprising to find that the 

is made on 

die-hard arcad 
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МСН JONES 
Once a vital cog of Shiny Entertainment, programmer Nick Jones reveals how 
seeing aliens іп a classroom changed his opinion of computers and ultimately 

led him down a path to an impressive career in programming 

AFTER CUTTING HIS teeth on Herbert Week's 
dummy and honing his craft at Mikro-Gen, 
Nick Jones became a programmer for hire. 

During this time he helped the Commodore 64 
keep up with Raffaele Cecco and Alien 3 win 

quite a few Super Nintendo fans. Arguably, 
though, Nick has become most recognised 

for his work in helping a robot-suited annelid 
become a Nineties gaming icon, when he 

left rain-beaten Britain to join David Perry at 
the start of his Shiny Entertainment venture. 

Nick speaks to Stuart Hunt about his enduring 
career in videogames, which spans an 
impressive 29 years and counting. Just 

nobody mention Queen. 

Tell us about your first 
experience with computers. 

ially | wanted to b: ivil engin 

se my best fi fath 
опе. | didn't really know what t 
job entailed. And ther 
told me that computers were a good 
thing and that | should probably do 

something around so | took a 
course and hat Then one day 

| went into my classroom and on 

this really crappy mputer 
saw somebody pi да Space 

Invaders-style game, and it had a 
real profound effect on 

terrible, there was no sound, no 
colour, but it was clearly rec 
as Space Invaders. А! eing that, 

nd 

It was 

1 bugged 
about 

гу single person | could 
ything related to computers. 

| wante отеопе 

о соо! on 
this со was а 

bit rubbish really. That was probably 
the driving force, the moment | 

n being disinterested in the 
having the rong 

computers 

Space Invaders sparked your 
interest in computers, but when 
did you realise you wanted to 
make a living from videogames? 
At my sixth f 

who 
Micro a 
compu 
of He wasn't making much, 

but hat he was making 
money from an entertainment means 
was shocking to me, and without 

it to anyone | knew 
d to do was 

at point | 
ded to buy a machine 
up settling for an Oric-1 

probably a 

is thing and di 
about wf 

a 6502 mat 

luckily this proved to be very beneficial 

for me in the long run. But | got this 

| bought 

game. It 

| wanted to learn about the machine 
1 had to figure out for myself. When 
it was finished | sold it to a company 
called Tansoft, who offered me £450 
worth of computer equipment for it, 

including a hard drive. Unfortunately, 
before my hard drive arrived the 
company went bankrupt 

Clearly that didn't discourage your 
plans, so how did you land your 
first job in the industry working 
for Mikro-Gen? 

Well, what | did do with that Oric-1 
game | wrote was send it off to 

Mikro-Gen. | was hoping they'd 
ook at it, but really wasn't hopeful. 
Anyway, they phoned me up, invited 
me to London, and offered me a job 
on the spot. | couldn't believe it. My 
foot was in the door and | was getting 
paid to write videogames. £5,000 a 
year was what | was getting paid and 

1 just couldn't believe people were 
paying me to write videogames 

What was your first project 
when you started working for 
Mikro-Gen? 
Well, | lied to them when | got my 
job. | said | could program in every 
assembly language known to man, 
but the reality was | didn't know 280 
all that well. So the first thing they 

did was give me Herbert's Dummy 
Run to do on the Amstrad, which is 
a Z80-based machine. | had three 



NICH JONES 

ШЕЕ СТЕ) TIMELINE 
lerbert's Dummy Run (CPC) 1985 

Frost Byte 1986 

Cybernoid (C64) 1988 
Vixen (C64) 1988 

И Веуопа The Ice Palace (C64) 1988 
Dan Оӛге ШІ: The Escape (C64) 1990 

Smash TV (C64) 1991 

Supremacy (C64) 1991 

Alien 3 1993 

Earthworm Jim (SNES) 1994 
Earthworm Jim 2 1995 

Floigan Bros Episode 1 2001 

ӘСІ ™ NFL 2K series 1999 - present 
NBA 2K series 1999 - present 

Dave grabbéd'my back, and І 
are bbed hi he throat and 

rybody just ran out of the office" 
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months to do it in and it was kind of 

my probation project. | sensed that 

if | didn't pull that off then | was out 

the door, so for those first three 
months | really felt a pressure to just 

knuckle down and learn this Amstrad 

machine. One thing they realised 
quickly when | got there was that 
| had music experience. So as well 

as doing this Amstrad version of 
the game they also had me doing 
the music for their games. They had 
this little device that could play very 
basic notes, and | had been playing 
the piano since | was a kid, so | just 
‘went away and wrote the music for 

them. From then | wa: lumped into 
writing all sound effects and music 
for their games. It wasn't my forte 
at all, but | didn't mind. In those 
да you had to do everything; 
you were doing the grap nics, the 
programming, the level design, the 
product testing, 

It was during your time at Mikro- 
Gen that you met and worked 
alongside some prominent 
developers like David Perry, Chris 
Hinsley and Raffaele Cecco. Did 
you all get along? 
| remember Raffaele specifically. 

а really interesting guy. He 
was very с ative and really into his 
programming, and | remember his 
machine code routine for drawing 
sprites on the screen. And he never 
did anything except kept looking at 
this one little bit of code every day 
and just optimising it. And | basically 
said to him that he needed to buckle 

down otherwise he was going to get 
fired. After that he did and produced 

Equinox, which was a great game. 
He had a really good eye for visuals 

Mikro-Gen he and | worked 
together and ended up becoming 

and afte! 

really good friends. 

| remember Dave and Raf would 

play Queen all day long. They'd put 
it on full volume until the walls were 

haking. And by the end | couldn't 
stand it. | hated Queen for the longest 
time. | couldn't stand them. In fact, 

Dave and | almost ended up їп а fist 
fight over it. We didn't actually get to 

striking blows but | remember one 
day he turned it on and | turned it off 
because | couldn't concentrate. And 

this went on backwards and forwards 

until eventually he turned round to me 
and said something like: ‘If you turn 

that off again I'm going to put my fist 
in your face!’ [laughs] 

So | went over and turned it off and 
he grabbed my back, and І grabbed 
him by the throat and everybody just 
ran out of the office. We came to our 

senses before we ended up hitting 
each other 
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[xv Tg FCAT 
EARTHWORM JIM 

CYBERNOID: THE FIGHTING MACHINE 

SUAL PARTNERSHIP with Raffaele Cecco after Mikrc 
saw Nick porting the Cybemoid series to the Commodore 64. Both 

Ger 

were solid conversions, but it’s the first game we're recommer 
Ап 8-bit tour de force, you pilot the titular Cybernoid, 

4 са 
mplete your обје 

a ship sent to 
9 from їтегдайа 
ve short, the mi 

ging, but its quality w 

pickpo retrieve valuabl 
With time tc 
tense and 

sion is incredibly 
always have returning 

to it like a lovesick bard looking for new inspiration for a sonnet 
Cybernoid has everything you could want from a shooter. It looks 
stunning, has great music and a ton of weaponry, plays smoothly, 

згөв atmosphere and is very challenging. 

EVEN 18 YEARS after the game caused jaws to soundly 
ill receives plenty of interest about his time 

working on Earthworm Jim. He's incredibly proud of the. 
series, as it shows what can happen when talent from 
all areas of game development is brought together. With 
David Perry uniting the likes of Doug TenNapel, Nick 
Bruty, Stephen Crow, musician Tommy Tallarico and 
Nick, among many other talented individuals, through 
Shiny Entertainment, Jim had one of the best teams 
in the business backing him up. Nick was responsible 
for programming the Super Nintendo version, which 
he developed by getting David Perry's 
Mega Drive animation engine to work on the machine. 
Е 
smooth animation and imagination. И scooped awards 
made Jim a gaming superstar and put Shiny on the 
тар, making it a studio to watch. With its first game 
becoming a hot property, Shiny set to work on creating 

uel, which was released the following year. 
Containing falling grannies, more bizarre foes to battle, 
some amusing videogame parodie 

nowned 

thworm Jim was praised for its humour, slick visuals, 

and a level where 
Jim inexplicably becomes a blind cave salamander, it's 
possibly the most surreal platformer ever created, 

ALIEN 3 

NICK TEAMED UP with graphic artist and good friend Nick Bruty 
(Trantor: The Last Stormtrooper) to create the Super Nintendo version 
of Alien З. It was а deep, challenging and atmospheric run-and-gun 
game further enhanced with stunning graphics and a diverse range 

above the very different Mega Drive 
version for many gamers. Each mission is divided up into multiple 
objectives, from flaming eggs to rescuing prisoners, and the Alie 
menace was pretty relentless too. Some great music, inspired by 

This 
as the first ever Super Nintendo game Nick worked on and is a 

James Horner's Allens score, finishes off the package nice 

te arent to his ме lity and talent as a programmer. 

HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN 

PROGRAMMING THE AMSTRAD vers 
Run was Nick's first ever project for Mikro-Gen. After fibbing his 

f Herbert's Dummy 

w with false claims 
variou mbler, he was forc oks and 
learn the intricacies of the machine from sc ТІ with 
а proven history of fast learning, in thr 
a solid versio е Wally Week 
Herbert's Dummy Run saw the tenacious tot of Wally Week having 

'olourful furniture, deadly 
and send-ups of popular videogames to get reunited with 

d-sick pops. 

store full to negotiate a department 
obj 
his poor, wo 

NFL 2H Ж 
ITE 

NICK CURRENTLY WORKS at Visual Concepts, a subsidiary of 
Take-Two Interactive. Based in California, the developer is best 
known for handling Take-Two's popular 2K series of US-centric 
sports titles. Having worked at the studio for around 14 years, 
Nick has worked on a lot of games, but it's the first NFL 2K that 
had the most profound effect on him. Developed at a time when 
polygonal graphics were still relatively new, Nick was amazed by 
their authenticity and also the fact that at one point he didn't even 
recognise his own game due to the scale of the project. It's the 
moment when Nick realised the intimate, do-it-all process of making 
games had come to an end. 



Tell us what you 
know about the 
ill-fated Mikro- 
Plus add-on from 
Mikro-Gen, and the 
infamous Shadow 
Of The Unicorn. 
The idea behind 
it was simple. It 
was a 16K game- 
dedicated ROM chip 
that came with a 
cassette game. It 
basically allowed us 
to write 64K games 
that couldn't be 
pirated. However, 
the way it was 
brought to market 
was absolutely 
disastrous. The gu 
who did Shadow Of 
The Unicorn kind of 
half did it and then 
eft, and we found 
all these massive 
design issues with 
he game. Well, we 
looked at what he'd 
eft us with and it was 
errible. Eventually 
they put out Shadow 
Of The Unicom and it 
just killed the Mikro- 
Plus. The reality was 
they should have just 
canned the game. 
Dave was doing 
Three Weeks In . 
Paradise at that point 
and was writing it 
or the Mikro-Plus. 
t was a really great 
game, and in the last 
Second we realised 
the Mikro-Plus was 
dead, so we had to 
ake the game and 
rip it to pieces to get 
it down to a regular 
48K. Ultimately, | 
hink that was the 
beginning of the end 
ог Mikro-Gen. 

Who was the first one to leave? 
| think Dave was the first one to 
abandon ship, and then Raf and then 

Chris. | think | was one of the last 

engineers to leave. But before that 
we'd all seen that the writing was 
оп the wall. So what we did is buy 

our own development systems, and 
basically just started doing the same 

thing at home. | actually wrote a 

couple of budget games in my spare 
time and sold them to Bubble Bus. 

When Mikro-Gen closed, | took 

advantage of a scheme set up by 
Margaret Thatcher whereby anyone 
who was unemployed and wanted to 
set up a business for a year could take 
themselves off the unemployment 
register and be given £2,000 to start 

up their own business. They paid 

me £40 a week, which covered my 

rent and everything. | was literally 
living for nothing while | was making 
my games, and it really helped get 
me on my feet. | think the first thing 
1 did was Cybemoid with Raffaele 

for Hewson. It was an informal 

agreement between us. Raffaele was 
the creative genius behind it and | 
would just go over to his house and 
help him out with technical things 
оп the Spectrum, as | was always 
thinking about how we could push the 
hardware, but ultimately | was doing 
the Commodore variants 

So you were a freelance 
programmer. Who else did you 
write games for at that time? 

Well, at one point | got myself in real 
trouble. When | started my deal with 
Hewson they said they were going 
to do this budget series of games. 
They knew | had done those budget 
games for Bubble Bus, and asked me 
if | could knock them out a budget 

game on the Amstrad and Ѕрессу. 
So | did. | worked on it for a few 

months and it was fairly complete 
but then they changed their mind. 
Well, having written this damn 
thing for three months | was рп 
cheesed off, but | put it on the shelf 
forgot about it and started work on 
Cybernoid. Then, when Cybemoid 

was approaching completion, Dave 
Perry contacted me and said he 

wanted me to work on Beyond The 

Ice Palace for Elite Systems. At the 

time it was codenamed Thunder 

GG The SNES was stunning. 
It was such a big jump from 
the Commodore 64 days 99 

because it was going to be based on 
the TV show. Well, Dave negotiated 

a package deal to do five versions of 
the game for a lot of money. So 1 
took that deal and then a company 
called Martech Games phoned me 
and said they wanted me to do this 

game called Vixen. After taking that 
on | then got contacted by Fergus 
McGovern at Probe Software, and | 

met with him to sell this game | had 
sat on my shelf for three months. It 
was pretty sweet at the time because 
the money was rolling in. 

But the reason I'm telling you this 
story is because | ended up doing 
five games simultaneously, and | just 
about had a nervous breakdown. | 

couldn't deal with it. That was the first 

time | ever contracted out something, 
1 took this budget game | was doing 
for Probe and gave it to one of my 
friends. | paid him £1,000 and asked 
him to finish it off, which he did. 

That was my first project for Probe 
and then | ended up doing a number 

of games on the Commodore for 
them, like Smash TV, and as | worked 

with Dave Perry so well | was really 

comfortable with his code, so | also 

converted his games Supremacy and 
Dan Dare ІІІ on the Commodore. 

But that was how | got connected to 
Probe and asked to do Alien 3 for the 

NICH JONES 

Super Nintendo. It was on that game 
1 got to work with Nick Bruty, who's a 
really good friend of mine, even today. 

How did you find the transition 
from programming games for 
the Commodore 64 to the 16-bit 
Super Nintendo? 
Nick Bruty would come over to my 
house and we would work together 
just exploring this Super Nintendo 

machine and finding out what it could 
do visually. And it was stunning 
It was such a big jump from the 
Commodore 64 days, but the reason 
why it made sense for me to move to 
that machine is that at the heart of the 
Super Nintendo was a chip called the 
65816. It was basically the 16-bit big 
brother to the 6502, which was in the 

Commodore and the Oric-1. So that 
really helped те 

What was working with Nick 

Bruty like? 
The art that Nick was creating was 

unbelievable. He was just hand- 
drawing Ripley, the character from 
Alien 3, and she looked stunning. 1 
would say to him | needed art for a 

walk cycle of eight frames, and he'd 

always come back to me and just 

blow it out, so instead of doing eight 
frames he'd give me an animation 
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NUMBER 
CRUNCHING 

Nick's first computers 

£5,000 a year was how 
much Nick was paid by 
Mikro-Gen, which gave 
him his first job in the 
games industry 

£2,500 was how 
much Nick was paid for 
programming the C64 
version of Cybernoid: The 
Fighting Machine 

Nick was originally going 
to be paid £25,000 for 
Alien 3. Following the 
game's success, he 
managed to negotiate a 
further £6,000 

5 million copies to date 

Nick has been playing the 
piano since the age of 8 

In 2005, NFL 2К5 won the 
Academy of Interactive 

Achievement Award for 
Sports Simulation Game 
of the Year 

MLB 2K10 had a contest 
open to all gamers that 
awarded the winner $1 
million. Nick wanted to 
try to win it himself, but 
his game-writing skills do 
not translate to his game- 
playing skills. Oh, and the 
competition wasn't open 
to Take-Two employees 
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were а ZX81 and an Огіс-1 

NBA 2K12 has sold around 

Arts & Sciences Interactive 

that was 20 frames. So he ended up 

blowing my budget on the memory 

way out, but visually | couldn't 

compromise because what he was 

giving me looked incredible. So Alien 3 
was a very stressful time for me. | 
was on my own and didn't have that 
support network of other people who 
had worked on the machine and who 

І could ask when problems arose. 

Alien 3 took me about 15 months 

to write, and it was really successful 
for Probe. From then, | made a 

deal with Vivid Image to do a Mario 
Kart-style racer. | was provisionally 
Starting work on that when Dave, who 

had already left for America to work 
for Virgin Interactive by this point, 
phoned me up out of the blue one 

night and said he needed som 
to come over and work wit 
and be programming director of this 
new startup company called Shiny 
Entertainment he was forming. And | 
was so excited because | was going 

Beach. It was like Baywatch. He 
was basically just playing to my wife 
to show these beautiful aspects of 
sunny California, and it worked. And 

it was definitely the right move for 

us, for sure. | remember the day 
| started Nick Bruty picked me up 
from the airport in another limo and 
we went straight to the beach. He 

took me into a surf shop and bought 
me a wetsuit and we were out on 
the ocean just ripping around on the 
waves on jet bikes. | just remember 
how surreal it all was, coming from 

rainy Britain and as soon as | landed 

being іп this really beautiful, sunny 
environment, flying around on a jet 

bike. It was really bizarre. 

Tell us about the team at Shiny at 

that time. 
It worked really well with Dave. 
He worked literally about eight feet 

n me and he and | were 

ineers at Shiny. Nick Bruty 

GG | remember how surreal it 
was, coming from Britain and 
being in this sunny environment, 
flying around on a jet bike 33 

to be working with him, and | knew 
Nick Bruty was on board. | remember 
1 put down the phone, ran into our 
bedroom and woke up my wife. | was 
like, ‘We're going to America!’ She 
just burst out crying; she couldn't deal 
with it at all. 

We guess you convinced your wife 
that a move to America was the 
best thing... 
When we got over there, David 
just laid it all on completely. We 
got off the plane at the airport and 

we had a limo waiting that took us 
to this crazy, crazy hotel in Laguna 

)) Nick ported Beyond The Ice Palace and Supremacy 
(ака Overlord) to the C64. 

was the backgrou tist, and Doug 
TenNapel was the creative guy. We 
also had a couple of animators, a guy 
called Ed Schofield and Mike Die: 

and they were really good animators 
A guy called Tom Tanaka, who was a 
great level designer, and then Steve 
Crow was brought in. They kept 
offering him a job and he was just 
sitting on the fence for the longest 

time because he had a nice comfy 
job at Virgin, working with the guy 
he'd worked with for a long time and 
partnered up with a guy called Mark 
Kelly, who | both met previously at 
Probe. | really liked Mark and Steve, 
and | really got on Steve. So 
for him to break from Mark and 

come and work with us was a scary 
thing for him, and | was just praying 
Stephen was going to accept. And 

when he did | was so happy. 

What was it like during those early 
days at Shiny, when you were 

creating Earthworm Jim? 
| thought I'd worked hard in England, 
working on all these Commodore 

64 games and that point where 
I was working on five games 
simultaneously, but it was nothing like 
working on Earthworm Jim. It was an 
incredible time but so tiring. | ended 

up moving a couch bed between 
mine and Dave's office and ended 

up sleeping on it many, many times, 
and sometimes my wife would 

sleep on it as well. It was a really 
rough time and we obviously didn't 

know if Earthworm Jim was going 
to be a success, but everything was 

relying on it 

You were 
responsible for 
programming the 
uper Nintendo 

version of 
Earthworm Jim, is 
that correct? 
| did the Super 
Nintendo one and 
Dave did the Sega 
Genesis version. We 
developed them both 
at the same time but 
the Sega Genesis 
опе was always 
slightly ahead in 
development, mainly 
because Dave was 
using an engine that 
he had written for 
his previous games 
like Cool Spot and 
Aladdin, whereas for 
me the first task | had 
to do was to get this 
engine working on a 
Super Nintendo. So 
the first thing | did 
was | took his Aladdin 
game and got that 
working on a Super 
Nintendo. There were 
a few frame rate 
issues and it would 
crash now and then, 
but fundamentally it 
was a Sega Genesis 
ame running on a 
uper Nintendo. It 

was really, really fun 
to see. And so | spent 
the first couple of 
months doing that 
and we even thought 
at one point, ‘Can 
we sell this?’, but 
we couldn't because 



Y Receiving ап 

)) Nick enjoying the California Несі and working on Earthworm J 

somebody else had 
acquired the licence. 
| used that engine to 
make Earthworm Jim; 
all the map editors and 
things like that were 
instantly compatible 
with the game, so 
there was very little 
programming involved. 

Was the end of your time at Shiny 
a difficult period? 
David sold the company and the first 
person | heard this news from was 

Ней so 
t couldn't believe 

somebody from the press 
let down and I 1 

it. The 
in, and | thought they were there to 

w lawyer oming 

negotiate the sale of the company, but 
they v 

runtie 

then | 

the end. My worry at that time was | 

actually hired to firefight 
employees. And it was 

sed it was the beginning of 

didn't have a Green Card, so | worked 

really hard to де! 
looking around at other options. | was 

iat, and then started 

actually given a chance to work with 
[ isomniac Games. They offered me 

a stake in their company and wanted 

me to work on Spyro The 
started meeting with them but | turned 
them down. | look back now and think 

maybe | shouldn't have. It was fear, | 

think, more than anything else. What 
| ended up doing was picking the 

ch was Visual 
quired by Take-Two. 

ому, whi company l'm at 
Concepts, since acı 

We sports games and l've been 
there for about 14 years. l've been 
there for almost as long as my entire 

›ге that. But Ме 

ble now, | can tell you that 

ake 

career be! is a bit more 

Many ex-Shiny employees went to 
work at Doug TenNapel's company, 
The Neverhood. Were you never 
tempted to join them? 
Of al people at Shiny, the one 

person | had the biggest clash with 
was probably Doug. Doug and | were 
always fighting with each other, and 
so | don't think it would've worked out 
I'm sure | caused his blood pressure 
to alv Jo up when we worked 
at Shiny, but | think because we 

were always fighting with each other 

ultimately it made the games better 
k he ended up respecting 

t up his 

гу 

as well. 1 t 
me a bit more once he 
own co y and ум ing to do 
what Dave had done himself 

ly for 
them, but not in a paid position. It 
was on the game Skullmonkeys. l'm 
not trying to take any credit away 
from the programmer because he did 

1 did work very, very bri 

NICK JONES 

99.99 per cent of the game, but he 
had a problem with getting the frame 
rate up. And | think it was Steve who 

phoned me up and said he needed 

some help. So | went in and all | did 

was ask him about a few things, take 

some of his source code away and 
then rewrite it in assembler. | went 
back to him and explained what I'd 
done and that's all it took to solve 
the issue. If | remember rightly, the 
backgrounds were all made of clay 
and they built all the sets in their 
warehouse, Anyway, when the game 
was finis ед they literally just hacked 
it all up and threw all this stuff that 
they'd designed in the bin. It seems 

crazy when you look back, but what 
Steve did was he went and hacked 

off a big chunk of it and put it on а 
little plaque, which he gave to me for 

Christmas one year. | ме still got it now. 

Of all the games you worked on, 
what's been your highlight? 
Earthworm Jim was a big one for 
me. That's the game that everyone 
knows me for. I'm like the old 

man in the office, and it's kind of 
embarrassing that some of my 
workmates were playing it when 
they were about eight years old. It 
had everything. It had creativen 
great gameplay, great visuals, and you 
never really knew what was coming 
at you at any time on any level. The 
first NFL 2K on Dreamcast was also 
pretty exciting. | remember we were 
working on the game and one day | 
was walking past a conference room 
and | looked inside and saw a TV 
showing a live NFL game. When I 
looked more closely, though, ! realised 

that it wasn't live TV at all; it was our 

videogame. | couldn't believe it. And 

stood there and watched 
game progress slowly, this crowd of 
people accumulated around me and 

everyone was just looking at it. That 

was when we all realised we had 

something special and could actually 
convince people, even if it's just for a 

short period of time, that they were 

watching the real sport on TV. 

Finally, what do you miss most 
about the early days? 
| just miss being involved in the 
whole aspect of it. When | started | 
did everything. | did the graphics, the 
music, the programming, and had an 
interest in every aspect of computer 
games. But for the last 20 years I've 
been focused on being specifically a 
programmer. Just being able to dabble 

and come up with ideas, working 
with many, many people, working on 

different things and being able to have 
a lot of input in any one of those 
things as well. That's what | miss. 
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Flying Shark 
MEGA OCTOPUS 

As Spectrum arcade conversions 
go, there were few that managed nade f 
to duplicate their arcade m y and 

counterpart as successfully as Flying Shark. Often ably t 0 most 
when good-quality shooters become the topic ying Shark, th 
of discussion in the RG office, the conversation y Ч take off ar 
touches on the impressive number of them on the л nich might sc 
C64. However, the likes of R-Type and Flying Shark t у quite co 
proved that Sir Clive's rubber-keyed wonder could 1 ugh, 
deliver Speccy owners from evil - that being the tricate 
likes of its Nemesis, Kung-Fu Master and S.T.U.N. and fur 
Runner conversions. 1 

RETROREVIVAL 



Re TRORA TED 
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>> It's a good 

month for sequels. 
Diablo III finally 
gets a release, 

Max Payne leaps 

onto our screen 
in dramatic slow 
motion, and the 

second episode 

of Sonic 4 makes 

a long overdue 

appearance 

ЖР!СН5 OF 
THE MONTH 

DARRAN 
Diablo Ill 
Itappearsto be more of 
the same, but Diablo IIl is a 
massive improvementon its 
award-winning predecessor. 

Sonic The Hedgehog 4: 
Ербодей 
Itstlllacks theimpactofthe 
Mega Drive sequels, butit 

shows Sega is willing to learn 

from past mistakes. 

STUART 
Max Payne3 
Max's third outing may not 
have evolved much, butit 

remains a satisfying shooter 
that's greatfunto play. 
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-? | Diablo Ill 
BLIZZARD'S KILLER FRANCHISE RETURNS WITH A BANG 

» FEATURED SYSTEM: 

» ALSO AVAILABLE О! 
» RELEASED: OUT NOW 

» PRICE: £4999 
» PUBLISHER: 

BLIZZARD 

Е MAC 

RTAINMENT 

» DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE 
» PLAYERS: 

» The original Diablo appeared 
on the PC in 1996 and quickly 
breathed fresh new life into the 
stale RPG genre. It received an 
expansion pack їп 1997 and was 
eventually superseded by its 
superior sequel four years later, 
which was still receiving support 
from Blizzard as late as 2011. 

| Dungeon crawlers, eh? You 
wait forever for a decent 
one to appear, then two 
come along at once. While 

last month's Legend Of Grimrock was 

a fitting tribute to classic PC RPGs 
like Eye Of The Beholder and Dungeon 
Keeper, Diablo lil is an all-out sequel, 

which proves that no one knows the 
loot drop RPG genre like Blizzard does. 

Diablo ЇЇ begins with a falling star that 
spurs a truly epic quest. While speed 

п the game being 
12 hours, th 

runs have already shi 
completed in aroun verage 

са lot more out of their gamer is going to c 
first playthrough, particularly if you pursue 

пу, many side quests. Indeed, it 
ours to complete the s nearly eig 

first act of four, and that's before you even 
consider playing as the other four classes or 

) the brutally tough Hardcore mode 
d of your спа which spells the 

hould you 
Diablo Iil's story, aside from a few 

edictable, but a neat twists, is rather p 

told one nonetheless, with a great 
range of Ye Olde English voice acting and 
some epic clashes between Heaven and 
Hell. It will certainly feel familiar to anyone 

Diablo game in the who's ever played a 
past, or any other RPG for that matter, but 
as with other Blizzard titles, it's all in the 
polish and presentation. 

Diablo IIl offers a large number of 
ions that never f customisable 

daunting due to the clever way in which 

Blizzard slowly introduces everything to 

re barely a couple of hours into the 
k skills, 

you. Yor 

game before you know how 
place equipm sell items, use artisans, 

ign runes, manage a handy storage 
nk for sharing items between different 

s, and much more. Diablo III offers. 
huge amounts of flexibility both in its new 

Y SOMETHING OLD 
DIABLO (PC) character 

approach to skills and in the way players 
har each class. 

The Witch Doctor allows you to 
summon monst ers and cast nasty curses 
оп enemies; the Barbarian has received 

merous revamped skills and is an 
warms of Y SOMETHING NEW 
Мазго TORCHLIGHT (PC) 

absolute tank that can devastat 

s at clo: he Demon 

a clever combination of the last 

епеті 2 range; while 
Hunter 
game's Assassin and Amazon classes 
and, like the new Wizard, which itself is a 

variant of Diablo II's Sorcerer, is great for 
ranged players. The final character is the 
Monk, another vicious fighter, but one that, 



» [PC] There are many large 
bosses found throughout 
Sanctuary, and ай of them 
require solid tactics to beat 

» [PC] The Butcher is the first main Mi 
boss you encounter and guards 
the end of Act |. Needless to say, 
he's extremely tough to boat. 

Arts and craft 
ONE OF THE most enjoyable 

additions to Diablo is the 
artisans that have been 
introduced. They'll not. 

only repair existing items 
for you, but will also trash 
any magical weapons and 

equipment you've picked up 
and turn them into useful. 
materials. These in turn 

can be used to create new 
items, and the more you 

train your artisans through 
the spending of precious 
gold, the more powerful 
items they can create 

Initially you'll have access 
to justa blacksmith, but as 
Diablo IIl progresses you'll 
be able to enlist ће help of 

a mystic and jeweller as 
well. Needless to say, their 
useful talents mean you'll 

never walk past a dropped 
piece of loot again 

unlike the Barbarian, relies on speed and 

skill instead of simple brute force to cripple 
enemies. All five characters have their 

own skill trees and class-specific quests, 

meaning any group of four is going to 
feature a lot of diversity. The large number 

of additional skill sets means it’s also going 
to be a very long time before you see 
everything that Diablo II has to offer. 

And you'll want to see it all, because 
Diablo IIl is an incredibly addictive game 
and highly satisfying to play. Take the 
combat, for example. You're effectively 
just tapping a mouse button, and yet 
Blizzard has somehow transformed this 

monotonous task into epic battles that 
are genuinely exciting to watch unfold. It 
helps that a new combo system exists that 
rewards you additional experience points for 
killing a large number of enemies in quick 
succession or all at once, but it's the core 

combat mechanics that ultimately make 
Diablo IIl so satisfying to play. 

Then, of course, there's the ability to 

team up with friends — or strangers, should 
you so wish — and tackle the hordes 

together. It's admittedly not as stable as 
single-player mode, and some will baulk at 
the lack of PVP — although it is coming — but 
it remains tremendous fun and immensely 

satisfying when you're able to take down 

each chapter's brutal boss. It's also worth 

noting that Diablo IIl gets very tough, very 
quickly, so playing with friends is highly 
recommended, and the drop-in/drop-out 

play style that Blizzard has adopted makes 
it extremely flexible. Bear in mind, though, 
that you may want to 
your own first, as you can potentially join a 
game that's further along than yours. 

Ultimately, it's the little touches that 
make Diablo IIl. The ability to pick up 
gold as you walk over it, the way the 
relevant menus open and close on their 
own when you approach merchants and 
artisans, the conveniently placed teleports 
that stop you needlessly trawling through 
empty dungeons, the greatly improved 
customisable followers you can pick up. 
Blizzard has done an amazing amount of 
work beneath Diablo III's shiny surface to 

njoy the story on 

YOU HAVE 

YGUR.ITEITIS H 

REVIEWS: DIABLO III 

ЖСО DEEP 

D» Unlike previous games in. 
йһе series, you can now select 

йе gender foreach class. 

Ihouse will eventually allow 
gamers to sell magical items 
for real money. Blizzard will 

азтай cut of the profits. 

ensure that your time spent in the world 
of Sanctuary is as enjoyable as possible. 
And that's the real key to Diablo Ill: even 
with Blizzard's insistence that you must 
always be online to play — something that 
has resulted in occasional lag and lost 
progress for some players — it's still the best 
incarnation of Diablo yet, and certainly the 
best loot drop RPG currently available. Miss 
it at your peril 

In a nutshell 
Yes, it has niggling online-related 

issues, but there's no denying the 
quality of Blizzard's game. Diablo III 
is an intense, satisfying dungeon 
crawler that's as epic to play as it is 
beautiful to look at. 

» Score 95% 

“2 

4 к 
Nu. 
AVE LOS 

ж; 
DURABILITY. 

» [PC] You will die many times in Diablo Il, Reviving decreases the effectiveness of your equipment by 10 per cent. 
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RE TRORA TED 
>> SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 4: EPISODE II / AKAI KATANA 

Sonic The 
Hedgehog 4: 
Episode 
TWO SPINS FORWARD, ONE SPIN BACK 
» FEATURED SYSTEM: XBOXLIVE ARCADE » ALSO AVAILABLE ON: 
» PRICE: 1200 POINTS (£10.60) » PUBLISHER: SEGA » DEVELOPEI 

©.Р5М.РС » RELEASED: OUT NI 
M » PLAYERS: 

39740 
a Se 
Tee 

man 

While the original 
episode of Sonic The 
Hedgehog 4 was fun, 
it wasn’t without its 

problems. Knowing this, Sonic Team 
has gone back to the drawing board 
and although it has eradicated many of 
the original complaints, it’s also created 
several new ones. 

The physics feel far better than the 
first, and while they're not a match 
for those in the Mega Drive originals, 

they're still decent, making Sonic feel 
suitably old-school as he whizzes 

through the four included zones 
The levels are more imaginative as 

well, and while there's more focus 

on the speed side of things - fewer 
enemies and more stretches of 

open track — there are plenty of fun 
bits, including outrunning snowballs, 

escaping filling silos and negotiating 
the moving parts of a rollercoaster. 

Episode ll is also a step ир 

graphically, with some absolutely 

OPINION 
| think Darran is being a bit 
harsh. The core 
better than Episode | while 

ids another level 
to the gameplay. It's still not a patch on 
the Mega Drive t's definitely originals, but 

л the right directio 
Stuart Hunt 
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ded to beat. 

zones to a huge oil п 
dangerous s 
of a pity, then, that the music 

complete with 
torms. It's some! 

nt 

quite up to the same standard, with 
some rather screechy tunes that don't 

always manage to pay tribute to those 
found in the excellent Sonic 2. 

The biggest addition to Episode II 

is Tails, but he's a double-edged 
sword. The ability to team him up 

with Sonic to overcome obstacles is 

a nice touch, but there are too many 
fiddly sections that become a chore to 
negotiate. It makes certain levels such 
a pig to get through that you'll rarely 
want to return to them. Bosses also 
disappoint, with most being overly long 
and cumbersome to battle 

There's still fun to be found ir 
Episode II the homage to Sonic 2 
special stage is fantastic — but it's let 
down by an overreliance on puzzles 
and complicated bosses that feel at 
odds with Sonic's core gameplay. 

Score 70% » 

» [360] Its a complicated scoring system, but so satisfying when you finally crack it. 

Akai Katana 
CAVE CREATES BULLET HEAVEN AND HELL 
» FEATURED SYSTEM 360 » ALSO AVAILABLE ON: N/A » RELEASED: OUT 
» PRICE: £2999 » PUBLISHER: RISING 

Cave's latest shooter 
arrives courtesy of 

НИЙ Rising Star Games and 
22 it’s another dazzling 

effort, with yet another clever, if 
rather convoluted, scoring system 

to back it up. 
The main crux of Akai Katana 

revolves around its attack and defence 
modes 
you 
engages when you hold it down — 

- defence mode happens when 
the fire bu п; attack mode 

which vary depending on which three 
included versions of the game you 
play: Origin, Climax or Slash. Shooting 

nce mode in Origin enemies in де 
and Climax causes them to drop green 
energy orbs, while doing the same 
thing in Slash causes them to drop 
steel. All three modes drop energy 
while the player is in attack mode. 
Collecting energy unsurprisingly fills an 
energy bar, whereas collecting steel 
fills orbs on the front of your ship. 

Tapping the X button transforms 
your ship and option into a powerful 

Phantom, which is invincible while 
t is in defence mode. In Origin and 

OPINION 

Stuart Hunt 

Climax modes you can repel bullets 
into nearby enemies, which in turn 
will generate huge amounts of gold 
In Steel mode, meanwhile, activating 
the Phantom will make a number of 
orbs appe: 
enemi 
be 

which can be launched at 

о net you katanas, which can 

unched for precious gold 
It's a scoring system that's far 

tougher to learn than the usual efforts 
from Cave, but Rising Star has included 
some excellent tutorials, which make 
things a lot easier. Once mastered, you 
can sit back and appreciate one of the 
finest score-chasers currently available 

on Microsoft's console. 

And Akai Katana really is a fine 

game — or games, really, as all three 
modes play so differently. Slash is the 

most satisfying, but Climax is excellent 
for those wanting to weave through 
insane bullet patterns. Replays can 

be saved and uploaded for others 

to view, the graphics are beautifully 
detailed, and the soundtrack is epic and 
perfectly paced to the action. It's not 
as accessible as Deathsmiles, but high- 
score junkies are going to love it. 

Score 92% » 
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Trials Evolution 
» FEATURED SYSTEM: XBOX LIVE ARCADE » ALSO AVAILABLE ON: N/A » RELEASED: OUT NOW 
» PRICE: 1200 POINTS 1060) » PUBLISHER: UBISOFT » DEVELOPER: REDI YNX » PLAYERS: 1-4 

>> The spiritual successor to 
Kikstart is back and it's better than 

ever. Developer RedLynx has listened 
carefully to the feedback for Trials HD 
and has created a game that fixes 
virtually every niggle found in the original 
2009 smash hit 

The structure of the game is far 
better, constantly rewarding you with 
unlocks in order to fuel progression. 
Having to take the increasingly difficult 
licences becomes rather irksome, but 

they're the only difficulty spikes in an 
otherwise balanced game. Level design 
is also ma: 

the 
RedLynx to flex its creative muscles 
Add in a spectacular online mode 
that caters for four-player racing and 

sively improved, as taking 
series outside has really allowed 

effortlessly improves on the competitive 

play of t 
becomes an essential download 

original, and Trials Evolution 

» Score 93% 

Max Payne 3 
» FEATURED SYSTEM: 

REUIEUJS: ROUND-UP 

» ALSO AVAILABLE ON: XBOX 360, PC » RELEASED: OUT NOW 
CKSTAR » DEVELOPE! 

»» Max Payne 3 may look modi 

th its state-of-the-art visuals 
cinematic narrative, but bei 
glossy exterior is the за! lay 
that we first enjoyed 11 years ago. This 
pleases us greatly, as leaping around 
in slow motion while shooting bad 

guys in the face remains immense fun, 
regardless of the graphical fidelity and 
realistic physics engine that surround it. 

Interestingly, the sprawling realism 
that Rockstar is aiming for - and 

admittedly pulls off in impressive style 
— often clashes with its old-school 
gameplay, and it's rather telling that 
Мах Payne 3 wor 
simply playing the included arcade 
and multiplayer modes. Lengthy gaps 
between checkpoints also annoy. Stick 
with it, though, as the gripping, well-told 
story is one of the best we've seen ina 
third-person shooter 

>> Score 78% 

best when you're 

Mortal Kombat 
» SYSTEM: PSVITA » ALSO ON: XBOX 360, PS3 
» PRICE: £3999 » PLAYERS: 1-2 

>> NetherRealm Studios’ fun reboot 

of Mortal Kombat gets shrunk down to 
the Vita and benefits massively from the 

move to a portable format. Its rough- 
and-tumble gameplay is perfectly suited 
to playing on the go, and the decision 
to focus on а silky-smooth 60FPS was 

a sound one. There was already a huge 
number of gameplay modes in the 
original game, but it has been enhanced 

with an all-new Tower, full of additional 
challenges. It might not be the most 
technical fighter on the Vita, but it's 

certainly the most fun. 

» Score 84% 

>> After debuting digitally some time 
ago, Telltale Games’ loving point-and- 
click tribute to the continuing adventures 
of Marty McFly finally appears in retail 
form. Sadly, the Wii version falls short, 
with a jerky frame rate, dull textures, 
jarring load times and clunky controls 
that all combine to create an extremely 
loveless port. Our advice is to seek out 
the РС and РБЗ versions, as this is а 

highly disappointing effort that doesn't 
do the game justice. 

» Score 62% 

Mario Tennis Open 
» SYSTEM: 
» PRICE: 

» ALSOON:^ 
999 » PLAYERS: l-4 

»» Mario Tennis Open feels 
surprisingly slight compared to past 
iterations. While the tennis itself is fairly 

th plenty of fun gameplay 
mechanics and 16 characters to choose 

from, there aren't many game modes. 
The core single-player lacks the RPG 
elements of past instalments, while 
the slick customisation only applies to 
nported Mii characters. The included 
vini-games are also fairly standard, 

е series’ wackiness. It's decent 

enough, with convincing 3D, but not as 
expansive as we were hoping for. 

Score 66% » 

» SYSTEM: 305 » ALSO ON: PC 
» PRICE: £720 » PLAYERS: | 

>> Terry Cavanagh's quirky, gravity- 
flipping platformer finally arrives on the 
3DS, and it's every bit as enjoyable and 
frustrating as his original game. Charged 
with seeking out his lost crew-mates, 
Captain Viridian must negotiate the 
levels to retrieve his friends and seek out 
missing trinkets. Beautifully styled — it's 
highly reminiscent of an old C64 game in 
terms of its distinct look — and featuring 

a fantastic chiptune soundtrack, VVVVVV 

is only let down by some crushing 
difficulty. It's a good job it has plenty of 
save points. You'll certainly need them. 

» Score 88% 
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RE TROROUND-UP 
>> Every month we take a look at the latest classics that 

have been re-released for anew generation of gamers 

ЖҰ DOWNLOAD OF THE MONTH 

Monster World IV 
» [Mega Drive] The sprite 
design is excellent, 
showing what could be. 
achieved on the console 

» System: Virtual Cons 
» Buy it for: 900 Points 
» Score: жжжж 
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Sega's digital department continues to impress us. 
the Mega Drive in 1994, Monster World IV was an excellent platform- 
cum-RPG adventure from Westone that never received a release 
outside of its homeland. That's now changed, though, as Sega has 
not only released it on Virtual Console in its native 60Hz form, but 
amazingly, has actually given it an official English translation. 

While we're used to this sort of fan service from small companies like 
Super Fighter Team, it's virtually unheard of from a company like Sega, and 
it's further testament to the publisher's current commitment to releasing back 

catalogue classics on current digital servic 
Monster World IV's story revolves around a young female warrior called 

Asha, who aims to save Monster World by restoring its four elemental spirits. 

Asha's quest is made easier thanks to a cute 'pepelougoo' named Pepe, who 

can be used to float across large chasms, or let Asha use a handy double 
jump. Otherwise Monster World IV is mechanically very similar to previous 

games in the Wonder Boy series, with Asha able to upgrade weapons an 
armour, interact with often-humorous NPCs and despatch enemies wit! 
quick slash of her sword 

Graphically, Monster World IV is a thing of beauty. Released late in the 

Mega Drive's life, it features some truly beautiful sprite design, with large, 
chunky characters that are quite reminiscent of numerous SNES titles. 
They're also full of humour, with lovely little touches like the giant pigs that 
collapse in exhaustion after a deadly spinning attack, or the way Asha panics 

and takes cover from a bomb before it detonates. There's some excellent 

айах scrolling on display, and each temple Asha explores is intricately 
detailed and distinctly different to the next, while the denizens of Monster 

World are big, cute and exceptionally well animated. 
The translation is also very impressive, as it must have taken Sega a lot 

of effort to complete with so much incidental text, as well as plot exposition 
to wade through. While it's not quite as as in the days of Working 

Designs, the tran: 1 is still decent, with a lot of humour and most of the 

original Japanese quirks intact. In fact, we're still amazed that Sega was even 
prepared to put so much effort in. 

It's effort that's appreciated, though, as Monster World IV really is а 

fantastic adventure that should now hopefully reach a far bigger audience. 
While the game itself is relatively easy due to the powerful weapons that are 

available, it's worth noting that nothing is readily signposted, so there can be 
5 where you're unsure what to do next. For the most part, 

əs to fight and 
occasional instanc 
though, progress is swift, with puzzles to solve, large bos: 
some massive areas to explore. 

Some might be dismayed with the more structured approach that Monster 
World IV takes — it lacks the free-roaming exploration of The Dragon's Trap, 
for example - and there aren't as many hidden secrets to discover as in past 
games, but these are extremely minor niggles. Monster World IV is an utter 
joy to play through and proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that the best 

things really do come to those who wait. 

A pretty decent month for the 
to some great 

Kirby's Dream Land 2 
» System: Game Boy 

gital releases from 

Game & Watch Gallery 2 
» System: Game Boy Color 

Alex Kidd In 
Miracle World 

» Buy it for: £340 » Buy it for: » System: М: 
» Score: ізеті » Score: жжжж » Buy it for 

ғ » Score: жи и 8 

Super Hang-On 

oints » System: М; 
» Buy it for: £345 
» Score: жижжж 

» Score: tik 

Wonder Boy In 
Monster Land Super Hang-On 
» System: » System: 
» Buy it for: 900 Points » Buy it fo 
э Score: жж » Score: sete 
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Wonder Boy In 
Monster World » Buy it f 

The Revenge Of Shinobi 
ve Monster Land » Buy it fror 

» System: Arcade 
» Buy it for: £3.69 wwwd 
» Score: Thief: Deadly Shadows 

v PC SERVICES 

n of clas games 
rk on modern PCs. 

Torin's Passage Little Big Adventure 
599 » Buy it for: 6499 

» Buy it from: www.gog.co! » Buy it from: 
» Score: # #- www.dotemu.net 

» Score: kitti 

Silver 
» Buy it for: $599 Little Big Adventure 2 

ww.gog.com » Buy it for: €499 
» Score: see » Ву! from: 

temu.net 
рег 

eon » Buy it for: $999 



Special Offers for 
classic gaming fans... 

Complete your retro collection with books, DVDs and mugs 
that no retro gamer should be without! 

ion of the ever- 
lar Retro Gamer 

lag series. This 
ROM includes 

ues 56 to 80 and will 
aPC or Mac 

3 can ever transfer 
zes to an iPad. 

The ZX 5) rum / 
Commodore 64 Book 
From the makers of Retro Gamer 

comes the ultimate guides to the 
ZX Spectrum and Commodore 64. 

With over 250 pages full of amazing 

games and in-depth features, this 30th 

anniversary special is a must ог anyone 
looking for a trip down memory lane. 
£9.99 

Hurry, stock is limited! 8 

| magl "— CO.UK ийг 
Email eshop@imagine-publishing.co.uk 

Twitter @imagineshopuk 

Prices correct at time of going to press. 
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We've been 
asking you what 
you want from 
the homebrew 
section, and 
you were quick 
to tell us your 
thoughts. By far 
the most common 
request was a 
greater variety 
of platforms, so 
I’ve jumped the 
gun and delved 
into a couple of 
new territories. 
Meanwhile, if you 
know about a 
new game оп апу 

classic platform 
that you think we'd 
be interested in, 
get in touch! 

XX 
тиш шю тошт 

FORMAT: ZX EVOLUTIC 
DEVELOPED BY: SHIRL 

LINK: | 
RELEASE DATE: 

PRICE: FREE 
REVIEWED BY: JASON k 

2 | RETRO GAMER 

>> The scenes latest news and reviews 

XNX 

he ZX Evolution is a recently 

developed Spectrum clone. 
Recent enough, in fact, that, 

along with supporting classic 
Spectrum games, beeper or AY sound, 
and cassette loading, it ships as a 
standard Mini-ITX form factor board, 

and has a VGA connector and PS/2 

ports for a keyboard and mouse. 
In other words, it's pretty much a Jange pace l ед by the 04600 LEVEL: 08 DONE: 014 DOW: 055 

homebrew version of the Spectrum on t i 1 
steroids and, because all computers 
need software, this is where XNX 

comes into play, since it’s a cat-themed 

version of the coin-op Qix that takes 

advantage of the ZX Evolution's 

expanded capabilities. 

1 t to box pied areas off, f Jeplete е powe е earned by X Evolution] This took absolutely AGES! 

although without a time limit or 
hurry players along, the 
uch al completing 
ying to do so with the 

пре and г a little 

tially 

ter, so it rth a pt 
volut like. And, hor 

ith as an 

inning you'll 
at archive 

f, have а look at 
kikstart.eu/zx-evo 

ation. 



DARC 
» FORMAT: MASTER SYSTEM » DEVELOPER: RICHARD CORNELISSE 
DOWNLOAD: KIKSTART.EU/DARC-SMS » PRICE: FREE 

DARC is a flick-screen exploration and shooting 
game similar to Air Fortress on the NES or the 

classic H.E.R.O. and written for SMS Power's 

15th anniversary coding competition. The player 
controls a cool-looking robot that fires in either 

direction with the two pad buttons and must 
avoid or destroy the defences on each screen 
while locating the heavily armed cores. Destroying 
a core shuts down a force field, opening up further 
challenges as you progress. 

This makes some good use of the Master 

System's graphical abilities and is well thought 
out, offering some nice touches like the map 
screen showing visited areas when the game 
is paused. And that attention to detail has 
rubbed off onto the gameplay, which is fast- 
paced and entertaining, with some particularly 
absorbing moments when battling cores. The 
only real problem DARC has is that it doesn't 
have an ending; instead it simply runs out of 
map data! A more complete game is apparently 

under way, but this is still worth your 
attention in the meantime. 70% 

» [Master System] Shoot the соге! 

вмевау ШҮ 

If you have a homebrew project you would like 
to see featured then please contact us at 
retrogamer @imagine-publishing.co.uk 

WHAT’SBREWING? 
All the latest news from 
the homebrew community 

[Amstrad CPC] Use the Force 

Still just our type 
To start with, we've excellent news for 

Amstrad CPC gamers: the bug fix to Easter 
Egg's R-Type has been released and the 
crashing issues we had when reviewing 
it all appear to have been blasted with the 
Force! So as promised, now that all the 

hard work can be enjoyed properly, we're 

going to revise our score to 94%. Download 

it from behind kikstart.eu/rtype-cpc and 
give the Bydo a serious kicking! 

Bisson men S 
DOWNFALL 
FORMAT: АМ! DEVELOPER: 
DOWNLOAD: PRICE: 

The keyword for Dov he j 

[Master System] Push it real good. 

Raw power! 
DARC may have won SMS Power's 
development competition, but let's not 
forget the five other games that were 

j t rrently in prog! promise released! Some of them are flagged as 
г f incomplete, though, so while they can be 

t ) played апа are fun, those entries should 
probably be treated as playable previews. 

NU, PAGADI! 
FORMAT: С64 > DEVELOPER: N SOF 
DOWNLOAD: KIKSTART.EI 4 » PRICE: FREE 

sian Game & Watct Ми, Pagadi! is based on а Ru 
Nu Pogodi, which was іг 
series c 
is taske 

The gi 

woll 

Лау. There aren't any alter 
choose from, though, s 

Itertain m 

kikstart.eu/sms-coding-2012 

[360] fake us to your leader. 

For great justice 
Recently released XBLIG shoot-'em-up 

League Of Planets seems attuned to 
casual players. We've given it a quick test 
run; it has some very pretty backgrounds 
but seems to suffer from a slightly fiddly 

control system and overly sensitive 

collisions. We'll need to give it some more 
attention before we make a decision on it, 

but in the meantime why not fire up the 
demo behind kikstart.eu/league-xblig? 
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>> The scenes latest news and reviews 

WHAT’S BREWING? 
All the latest news from 
the homebrew community 

Cut and thrust 
The Amiga appears to be getting quite a 

bit of homebrew love of late. The most 

recent outing is Gravity Beam, a Thrustalike 
inspired by popular homebrew releases 

Gravity Force 2 and Tractor Beam. Each 

mission involves navigating a treacherous 
cave system, picking up a box with the 

ship's towrope, and getting it to safety 
without bouncing anything off a wall. 
Operatives should report immediately to 

kikstart.eu/gravity-beam-amiga 

алав. 

[Amiga] More fun than a caravan. 

Magnificent avatars 
The title Avatar Air Wars probably tells you 
everything you need to know about this 
one, but we might as well flesh the details 

out while we're here. It's a third-person 

air combat game for one to eight human 
players where their avatars fly a selection of 
aircraft into battle and everything is cannon 
fodder, including much of the ground detail. 
kikstart.eu/air-wars-xblig has radioed the 

tower for further information. 

HDOH LIVE INDIE GAMES ROUND-UP 

UNNECESSARY 
VIOLENCE 
DOWNLOAD: KIKS 

Sporting a Blues Brothers refere; 
title and a plotline about road-going terrorists 
with stolen nuclear devices that even the 
game itself doesn't appear to take entirely 

seriously, Unnecessary Violence is all about heavily 
armed cars and wanton destruction. The aforementioned 

ce as a 

anarchists are racing towards the triggers for bombs 

around the city and urgently need to be taken down in 
Chase HQ style. Officers such as yourself have been 
authorised to blast them, anyone who appears to be a 

supporter, or even slow-moving traffic in the fast lane into 
smithereens, even if that means using a nuke yourself 

The only downside to using heavy ordnance to clear a 
oath is that it ta ев precious ammo and, in the case of the 
machine gun, can cause overheating - but restocking the 
weapons and fixing damage is possible while rolling and, 

shooting the innocent civilians with 
up icons above their vehicles. 

pleasantly, involves 

powe 
We alluded to Chase HQ previously and there are 

some sim ties here, but Unnecessary Violence has 

more in common with Воаав) fers and simplifies the 
action by removing all the comers, leaving а 
ribbon of asphalt to tear up in every 5 

traight 
onse of the word. 

5 is pretty limited, but for 80 Points 

rid of road rage after a few hours of 
As a driving game th 
it's a good way to g 
motorway driving 

HONEY BADGER 
DOWNLOAD: KKSTARTE 

The interweb is taking over the sport of 
boxing. Under прозед ru 
rather than formidable-l 

'ock the s competing to k 
other, the main contenders are 

Britney-loving 
forwarc to everyone by t 

The result of this outlandish mash 

but reasonable 

the boxers replaced by cat 

stars' of those videos that e! 
г office joker. 

lays like a rough 
h-Out!! but with copy of the original Pu 

ures of et celebrities 
drawn in a style similar to South Park. We've no doubt 

that Punch-Out!! fans will almost certainly prefer the 

original, but if you've ever fancied a couple of rounds with 
ho made his that guy vn Ton outfit, Dy it out DOWNLOAD: KiKSTARTEL/REDSHIFT-XBL! 

Redshift is a bullet-hell-style blaster 
with glowing red graphics. The ship 
has two firing modes on the A and B 
buttons. As long as there is energy in the 

gauge on the status bar, holding the right bumper 
temporarily slows time down so shots can be piled 
up to slam into a target in a hugely satisfying manner, 

and enemy bullet patterns can be weaved around 
more easily. Redshift power can also be used in о 
smartbomb-ike blast. 

More casual fans of the genre will possibly find 
Redshift an overwhelming experience — especially 
once it really gets into its stride - but it's worth at 

least giving the demo a 
action should find it enjoyable. 

st, and fans of bullet hell 



THE MAKING OF 
MORE ТЕҢ, VICAR? 
MORE TEA, VICAR? HAS BEEN THROUGH ONE OF THE LONGEST 

DEVELOPMENT CYCLES A SPECTRUM GAME HAS EVER SEEN BUT, 
NOW IT'S FINISHED, WE GRABBED JONATHAN CAULDWELL FOR A 
BIT OF A BREW AND A CHAT ABOUT HIS LONG-TERM PROJECT 

Retro Gamer: Well that was parish affairs over a pot of Earl Grey, and 
quick. Did you not want some 
more time on it? 
Jonathan Cauldwell: 

RG: Did you have any outstanding good or 
bad moments during development? 
JC: Yes, a few of both, and usually just 

RG: Homebrew scrolling shoot-em-ups 
aren't common on the Spectrum. What 
made you decide to try one? 
JC: They're n for a very good 

j 

RG: And now the game is finished, how 
do you feel about it in hindsight? 
JC: Very glad the project is over after а естер | 

E 

| 
zu 

- 02 
C» 

RG: And where did the name More Tea, 

Vicar? originate? 
JC: Just al 

RG: And finally, is there any chance of a 
sequel at all? 
JC: V n't 
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STAR LETTER 

ARE YOU GAME? 
Hi Darran and Retro Gamer, 
| thought you would be interested to 
see the game | have been making for 
the best part of a year. It's called Harry 

Salt And His Quest For Pepper: www. 

youtube.com/watch?v- vvKHxdaz4YU 
Pepper is Pepper Milo - a famous 

actress and also Harry Salt's girlfriend 
She has apparently been abducted by 
aliens, but all is not what it seems 

It's an old-style platform game 

for the PC, which is very heavily 
inspired by Jet Set Willy and has a 

touch of Mario in there too. It's not 
the best-looking game in the world, 
but | hope you like it. | have included 
some screenshots and a link to a 

YouTube video so you can see it in 
action. The game is unfinished and 

Hey RG guys! 
What do you think of my Mega Drive-inspired 
tattoo? It's hurting more than a Hadouken in 

the face, but you know what they say — no 
pain, no game! 

Stef, yours is certainly a tattoo you don't 

see every day. We are a bit curious as to 

what area of your body you got inked. The 
office has been taking bets and currently 
there are pretty good odds on it being the 
back of your neck. Or maybe a leg. Let us 
know so we can get on with our lives. 

to write in and tell you just how 
much | loved your classic Atari cover last 

month. | will admit that your recent covers 
have left me cold. | loved issue 100 but have 

to say, that cover. Oh my. | liked the thinking 

behind doing the whole Sgt Pepper's thing 
with gaming sprites, but it could have been 
better executed 

I'm looking at it right now as | type this 

email, in fact. What game is that ugly-looking 
Sonic sprite taken from? S Drift on the 
Game Gear? Why does Wizball's face look 

like the finger-insertion area of a bowling ball? 
And why oh why do so many beat-em-up 
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the plot hasn't really 
been worked into 
the game yet, but 

| will keep working 
on it until | finish 
it. | think it would 

be great if other 

Retro Gamer readers also attempted 
to make their own games. Who 
didn't have a great idea for a game 

back in the day? It's always a bit of a 
disappointment for me when people 

make remakes of existing games 
rather than put their own imaginative 

ideas into pixel reality 

We really like the imagination and 

Matthew Smith-esque humour in 

1 

your game, Richard, and the 
tributes to classic games are also 

anice touch. Let us know when 
it’s finally finished so we can take 

it for a spin. We love seeing what 

our readers have made, and we've 
been considering running some 
kind of indie game competition for 

awhile now. With a revamp of the 
homebrew section on the cards it 
could tie in quite nicely... 

Stef showing off his Sega tattoo. He originally planned to have Sony Computer Entertainment 
Europe, but then saw the price. 

Craig wasn't a fan of our issue 100 cover, but many have told us they really liked it. Perhaps they 
were just being kind and didn't want to hurt our feelings. 

Every month, one 
lucky reader will 

receive a copy of our 
latest eMag, Retro 
Gamer Load 3, à 

bargain if ever there 
was one. All you 

have to do is present 
a lucid, thought- 

provoking piece of 
literature that melts 

our souls. Failing that, 
something funny 

with swear words, 
or something 

Striderrelated will go 
down just as well... 

characters feature? As | said, this month's 
cover was superb, simple and stylish, and 
the content wasn't bad either. Keep up the 
good work, and remember that sometimes 
less is more. 

We wanted issue 100 to really stand 

out and we felt the best way for it to do 
that was to pack it with as many iconic 
characters from as many different game 

franchises as possible. We tried a version 
using character art but it didn't really 

work too well — it looked too modern 
and lacked nostalgia. Glad that last 
month's cover was more to your liking. 

Hello Retro Gamer, 
| just want to say how much I've really 

enjoyed the Virtual Boy and Atari features 
you ran recently. | love features that | can 

dip in and out of, so please, please do 
more. You will make me one very happy 



CONTACT US 

chappy indeed. How ‘bout a top 25 bossiest 

bosses, or a list of b 

for a machine. Heck, even a list of rubbish 
videogame character jump animations 
Anything, | couldn't care — just list features 

and more of them, please. 

-ever launch titles 

You'll be pleased to hear that we that we 
do have more list features in the pipeline, 

so watch this space. We have to ask, 

though: what's with the scary obsession 
with list features? Do you have a very short 

attention span? 

Dear Retro Gamer, 
I'd like to first of all congratulate you on 

having passed the big 100 issues mark, for 
being excellent in general, and for strongly 
fuelling my interest in retro games and 
hardware for the last few years. | enjoyed the 
article on Super Mario RPG in issue 102, but 

there was something that got me thinking. 
The game was never officially released in 
PAL territories until 2008 via the Wii's Virtu 

Console and | was a bit surprised at tl 
the first paragraph of the a Я 
теге mention of the likes of Final Fantasy VI, 
Chrono Trigger and Super Mario World are 
enough to send most gamers into paroxysms 
of nostalgia." 

Both Final Fantasy VI and Chrono Trigger 
were games that didn't reach PAL territories 
save through imports. A small percentage of 

people in the know could find these games 
оп import and play through a converter 
relevant NTSC hardware, but otherwise 
these utter gems took years to be officially 

Diablo Ill 

Battle.nettag of DazTM#2510 

Blizzard's game is absolutely epic in scope and 
°з the way it constantly generates new dungeons 

means Г mostlikely be playing it forever. If anyone 

is interested in going on a questwith me then feel free to add ту. 

released in Europe. Final Fantasy VI finally 

like these were not officially released in PAL 

ies until many years later. Perhaps it 
might be an idea to do an article that looks 

into wh 
деа 

uch a bum 
ts in corr vhen it came to expor arison 

America 

Anyway, keep up the great work! 

Our guess is that it was purely down to 
the buying behaviour in those markets 

persuading publishers that certain games 

would have little commercial success in 
those regions. It's telling that those three 

games mentioned are all RPGs. Final 
Fantasy VII — which, incidentally, was the 

first Final Fantasy game to get a European 
release - helped the genre take off more 
in Europe. Following its success, many 

more RPGs started to see release on PAL 
consoles. That's our belief anyway. 

Hello, 
| was wondering if | could make a request 

for a review of a certain game. The дат 
called Air Fortress for the NES. It is a game 
that | still holds a very 
impor ildhood growir 

w Up with 
t part of my с 

have r ever seen anyone v 
yet. 

ter purchasing four issues, | am really 
hooked! | enjoy your content very much! 
That is why | was asking if you cot 

vrite a revi 

do this 

) Back To Skool 

lostnone ofits charm over the years. 

This month's feature on the Skool series reminded 
me how greatthe sequel was, which expanded on 
the original's formula brilliantly and made a great 

game greater. 5 looks the part and, like British bulldog, has 

YOUTUBE UPDATE 

| booted up PSO and cried 
a little bit when | saw my 
character for the first time in 
eight years 

RETROBATE PROFILE 

Lewis Cox 

15th Jan 2012 

United Kingdom 

Student 

http:/wwrw.altmaguk.net/ 

Dreamcast 

My name is Lewis. | love music, 
nostalgia and Japanese stuff 

INES] Stuart had a quick bash on Air Fortress and liked what he played. He said it was. 
like a NES version of Major Havoc and to look out for a write-up. 

{ Halo:Reach 
I've gone backto Halo: Reach after months of solid 
Mand dabbling with Battlefield 3. Returning 
with a fresh perspective highlighted even more 

ofthe detail. Italso reminded me how the agility focus transforms 
each multiplayer map into a mind-bending versus arena. 
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LETTERS 

From the forum 
> To have your say visit www.retrogamernet/forum 

Every month, Retro Gamer asks a question on the forum and prints the best 
replies. This month we wanted to know... 

What's your favourite Microsphere game? 

as to b 
the amazing Back To Skool 
This was as close as anyone g one of my favourite 5р д 

the early d 
My childhood 
been the same 
wonderful title 

As muchas 
around with the Skool games, 
the most fun a 
with Wheel 
game. 

пе |hadwas 
at racing 

шиш 
Wheelie. as lused to 

pend hours playing this with 
my best friend. We bath loved 
building ramps and launching 
ourselves off them - on a 
ten-speed racer no so thi 
game was a perfect match, as 
we could jump over cars on a 
motorbike f my Evel 
Knievel figure е also 
made this a favourite game 
of mine 

© 
Whee Although the 

Skool games were certainly 
entertaining, they were too taxing 
for me at the tim 
th ough frustra 

gevity. just a 
difficult memory gam 
acing back to the f 

фут 
Contact Sam Cruise. 

We find out if the classics are better than their successors. 

This month, Sonic The Hedgehog 4: Episode үз Sonic The Hedgehog oo 

ShadowMan ! аш! 
Sonic The Hedgehog, easily. much | = funny howa game can be more colourful 

preferredthe game's flow and level design. | and vivid than a game made 20years later 
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Mn YOUR ОРМОМ PLEASE 

вм 

INTERESTING GAMING 
FACTS 

koopa42 An earlier version of Str 
pre р 

ROBOCOP VERSUS 
THE TERMINATOR 

rocky1980 Ilove them both. T2is a SUPER film but 
RoboCop i treallyi 
RetroBob | inprotest at their 

Katzkatz 
р 

оСорв- andl 
inthe film 

ci-fistory 
ha lot, but The Terminatoris 

probably my second favourite film 

hen ITV used Treguard RoboCopall the way. loved 
toshowitand outall the swearing. Me алд ту 
mate still refer to each other as mothercrushers and 
rumbags 

BARCODE BATTLER 

woody.cool Isti ha 
m of a box. Not sure it still works! Not sur 

somewhere in the garage at 

rocky1980 | picked one up ina charity 
th 

op last year. | 
well Itdid not ashens YouTube review sums itu 

k back in the day and does nc лом 
Rayne They fun retty well and certainly kept 
meamusedf trip. ido remember 
the back of the de that 
revived your mi leventually ickaging 
and, as such, Ytrevive the little cr 

scunny hada е Battler, was really into Мога. 
while. M isually crap but remember 
atinofsa ade a brilliant hero. There is a 
sentence фа! 

HOT TOPIC seio werking-cass Her 
"Irashman, always Trashman, Anyone 
who empties bins, especially on hot 
days, gets my vote" Morkin 

"Miner Willy FTW. The best gaming icon 
ever. And ever. Amen!" markopoloman 

"| voted Mario, although I'm not sure 
һе» still working class. After all, he 
must be loaded after collecting all those 
giant gold coins!" theantmeister 

"Has to be the Tapper dude. | worked 
in a bar once, so he is the closest 
working-class hero that | can associate 

Miner wily-29% With.” IronMaidenRule 



Don't forget to follow us online for all the latest retro updates 

ЕЗ RetroGamerUK Е @RetroGamer_Mag 

>> forme. Thank you for taking the time to read 
through this email. 

We'll see what we can do, John. If it's any 
good then perhaps we'll do a little Retro 
Revival write-up about it. Of course, you 
could always write a few hundred words 

about it yourself and upload your review on 

to the Retro Gamer website. It might even 

get selected to appear in the magazine. 

ALTERED BEATS 
Hi Darran, 
It's not often | write to magazines — in fact 
this is my very first time — but l'm glad that 

my first time is with Retro Gamer, which I've 
been reading since issue 1. | recently made, in 
the form of a music video for the dance band 

Slyde, an ode to the experience of waiting for 
а C64 to load. | thought of all people you guys 
would enjoy it, so here it is: www.youtube. 

com/watch?v- Mu7A2fdn3MQ 

We like the video and the song was pretty 

catchy too. It caused Darran to kick off 
his flip-flops, expose his matching big toe 

blisters and start dancing around the Retro 

Gamer pod like a modern-day jester, sans 
jester hat... and footwear. 

>» [Dreamcast] Though Sega has long since shut its Phantasy Star Online servers, open servers 
and dedicated fans keop the game alive today. 

66 Why does Wizball's face 
look like the finger-insertion area 
of a bowling ball? 27 

D PHANTASTIC NEWS 
Hi guys, 

1 am a Dreamcast fanatic and consider it in my 

opinion, to be the best console ever released. 
En ve Versio More to the point, | am also a Phantasy Star 

rans Online addict, although | was until around 
welcomed a new 2003 when unfortunately the incessant 
designerto the team. Pepper cheating and hacking forced me to retire from 
Кесене, Ragol and banish my Dreamcast to the loft 

Whatthe header Fast forward to 2012 when | decided to get 

Te NT the Dreamcast back down from the loft. It he's akeen surfer, 
and on three sepa was a wonderful experience to revisit some 
‘occasions has been of Sega's finest. Then | booted up PSO and 
mistaken for Daniel Craig pro 5 cried a little bit when | saw my character for 
surfboard, Tommy the first time in eight years — how good are 

Lee Jones holding the VMUs? | tried to go online via dial-up 

sens, and no joy. It transpired that Sega closed the and Jeremy Irons. 
carrying a floral servers in 2007. 

- с-зта Stew However, after a chance Google search | 

ie Surf Champ oh the realised that there are, amazingly, private and 
Spectrum. Probably. free servers available — and after following 
Darran and Stuart a some very simple instructions | was back too shy to actually ask i h pi f dth id! Min Ahonen online with players from around the wor 
out it's Defender. | really had to pinch myself to make sure | 

wasn't dreaming. There | was, back in the 
Forest, like it was 2001 again. 

| want to take this opportunity to make 
Retro Gamer readers aware of the server 
that I've been using. It is called Sylverant and 
for DC users it is very easy to log on — all that 

is needed is a patch disc. If you adored PSO, 
please boot up those DCs once again and log 
on to Sylverant. You will love it. | promise. 

Maybe because it was Sega's last games 
console, or simply because it was a 

fantastic machine with some great 
exclusive titles. Whatever the reason, 
there's plenty of lasting love towards the 
Dreamcast. Hopefully your tip-off will 
inspire some PSO fans to dust off their 
copies of the game and join you on Ragol. 

Ж THE ONES THAT GOT AWAY . EE EIS А 
DARRAN 
We knew thatwe wanted Pong 
onthe cover, butthe question 

оо was how to make itlook good, 
Its look is extremely minimal 

and getting that across was proving to be quite 
a difficult process. We nailed it eventually, but 
here's one thatjustwasn'tworking for us. 

STUART 
We were really keen on doing 
this because everyone onthe 
mag loves Dave Reidy's games. 
Itwas working fairly well, butit 

was proving to be too similar to the cover used 
forgamesTM's 100th issue. We stuck with Pong. 
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ON SALE 
next 

ВЕсРтни 5 Й + 
LIS TPLO T ` Й. г amt МИ жары 2 Ту Су 
ШЕ pee ШЕ. Ж е ; 7: As the world goes Olympic 

Pr, е res : : : crazy, we speak to the 
developers behind the 

triathlon of sports games 

MORE EHCITING FEATURES TO 
LOOH FORWARD TO МЕНТ ISSUE 

И In an exclusive 
round-table interview, 
the developers of the 

T : 5 de whi hit Atari ST game 
= п атаға new interview, arca не w Еа get back together to 
ave Theurer reveals the ins and outs o! celebrate 25 years of 

his classic 1980 shooter, while Jeff Minter 
revisits Tempest 2000 delving in dungeons 

E We go behind li We highlight 
the scenes of the great clones 

Ш After years of 
speculation, Martyn 

Stainless Games’ of classic games Carroll puts on a 
controversial on Xbox Live's deerstalker and 
driving franchise; indie service attempts to find out 
agame so and speak to the real truth behind 
shocking the BBFC the developers one of gaming's 
tried to ban it behind them holiest grails 
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» When their neighbourhood turns into a a 
very real version of Halloween night, plucky 
teenagers Zeke and Julie decide to rescue its 

survivors, which rather oddly seem to comprise mostly babies and cheerleaders. 
48 levels, and many grateful concerned parents and high school jocks later, the 
duo trace the source of the weirdness to an insane doctor who likes the odd 
transmuting tipple. Now for the final confrontation... 

02 
» Zeke confronts the deranged Dr » With the bad doc defeated, the mission 

Tongue, but before he can save the world appe 

from zombitus, the doctor drinks some You 
peculiar potion and transforms into a a joke, and its creat 

tarantula, Following this initial battle, the ^ amusing epilogue g 
doc gets all big-headed - literally. credits. And guess wl it takes place. 

» Yep, at LucasArts. Zeke completed the 
entire mission during a work skive, and 

a certain big boss isn't pleased. George 

has more pressing issues, though. No, 
not getting ll rolling on The Phantom 

Menace; zombies are eating his staff. 

» As Zeke fights his way through the corridors, he bumps into » And here's a nameless guy discussing a giant robot game - a 

some of the staff on the game. Look! Here's 2D artist Harrison clue to a future LucasArts game project, perhaps? Exactly that, 
Ford. No, wait, it's actually Steve Purcell holding a bullwhip and we reckon, as the studio released Metal Warriors two years later, 

dressed in a leather jacket. An easy mistake to make. and it ran on the same 'ZAMN' engine as Zombies. 



Oil Rush is a realtime naval strategy 
game that combines the strate- 
gic challenge of a classic RTS with 
the sheer fun of Tower Defence, 

while featuring state-of-the-art visu- 

als. The game is based on group 
control: the player doesn't have to 
micro-manage every unit but has 
control over all important aspects 
of tactics, strategy and economy. 
Capture, upgrade and defend floa- 
ting production platforms and oil 

rigs. Discover new technologies and 
send groups of naval and air units 

into battle to capture enemy plat- 

forms and oil rigs. 

Destructoid: 

“Once you get into the mode of play that 

Oil Rush expects from you, it’s one of 

the freshest takes on the strategy genre 

in a while.” 

ICEBERG 
INTERACTIVE 2 

PURCHASE OIL RUSH NAVAL STRATEGY GAME AND OTHER EXCITING GAMES АТ: WWW.ICEBERG-SHOP.COM 

SUNIGINE 

Rock, Paper, Shotgun: 
АМАН АВЫ АТ ()РІАҮсом GAME amazoncouk zavvi "Қаза" ЕШ Әле: thehufg | > (н is an exceptionally 
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DARKSIDERS! 
DEATH LIVE 

Pre-order now to receive ҮЭ SEARCH: DA DERS 

LIMITED EDITION Pack, | AVAILABLE 
including Argul's Tomb DL@ | Е: ІЗ AUGUST 21512012, 

WWNW.DARKSIDERS.COM 
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